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THE MAKING OF
THE NEW TESTAMENT

PART I

CANONIZATION AND CRITICISM

CHAPTER I

INSPIRATION AND CANONIZATION

The New Testament presents the paradox
of a literature bom of protest against the
tyranny of a canon, yet ultimately canonized
itself through an increasing demand for
external authority. This paradox is full of
significance. We must examine it more
closely.

The work of Jesus was a consistent effort
to set religion free from the deadening system
of the scribes. He was conscious of a direct,
divine authority. The broken lights of former
inspiration are lost in the full dawn of God's
presence to His soul.

So with Paul. The key to Paul's thought
is his revolt against legalism. It had been
part of his servitude to persecute the sect
which claimed to know another Way besides

7



8 KAKING OF NEW TESTAMENT
the "way " i of the scribes. These Christians
signalized their faith by the rite of baptism,
and gloned in the sense of endowment with
the Spint. Saul was profoundly conscious

of the yoke; only he had not dreamed that
his own deliverance could come from such a
quarter. But contact with victuns of the
type of Stephen, men "filled with the Spirit,"
conscious of the very " power from God " for
jack of which his sou! was fainting, could not
but have some effect. It came suddenly
overwhelmingly. The real issue, as Saul saw
It, both before and after his conversion, waslAw versus Grace. In seeking "justifica-
tion by favour of Jejus these Christians were
oi>enm|r a new and living way to acceptance
with God. Traitorous and apostate as the
attempt must seem whUe the way of the Law
still gave promise of success, to souls sinking
like Saul s deeper and deeper into the despair-mg oouMiousness of "the weakness of the
flesh forgiveness Li the name of Jesus
might prove to be light and life from God.

P« a«8P»8«d sect of * sinners * whom he
*.!-.'** P®'®^"*"*« expressed the essence

of their faith m the doctrine that the gift
of the Spirit of Jesus had made them sons
and heirs of God. If the converted Paul in
turn 18 uplifted—" energized," as he terms
It—even beyond his fellow-Christians, by

Ja T?r*^ 'it
'' '?^'" ^ "H" **»« ^™''»« te™ fo' * sect,

LV i^^!?''"'"' *«™ ^o' ^«8»1 requirement is halccha,



INSPIRATION AND CANONIZATION

the sense of present inspiration, it is no more
than we should expect.

Paul's conversion to the new faith—or at
least his persistent satisfaction in it—will be
inexplicable unless we appreciate the logic
of his recognition in it of an inherent opposi-
tion to the growing demands of legalism.
Jesus had, in truth, led a revolt against mere
book-religion. His chief opponents were the
scribes, the devotees and exponents of a
sacred scripture, the Law. "Law" and
".Prophets, ' the one prescribing the con-
ditions of the expected transcendental King-
dom, the other illustrating their application
and guaranteeing their promise, constituted
the canon of the synagogue. Judaism had
become a religion of written authority.
Jesus set over against this a direct relation
to the living Father in heaven, ever presently
revealed to the filial spirit. The Sermon on
the Mount makes the doing of this Father's
will something quite other than servitude to
written precepts mterpreted by official author-
ity and imposed under penalty. It is to be
self-discipline in the Father's spirit of dis-
interested goodness, as revealed in everyday
experience.

Even the reward of this self-discipline, the
Kingdom, Jesus did not conceive quite as
the scribes. To them obedience m this
world procured a "share in the world to
come." To Him the reward was more a
matter of being than of getting. The King-
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10 MAKING OF NEW TESTAMENT
dom was an heir-apparency ; and, therefore,
present as well as future. It was '* within "
and " among " men as well as before them.
They should seek to " be sons and daughters
of the Highest," taking for granted that all
other good things would be "added." So
Jesus made religion live again. It became
spiritual, inward, personal, actual.

After John the Baptist's ministry to what
we should call the 'unchurched' masses,
Jesus took up their cause. He became the
friend " and champion of the " little ones,"

the "publicans and sinners," the mixed
people of the land* in populous, half-

heathen, Galilee. The burdens imposed by
the scribes in the name of * Scripture * were
accepted with alacrity by the typical Pliarisee
unaffected by Pauline misgivings of * moral
inability/ To " fulfil all righteousness ' was
to the Pharisee untainted by Hellenism a
pride and delight. To the ^' lost sheep of
Israel whom Jesus addressed, remote from
teniple and synagogue, this " righteousness "
had proved (equally as to Paul, though on
very different grounds) " a yoke which neither

^u "?' °"' fathers were able to bear." Jesus
had compassion on the multitude." To

them he " spoke with authority " ; and yet

iiru°*
as the scribes " but as " a prophet.'?

When challenged by the scribes for his
authority he referred to "the baptism of
John, and asked whether John's commission
was 'from heaven, or ot men." They
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admitted that John was " a prophet." Those
who give utterance after this manner to the
simple, sincere conviction of the soul, voicing
Its mstmctive aspiration toward " the things
that be of God," are conscious that they
speak not of themselves.

Jesus, it is true, was no iconoclast. He took
pains to make clear that if he superseded what
they of old time had taught as righteousness,
it was m the interest of a higher, a '* righteous-
»«js o[ God." If he disregarded fasts and
sabbaths, it was to put substance for form,
end for naeans. " Judgment, mercy, and good
feith should count more than tithes from
mint and anise and cummin." He echoed

what John the Baptist had taught of re-
pentance and forgiveness. Hope should no
longer be based on birth, or prerogative, or

'

ntual form, but on the mercy of a God who
demands that we forgive if we would be for-
given. Such had been, however, the message
not of John only, but of all the prophets before
him : I will have mercy, and not sacrifice."

;

Jesus taught this higher, inward, righteous-
ness

; but not merely as John had done.
John had said : Repent, for the wrath of God
IS at hand. Jesus said: Repent, for the
forgiveness of God is open. The Father's
heart yearns over the wayward sons. Jesus
greached the nearness of the Kingdom as
^^
glad tidings to the poor " ; and among these

*. P^f ,.
^*^^® included even aliens who put

faith in the God of Abraham.
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The new Way started from the same
Scripture as that of the scribes, but it tended
in an opposite direction. Theirs had been
gradually developing in definiteness and
authority since the time of Ezra; yes, since
Josiah ha 1 nade formal covenant, after the
discovery of " the book of the Law " in the
temple, pledging himself and his people to
obedience. As with many ancient peoples,
the codification of the ancient law had been
followed by its canonization, and as the
national life had waned the religious signifi-
cance of the Law had increased. It was now
declared to express the complete will of God,
for an ideal people of God, in a renovated
universe, whose centre was to be a new and
glorified Jerusalem. The Exile interrupted
for a time the process of formal development

;

but m the ecclesiastical reconstruction which
followed in Ezra's time " the book of the Law "
had become all the more supreme; the scribe
took the place of the civil officer, the syna-
gogue became local sanctuary and court-house
in one, the nation became a church, Israel
became * the people of the book.*
Legal requirement calls for the incentive

of reward. We need not wonder, then, that
the canon of the Law was soon supplemented
by that of the writings of the Prophets,
historical and hortatory. The former were
considered to interpret the Law by showing
its application in practice, the latter were
valued for their predictive element. Law
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and Prophets were supplemented by Psalms,
and elements from the later hterature having
application to the religious system. The most
mfluential were the " apocalypses," or " reve-
lations " of the transcendental Kingdom and
of the conditions and mode of its coming.
Scnpture had thus become an embodiment
of Israel's religion. It set forth the national
law, civil, criminal, or religious; and the
national hope, the Kingdom of God. Its
custodian and interpreter was the * scribe,*
lawyer and cleric in one. The scribe held
the key of knowledge"; to him it was

given to bind and loose,* * open and shut.*
Any preacher who presumed to prescribe a
righteousness apart from 'the yoke of the
Law,' or to promise forgiveness of sins on
other authority, must reckon with the scribes.
He would be regarded as seeking to * take the
Kingdom by violence.'

Jesus' martyrdom was effected through the
pnests, the temple authorities; but at the
instigation of the scribes and Pharisees.
His adherents were soon after driven out
from orthodox Judaism and subjected to
prsecution. This persecution, however, soon
found its natural leadership, not among the
Sadducean temple-priesthood, but among the

'

devotees of the Law. It was " in the syna-
goffues. From having been quasi-political
It became distinctly religious. This persecu-
tion by the Pharisees is on the whole less
surprising than the fact that so many of the
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Jewish believers should have continued to
regard themselves as consistent Pharisees,
and even been so regarded by their fellow-
Jews. In reality Jewish Christians as a rule
could see no incompatibility between average
synagogue religion and their acceptance of
Jesus as the man supematurally attested in
the resurrection as destined to return bringing
the glory of the Kingdom. Jesus* idea of
* righteousness * did not seem to them irrecon-
cilable with the legalism of the scribes ; still

less had they felt the subtle difference between
his promise " Ye shall be sons and daughters
of the Highest " and the apocalyptic dreams
which they shared with their fellow-Jews.
Saul the persecutor and Paul the apostle
were more logical. In Gal. ii. 15-21 we have
Paul's own statement of the essential issue
as it still appeared to his clear mind. Average
synagogue religion still left room for a more
fatherly relation of God to the individual, in
spite of the gradual encroachment of the
legalistic system of the scribes. Men not
sensitive to inconsistency could find room
within the synagogue for the * paternal
theism * of Jesus, even if this must more and
more be placed under the head of *un-
covenanted mercies.' To Paul, however, the
dilemma is absolute. One must trust either to
** law " or ** grace." Partial reliance on the
one is to just that extent negation of faith
in the other. The system of written precept
permits no exception, tolerates no divided
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allegiance. If the canon of written law be the
God-given condition of the messianic promise,
then no man can aspire to share in the hope
of Israel who does not submit unreservedly
to its yoke. Conversely, faith is not faith
if one seek to supplement it by the merit of
" works of law."
From this point of view the Jew who seeks

forgiveness of sins by baptism " into the name
of Jesus " must be considered an apostate
from the Law. He acknowledges thereby
that he is following another Way, a way of
" grace," a short-cut, as it were, to a share in
Israel's messianic inheritance by the " favour "
of a pretended Messiah. The same Paul who
after his conversion maintains (Gal. ii. 21)
that to seek "justification" through the
Law makes the grace of God of none effect,
must conversely have held before conversion
that to seek it by "grace" of Jesus made
the Law of none effect. Even at the time of
wntmg the axiom still held : No resistance to
the yoke of the Law, no persecution (Gal.v. 11).

It IS true, then, that the legalistic system of
prescription and reward had developed—
could develope—only at the expense of the
^ss mechanical, more fatherly, religion of a
Hosea or an Isaiah. Even scribes had ad-
initted that the law of love was " much more
than all whole burnt-offering and sacrifice."
And the movement of the Baptist and of
Jesus had really been of the nature of a
reaction toward this older, simpler faith.
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The sudden revolt in Paul's own mind against
the scribal system might not have occurred
in the mind of a Pharisee unfamiliar with
Greek ideas. But to some extent Paul's
experience of the conflict of flesh and spirit,

a * moral inability * to meet the Law's demands
was a typical Christian experience, as Paul
felt it to be. To him it became the basis of
an independent gospel. To him the Cross
and the Spirit imparted from the risen Messiah
were tokens from God that the dispensation
of Law is ended and a dispensation of Grace
and Sonship begun. Without this PauUne
gospel about Jesus Christianity could never
have become more than a sect of reformed
Judaism.
The teaching and martyrdom of Jesus had

thus served to bring out a deep and real
antithesis. Only, men who had not passed
like Paul from the extreme of trust in legalism
to a corresponding extremity of despair
might be pardoned for some insensibility to
this inconsistency. We can appreciate that
James and Peter might honestly hold them-
selves still under obligation of the written law,
even while we admit Paul's logic that any man
who had once " sought to be justified in
Christ " could not turn back in any degree to
legal observance without being " self-con-
demned."

Christianity may be said to have attained
self-consciousness as a new religion in the
great argument directed by PaiO along the
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INSPIRATION AND CANONIZATION 17

lines of his own gospel against Peter and the
older apostles. Its victory as a universal
religion of ' grace ' over the limitations of
Judaism was due to the common doctrine of
the Spirit.' This was the one point of

agreement, the one hope of ultimate concord
among the contending parties. All were
agreed that endowment with 'the Spirit'
marks the Christian. It was in truth the
great inheritance from Jesus shared by allm common. And Peter and James admitted
that to deny that uncircumcized Gentiles had
received the Spirit was to " contend against

After Paul's death ecclesiastical develop-
ment took mostly the road of the sjTiagogue.
Ihe sense of the presence and authority of
the Spirit ' grew weaker, the authority of

the letter stronger. From the outset even
the Pauhne churches, in ritual, order, observ-
ance, had followed instinctively this pattern.
All continued, as a matter of course, to use
the synagogue's sacred writings. Paul him-
self, spite of his protest against " the letter,"
could make no headway against his opponents,
save by argument from * Scripture.' He
had found in it anticipations and predictions
of his own Christian faith; but by an exegesis
often only little less forced and fantastic than
that of the rabbinic schools in which he had
been trained. This was a necessity of the
times. The reasoning, fallacious as it seems
w)-day, had appealed to and strengthened
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Paul's own faith, and was probably effective
with others, even if the faith really rested on
other grounds than the reasoning by which
it was defended. The results of this biblicism
were not all salutary. The claims of written
authority were loosened rather than broken.
Paul himself had found room enough within
these defences for the religion of the Spirit;
but a generation was coming with less of the
sense of present inspiration. Dependence on
past authority would be increased in this new
generation in direct proportion to its sense
of the superior ' inspiration * of the genera-
tion which had gone before. Paul is un-
hampered by even "the scriptures of the
prophets " because in his view these take all
their authority and meaning from " the Lord,
the Spirit." Hence " where the Spirit of the
Lord is, there is liberty." Only the remem-
bered " word of the Lord " has authority for
Paul beyond his own, even when he thinks
that he also has the Spirit. With that
exception past revelation is for Paul sub-
ordinate to present. But Paul's immediate
disciple, the author of Hebrews, is already on
a lower plane. This writer locks back to a
threefold source of authority : God had spoken
in former ages " by the prophets " and to the
present " by a Son," but he looks also to an
apostolic authority higher than his own : The
word " was confirmed unto us by them that
heard, God also bearing witness with them,
both by signs and wonders, and by maniEold
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powers, and by gifts of the Holy Ghost."
SimUarly the author of the Pastoral Epistles
(90-100 ?) holds the " pattern of sound words "

heard from Paul as a ^' sacred deposit," which
is " guarded," rather than revealed, " by the
Holy Spirit." The " sound words " in ques-
tion are defined to be " the words of our Lord
Jesus Christ." These, taken together with
" the doctrine which is according to godli-
ness," fix the standard of orthodoxy. To
" Jude " (100-110 ?) the faith is something
" once for all delivered to the saints." His
message is :

" Remember, beloved, the words
spoken before by the apostles of our Lord
Jesus Christ." Authority increases, the sense
of the revealing Spirit decreases.

It is long before the se of present inspira-
tion, both in word a. . work is lost; still

longer before the recorded precepts of Jesus,
the exhortations and directions of apostles,
the visions of " prophets," come to take their
place alongside the Bible of the synagogue
as " writings of the new covenant." Melito
of Sardis (c. 170) is the first to use this
expression, and even in his case it does not
bear the sense of a canon with definite limits.
Tertullian (200-210) is the first to place a
definite " New Testament " over against the
Old. We must glance at some of the inter-
mediate steps to appreciate this gradual
process of canonization.
At first there is no other * Scripture ' than

the synagogue's. Clement of Rome (95)
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still uses only the Law and the Prophets
(including certain apocrypha now lost) as
his Bible. He refers to the precepts of Jesus
((quoted as in Acts xx. 85 from ora' tradition),
with the same sense as Paul of their paramount
authority, and bids the Coiinthians whom he
addresses give heed to what the blessed
Apostle Paul had written to them "in the
beginning of the gospel service," to warn
them against factiousness. Nor has Clement
yet lost the sense of direct inspiration; for
he attaches to his own epistle, written in
behalf of the church at Rome, the same
superhuman authority claimed in Acts xv.
28 for the letter sent by the church at
Jerusalem. If the Corinthians disregard the
'' words spoken by God through us " they will
" incur no slight transgression and danger,"
for these warnings of a sister church are uttered
in the name and by inspiration of the Holy
Ghost. Still, Clement does not dream of
comparmg his authority, even when he writes
as agent of the church, with that of ** the
oracles of the teaching of God," the " sacred
Scriptures," the " Scriptures which are true,
which were given through the Holy Ghost,
wherein is written nothing unrighteous or
counterfeit." He does not even rank his
own authority with that of " the good apostles.
Peter and Paul."

Ignatius, bishop of Antioch, transported
to JRome for martyrdom in 110-117, employs
a brief stay among the churches of Asia to
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exhort them to resist the encroachments of
heresy by consolidation of church organiza-
tion, discipline, strict obedience to the bishop.
Ignatius, too, still feels the afn;*tu8. Hi-
message, he declares with emphasis, was
revealed to him, together with the occasion
for it, directly from heaven. It was "the
voice of God and not only of a man " when he
cried out among the Philadelphians : " Give
heed to the bishop, and the presbyter, and
deacons." Yet Ignatius cannot enjoin the
Romans as Peter and Paul did. They were
'* apostles." He is " a convict." His mspira-
tion, however undoubted, is of a lower order.
Hermas, a * prophet ' of the same Roman

church as Clement, though a generation later,
is still so conscious of the superhuman char-
acter of his "Visions," "Parables," and
"Mandates " that he gives them out for
circulation as inspired messages of the Spirit

;

and this not for Rome alone. Clement, then
apparently still living, and " the one to whom
this duty is committed," is to send them " to
foreign cities." In point of fact the Shepherd
of Hermas long held a place for many churches
as part of the New Testament canon. Yet
less than a generation after Hermas, the claim
to exercise the gift of prophecy in the church
was looked upon as dangerous if not heretical.

In the nature of the case it was really
impossible that the original sense o' endow-
ment with " the Spirit " should survi e. Not
only did the rapidly growing reverence for
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the apostles and the Lord open a chasm
separating "the word of wisdom and the
word of power" given to that age, from
the shghter contemporary claims of miracle
and revelation; the very growth and
wide dissemination of thfi gospel message
made standardization imperative. Before the
middle of the second century Gnostic schism
had swept nearly half the church into the
vortex of speculative heresy. Marcion at
Rome (c. 140) carried Pauline anti-legalism
to the extreme of an entire rejection of the
Old Testament. Judaism and all its works
and ways were to be repudiated. The very
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob was
declared other than, and ignorant of, the
heavenly Father " of Jesus. Against such

vagaries there must be some historic standard.
Even Marcion himself looked to the past,
however recent, as the source of light, and
since some written standard must be found,
It was he, the heretic, who gave to Christianity
its first canon of Christian writings. The
Marcionite churches did away with the public
reading of the Law and the Prophets, and
could only put in their place " Gospel " and
Apostle." Not that Epistles, Gospels, aLd

even Revelations* were not also in use
among the orthodox; but they are not yet
referred to as * Scripture.' Even gospeis
are treated merely as aids to the memory in
transmitting the teaching of the Lord. This
teaching itself is but the authoritative inter-
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pretation of Law and Prophets, and is in turn
interpreted by the writings of the apostles.

Marcion's ' Gospel * consisted of our Luke,
expurgated according to his own ideas. His
* Apostle * contained the Epistles of Paul
minus the Pastoral Epistles and a series of
Sassages cancelled out from the rest as
ewish interpolations. This was the first

Christian Bible distinct from ' the Scriptures *

of the synagogue.
Indirectly the growth of Gnostic heresy

contributed still more to the increasing
authority of apostolic and quasi-apostolic
writings. One of its earliest and most ob-
noxious forms was called *Doketism,* from
its exaggeration of Paulinism into a complete
repudiation of the historic Jesus, whose
earthly career was stigmatized as mere
* phantasm * (dokesis). Doketism is known
to us not only through description by orthodox
opponents, but by a few writings of its own.
It is the type of heresy antagonized in the
Johannine Epistles (c. 100) and in those of
Ignatius (110-117). Now Ignatius, ns we
have seen, relied mainly on church organiza-
tion and discipline. The Pastoral Epistles
(90-100), while they emphasize also *' the
form of healthful words, even the words of
our Lord Jesus " take, on the whole, a similar
direction. But 1st John, which relies far less
than the Pastoral Epistles or Ignatius on mere
church organization, is also driven back upon
the life and toaching of Jesus as the historic
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standard. It does, therefore, make formal
appeal to the sacred tradition in both its
elements, but with a difference characteristic
of the Paulme spirit. The redeeming life and
death of Jesus are viewed as a manifestation of
the life, even the eternal life (of the Locos)

which was with the Father and was mani-
fested unto us" (the historic body of be-
lievers). Again Jesus' one " new command-
ment, the law of love, is the epitome of all
righteousness.

In his doctrine of Scripture as : many other
resnects the Johannine writer shows a breadth
and catholicity of mind which almost antici-
pates the development of later ages. His
task was m fact the adjustment of the
developed Pauline gospel to a type of Chris-

tS!;^^'Sl-'**''^*'^? ^]^ *^ synagogue tradi-
tion. This type had grown up under the

T"! -S^
^^*^''*

.
^" ^^^ question of the

standard of written authority ' John ' ^

lT^5-T"* l^'l
*\^ ?^^°"^ «^ the Spirit so

splendidly set forth in the teaching and ex-ample of Jesus and Paul, while he resists the
erratic licence of those that would lead youastmy." The result is a doctrine of historic
authority in general, and of that o! the
Scriptures m particular, sharply differentiated
irom the Jewish, and deserving in every re-

" Join "H"l,^*'^°V,*l°,*"" l.'^'i «tJ<>8 such .8 "Luke,"John, "Matthew," "James," no assumption is mSeas to authenticity. The derivation is emXed for^^!venience irreq«ctive of it. cn^Ucal accuracyVLaccur^y:
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spect to be treated as the basis of the Christian.
In a great chapter of his Gospel (John v.),
wherein Jesus debates with the scribes the
question of His own authority, the dialogue
closes with a denunciation of them because
they search the Scriptures with the idea that
in them they have eternal life, that Is, they
treat them as a code of precepts, obedience to
which will be thus rewarded. On the contrary,
says Jesus, the Scriptures only ** bear witness '

-

to the life that is present in Himself as the
incarnate, eternal, Word ;

" but ye will not
come unto me that ye might have life."

In seeking the life behind the literature
as the real revelation, the Johannine writer
makes the essenti I distinction between Jewish
and Christian doci ae. He stands between
Paul, whose peculiar view^ was based on an
exceptional personal experience, and the
modem investigator, who can but treat all
literary monuments and records of religious
movements objectively, as data for the history
and psychology of religion. If the student
be devoutly minded the Scriptures will be
to him, too, however conditioned by the
idiosyncrasies of temporal environment and
individual character, manifestations of "the
life, even the eternal life, which was with
the Father and was manifested unto us."
But the Johannine writer was far deeper

and more * spiritual * * than the trend of
» The Fourth Gospel !s thus characterized by Clement

of Alexandria^ meaning that it had a deep symbolic sense.
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his age. Ignatius' friend and contemDorarv
Polycarp ;' the father of the Ch^iTtkSs'^^f
Asia, m his Epistle to the Phihppians (11^
117) urges avoidance of the false teachers wh^pervert the sayings of the Lord totS ^wn

ud^mei^^^^^
resurrection anSjudgment But he has no better remedvthan to " turn (probably in a somewhat

Z^^'^l''^^^^^^ *.° *^^ *^^^ition handeTdow^from the beginning" and to study "thel.pistles of Paul." The former process is in

Plrorn"'^
in Polycarp's lat^r^oTea^ae"Papias of Hierapohs (c. 145 ?), who publishesa little volume enf Sd Interpretai^ ofiheSayings of (he Lord. It is based on clrefuly

elder^" ''^:*n'*
'

'f!^^*^^'^^
°^ *^« 'apostles and

" FlSl. T ?P^?;«"?
a certain contemporary

succession r..^'P"\^ ^^' *^« Jerusalem
succession. According to Papias our t-voGreek Gospe s of Matthew and iSark renresen?two apostolic sources, the one an Amma^ccompilation of the Precepts of J^us bvMatthew, the other anecdotes of his " sayin^^and^domgs » collated from the preacWn^of

Grateful as we must be for Papias' effortsto authenticate evangelic tradition'^ sTnce theyare corroborated in their main results byail other ancient tradition as well as bv

how'tt?'tLl
*^^^-"™-t^^ it irnoti::ab,^

the ^7 V^w ^'"f ^^^ *^^ tendencies of

rdln S* T "'^^'"Ifo
^^^^) characterizes thereign of Trajan (98-117 as a period when
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many undertook to disseminate in writing
.

the divine Gospels." One of our owS
[

evangelists, whose work must probablv bS

not mentioned by ' the Elder,' Siudes to thesame phenomenon. The apostles were goneHence to Luke ^ the question of « orde? 'C^a perplexity, as the Elder observes that it h^already been to Mark. Soon after Luke a^Papias comes Basilidcs with his Exesd^i^

(140), both engaged from their own point ofview with the current questionroriesus'
teaching and ministiy.

fkJ^V^'
**

V"*
beginning of the second century.

a N.w^'t"*/ '^^f««^y
to the formation oa New Testament caaon were all at handThey included the tradition of the teachim^and work of Jesus, the letters of apost'es andchurch leaders revered as given bf authorityof the Spint and the visions and revelation

P e eK?L^?KT°"^^ **^^ elements we?e

wi cSrta^n f^T''*'?^ P^?''"'^ °^ the times

For there were also resistant factoniPhrygia, the scene of Paul's first ^e7imissionary conquests, the immemorial h^meof reli^ous enthusiasm, became the se^tabout the middle of the second century, of a
* See note above, p. 24.
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movement of protest against the church policyof consolidation and standardization Mon^tanus arose to maintain the pers^tenceTnthe church of the gift of prophecy tracing

itercklrsT 't'
the'Lai a^d&if

«nS ft
^ Silas the companion of Pauland the prophesying daughters of pS

were rX^d^^'n .^^f,
' ^^^y^^^^^' as {^e?were called, naturally made much of thewntings current in Asia Minor, especiaHy thehook of prophecy' attributed to 'John'Theoretically indeed the church was unwShSffto acknowledge the disappearance of th^i ?t^To Hernias (130-140) and the Teaching ofthe

S'^'tl^- ?^ ''
'I

''^' ^ " sin^St theSpirit to interrupt or oppose a proohet

nana, the Teaching reiterates the anostolfo

iTo^f *^?'y *^^ ^P'"*«'" with p^^oS
oyer' bV^hf'r'^'^^'f SJ

**^^ °^^^^' More-over by the time of Montanus and thePhrygians 'theoretical recognition of reve!^tion through the prophets was rapidly giVinirway before the practical dangei-s insenSrhlf

Xr T'2fr ' '' *^'« enSiS^Sa !
acter, of which any member of the churchinan or woman, igriorant or learneriaytjcleric, might be the recipient. Se strictre^lative control imposed by both Panl

I^esfv'^oT"/?'^
*
'P^..^' spi^ritual^4?^iness V. 20 /. ; 1st Cor. xii. 8 ; xv. 29 / 82 • cfIst John iv.i) was found to be doubly necessa^

' See note above, p. 24.
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ilI..'^f^V?^
disintegrating tendencies of thepost-apostohc age, and after long debate«id much protest the movement of Mont^uswas at last decreed heretical at Rome^ thS

mafZ ^'^^^ i"*^^^^ded for it, and T^rtuS
(210) became a convert.

^i-uman

The history of this movement in the forma-tive penod of tLe New Testament ^on
nSt'»' K?^

the "revelations of theTjS?phets obtamed but scant recognition jLcompared with the " word of the ffl »\n^
n?fk

??"^a'»dment of the apostles." Last

Eph iv in' l" T'^r °.^ T^ <^«* C^r- ^i 28iipn. IV. 11) last also to be codified in written

New Testament retams but a single one ofthe once current books of * prophlcv * Fora t,me the Shepherd of H^rmas Jnd theApocalypse of Peter rivalled the claims tocanomcty of our own Revelation of^oh^°but were soon dropped. Our own Apocaly

^

has suffered more opposition than any othS
from ^tT""* '^**"^' ^^^S ««» e^elud^
ohT.h Tf''^"°''

•'' '^"^^ branches of thechurch. Its precarious place at the end of thecanon which we modems have inherited from

i^!thn2f
' author's vigorous assertions of

xxii. 6-9, 18 /.) than to the c aims to aoosto-

JPor until the third centuiy no one dreamedof understanding the " John »? of Rev.TT, 9
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and xxii. 8 otherwise than as the Apostle.
Eusebius accordingly (825) is uncertain only
as to whether the book should be classed in
his first group of " accepted " writings, along
with the Gospels and Pauline Epistles, or in
the third as " spurious." If written by " some
other John than the Apostle " he would not
even honour it with a place in his second group
of " disputed " books, along with Hebrews,
James, Jude, and 2nd Peter.
Thus at the end of the second century, while

there was still much dispute (destined indeed

J? ^S?*''*"^
^^' centuries) as to the limits of

the New Testament canon, there had in fact
come to be a real canonical New Testament
set over against the Old, as of equal, or even
greater authority. The " word of the Lord,"
the commandment of the apostles," and at
last even the " revelations of the prophets,"
had successively ceased as living realities, and
become crystallized into written form. T'.ey
had been codified and canonized. The church
had travelled the beaten track of the syna-
gogue, and all the more rapidly from the
example set before it. None of the early
canons («. e. lists of writings permitted to be
read m the churches) coincides exactly, it is
true, with the New Testament current among
ourselves. The list of Athanasius is the first
to give just our books. The Roman list of the
Muratorian fragment (185-200) omits Hebrews,
James and 2nd I eter, and gives at least
a partial sanction to the Apocalypse of Peter.
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The lists of Origen {ob.

31

l)andEusebius(325)

I Air .^.r^P^'^ll*''?*?'
inclusion and exclusion!

J
All early authonties express a doubtful

I
judgment regarding the outer fringe of minor

I
wntmgs^such as James, Jude, 2nd Peter

. 2nd and 8rd John. Even those otK
I

content, such as Hebrews and Revelationf if

I
their apostdicity was questioned, remained

5
subjects of dispute. But already by a.d. 200

f?! fi^^ ^^ ^.''"^ ^'''^® i^^ss^d when any ofthe thirteen epist!es bearing the name of Paulcould be deemed open to question. Marcion's
exclusion of the three Pastorals had been
^°^^otten Dispute of the four-gospel canoncould stil be tolerated; but not for long

fetched men" who cannot see that in the

nor"lp!c fi^T^ there should be neither more

?eXi In fl!"
**"'

J^'^J^'"- ^"* ^« explicitly
reters to those who disputed " that aspectof the gospel which is called John's." ^i^re

^ R^; '"
if^""**

opponents of Montanism atRome who under the lead of Gaius haddemed the authenticity of all the writ^^oS
?«ra>uted to John, Lludhlg the ^osnS

, ^f. But even those of the orthodox^
J
were willing enough to reject Revelation wSh

i Jtf'^r-
"P^^^hionable eschatol^^3th^ Gams' ac^ack upon the fouSh gS

I
was too radical. The small body who con-

I
tmued for a few generations to resist the^mclusion of any of the Johannine wS^gs iSithe canon remained without influenc^^d
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were ultimately forgotten. The * catholic '

church had repudiated heresy, standardizec
the faith, and confined its recognized historic

expression to a * canon * of New Testameni
Scripture.

1 Catholic is here used in its etymological sense o
" general " or universal. We shall have occasion to appl]

the term in a more limited sense hereafter.



CHAPTER II

THE REACTION TO CRITICISM

The consolidated * catholic' church of
the third century might seem, so far as its
doctrine of Scripture was concerned, to have
retraced its steps to a standpoint correspond-
ing completely to that of the synagogue.
Only, the paradox still held that the very
^itmg^ canonized were those supremely-
adapted to evoke a spirit of resistance to
the despotism of either priest or scribe.
Ihe Protestant Reformation was a revolt
agamst the former, and it is noticeable how
large a part was played by the New Testament
doctrine of the ' Spuit ' in this struggle
of spintual democracy agamst hierocmtic
tyranny Paul s Epistle to the Galatians
became Luther's Palladium.
But the post-Reformation dogmatists took

^^S}^ ^^^^^^ own treedom. The prediction
of the Romanists that repudiation of tradi-
tional authority in its ecclesiastical embodi-
ment would result in internecine schism and
conflict seemed on the point of being realized.
Ihe theological system-makers, like their
predecessors of the post-apostolic age, could

c 33
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see no way out but to throw nil their weight
ou a past inspiration assumed to be without
error. The canonical books were declared to
furnish an infallible rule of faith and practice.

It was in the sincere desire to meet the
requirements of this theory that the science
of criticism grew up. In the earlier days
it did nc s'cnture for the most part beyond
what is known as ' textual ' criticism. For
a doctrine of inerrancy is n:.iiiiestly un-
serviceable until errors of trar smission have
been eliminated Textual criticism set itself

to this task, asking the que^-lion : As between
the various readings found in different New
Testament manuscripts, which is original ?
Unfortunately, to meet the logical requirement
the critic, if not backed like those of Rome
by a papal guarantee, must himself be in-
fallible. The inevitable result of this attempt,
begmi in the sincerest spirit of apologetics,
was to piove that an infallible text is hope-
lessly unattainable. Textual criticism is in-
dispensable ; but as the servant of apologetics
it is foredoomed to failure.

The variation of the manuscripts was not
the only obstacle to biblical infallibility. To
say nothing of differences of interpretation
there was the question of the canon. Either
the decision of the ' catholic ' church must
be accepted as infallible, or scholarship must
undertake a ' criticism of the canon * to
defend the current list of " inspired " books.
A ' higher ' criticism became necessary' if
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only to vindicate the church's choice on
historical grounds. Roman Catholics like
Simon, whose Critical History of the Biblical
books appeared in 1089-1695, could reopen the
question with impunity. Those who based
their authority on the infallibility of ScriptufA
alone could not meet the challenge otherwise
than as Michaclis did in his Introduction to

*^%£Trr^L ^ri'>'?^*.o/ ^ New Testament
(1750-1780). MichaL'Iis undertook a historical
inquiry into the circumstances of origin of
each of the canonical books, with the object
of proving each to be in reality what tradition
declared. The twenty-seven commonly ac-
cepted v/ere supposed to have been either
written by apostles, or at least so super-
intended and guaranteed by them, as to
cover all with the a^gis of an infallibility not
conceded to the post-apostolic age. Scholar-
ship in the harness of apologetics again found
Its task imDr^cticable. Michrclis himself con-
tessed It " difficult " to prove authenticity in
cases like that of the Epistle of Jude. Con-
ceive the task as the scientific vindication of
a verdict rendered centuries before on un-known grounds, but now deprived of official
authority, and it becomes inevitably hopeless.
Can It be expected that doctors will not
disagree on the authenticity or pseudonymitv
of 2nd Peter, who always have disagreed on
A -.^."^ f

'^'^^^ questions, and have just
admitted failure to agree in the matter of
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For half a century criticism seemed lost

in the slough of mere controversy over the
(assumed) infalhble text, and the (assume^?^,
mfalhble canon. Apologists fought mereh on
the defensive, endeavouring to prove t af
men whose fallibility was admitted 1 ; ci

nevertheless pronounced an infallible verdict
on the most difficult subjects of literary and
historical inquiry. Critics had an easy task
in showing that the church's theory of
mspiration and canonicity was incorrect ; but
made no progress toward a constructive
explanation of the religious, or even the
historical, significance of tae literature. Real
progress was made only when criticism left
off the attempt either to establish or dis-
establish a * received * text, or an ' author-
ized canon, and became simply an instru-
ment m the hand of the historian, as he seeks
to trace to their origins the ideas the church
enshrined m her literature because she found
them enective in her growth.
For the great awakening m which New

lestament criticism 'found itself* as a
genuine and indispensable branch of the
history of religion, we are largely indebted
to the eminent church historian, Ferdinand
Christian Baur {oh. 18G0). Baur ^atnered
up the fragmentary results of a generation
of mere negation, a war of independence
agamst the tyranny of dogmntic tradition,
and sought to place the New Testament
wntmgs in their true setting of primitive
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church history. His particular views have
been superseded. Subsequent study has dis-
proved many of his inferences, and brought

;
frcr friend and foe far-reaching modifications

: to /iis general theory. But, consciously or
no , Baur, in making criticism the hand-maid

J
of history, was working in the interest of

I
that constructive, Christian, doctrine of in-

I
spired Scripture which an ancient and name-

I
less teacher of the church had described as

i
" witness " to the Life, " even the eternal

f life, which was with the Father," and is in
man, and has been manifested in the origin
and historical development of our religion.
The Reformation had been a revolt against

the despotism of the priest; this was a revolt
against the despotism of the scribe.
Baur gave scant—^too scant—consideration

to early tradition, making his results unduly
negative. None of the New Testament books
are dated; few besides the Pauline Epistles
embody even an author's name; and these
few, 1st and 2nd Peter, James, Jude and
Revelation, were (1st Peter alone excepted)
just those which even the canon-makers
had classified as doubtful, or spurious. Not
even a Calvin would support the authenticity
of 2nd Peter, a Luther had denied the value
of James and Revelation. It had been an
easy task for * criticism of the canon * to
show that those who determined its content
had not been actuated by considerations of
pure science. Those books secured admission
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which were most widely current a ancieand trustworthy, and whose orthodoxy mthe standards of the timp Thr..^
disputed, or .ejected which weJl'Srwil
Z'l'Lr V"°'^''~'<"'> <>' could estebtno direct relation to an anosllo if ,.,
proper for the critic, once hiS'L tjn
or TT"n ""l •"'"•r"''

to drop on,
r^Ii, . .

^lu^s'ion whether the canomakers' se ectlon-made not for scieS
bdiff^n?"«TZ r'^r.-^ good, badmamerent. ihe time had come for him fapply, the available evidence to hi«
scientific cjuestion : Whit rdation do fh

convmcing than tradition.
™*'^"

lire marKs of its employment bv othpp« ^.mfluenee upon them, become unden able
Thl. '^'f'?"'^

t"** '"temal- evidenceThe earliest date, conversely, is that to Xch

rXto S S""!'™r«"««« criticism

of Xthe New tL »" few decades the origin

incurl^^^^Tit^ti^l-'Zip^i^r
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b scholar 1 m dreams of adopting any other
lethod of proof, whatever his do trinal
Tochvities. The overwhelming majority are
igreed that the period covered, from the
arhest Pauhne Epistles to the latest brief
Eliminations against Gnostic Doketism and
lenial of resurrection and judgment,' is

included in the century from a.d. 50 to 150

I
iiaur s conception of the course of events

In this momentous cjntury has been described
»s a theory of historical progress by fusion
Of opposites m a higher unity. The Hegelian
fcheme of thesis, antithesis and synthesishad in fact some justification in the recomized
phenomena of the development of Christianity.
It had sprung from Judaism, overcoming the
particularism of that .till nationalistic faithDy the sense of its missir- to the world at
large. The conflict ackno. .edged in all the

I^^jr'ir ^^.] """f* ,r^^^^y reflected in the

•KfHnfV^''*^^^'?^
^^"^ *^ ^^^ Galatians.

Connthians and Romans a conflict between
those who conceived Christianity as a universal
religion, and those who looked upon it asonly a reformed, spiritualized and perfectedJudaism was the characteristic phe!iomenon
pt the first or apostolic age. It was the
struggle of the infant faith again^ fts

Jcompellea to estimate all later, anonymous
iiccounts of th s development ik the li^^o
-he confessedly earlier, and indubitably
tuthentic records, the four great EpistlJ^ olP

i: — ;T
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Paul; for aiese simply reflect the actui
conditions, and are not affected by the late
disposition to Idealize the story. Thesisln
antithesis were therefore really in evidenc
at the beginnings.
Equal unanimity prevailed as to the clos.

9L r^'^l^^ r question. In a.d. 150 t.200 Christiamty was solidifying into thcathohc' church, rejecting extremes odoctnne on both sides, formulating its *
rul,

^Arl- :
?.^*«^«"n^ng its canon, centralizim

administrative control. It had thrown off J^heretical upon the extreme left Marcion anc

tti.^ ''V
''*''', ^'^^^"^ repudiated the

them wifK"P*"''\i^^*^^^"*^^^» °' interpretedthem with more than Pauline freedom Onthe extreme right it had renounced the
unprogressive Ebionites of Palestine stiH
unreconciled to Paul, and insistent oi submission to the Law for Jew and Gentile?^

come'?' Wh!:."' ^;?^ ^" *^« ^<>r^d t^come. What could be imagined as to thecourse of events in the intervemng century

a nrnr''-^ ^-^^^^ ^* "°* have ^witnessed

Paulmists and Judaizers, coincidently witha rapprochement of the moderates from theside of Peter and that of Paul respecSvelv ?

auZlT^^^'''^
"^"^'^ **^"^ *° describe ade-quateJy the main course of events. He relied

Te" T^hf r'^^T *<? .0«t*"^ne theoates of the disputed writ ngs and theirrelation to .t. But ' criticism o1 the canon •
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in Baur's own, and in the preceding genera-

of doubtful date and authenticity not onfythose disputed in antiquity, and the anony^mous narrative books, feut also 1st Peter andthe minor Ep,s les of Paul. Nothing strictly
apo^tohc was left save the four great Epistles

t c.^^t /i'^°'^ ''? ^^"^ a^d the Tubingen
school (for so his followers came to^be

,
designated) was broadly conceived and ably

,
advocated. In two vital respects it h^ had

I
permanent influence. (1) Critfcism,^ already

f teltkr^V^^'^^ *^ ^^ ™^'^ d«t>^t« about
I

text and canon, and concerns itself to-dav
primarily with the history of Christian idtlsas embodied in its primitive hterature. iS
ZluZ 'I

*^.
J'^"'". u**^^

New Testament
writings, together with all other cognatematerial to the history of the deveSff
religion from its earliest traceable form in Jhf
^t^^H ^*V/r ^P'^«^« t« where HmerLesmto the ftill light of day toward the cKS^ofthe second century (2) Again, Baur's ou«ine

faith X^T .*^"r?^ ^^'^J^ ti^« naseeS?

a woHH fir^ *° ^"' self-consciousness as

thJ i^^ ^^'^/''
T^^^"^^^ correction rather

to ident^'p t
^* T '^ ^^^°"« "^^t^ke10 identify Peter, James, and John with

iudaizi^^" f f""^ K^'*l^^^y
denou!Ls^*a^

anostlefS " l""^"^,
brethren," - superextraapostles, ministers of Satan." It wa« «

perve«ion of internal evident to "jeTa'
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post-Paulinc the Epistles of the later period
such as Philippiniis nnd Colossians, on the
ground that I'uul himself did not live to
participate in the second crisis, the defence
of his doctrine a^^ainst perversion on the
side of mystical, Hellenistic theosophy. Tho
ffreat E])istles written under the name of
Taul from the period of his captivity are
mnocent of reference to the developed Gnostic
systems of the second century. They an-
tagonize only an incipient tendency in this
direction.

But while the transition of a.d. 50-150
was both deeper and more complex than
Baur conceived, the transfer of the gosijcl
durmg that century from Jewish to Gentile
soil is really the great outstanding fact,
against which as a background the literature
must be read; and the initial stage of the
process is marked by the controversy of
Paul with the Galilean apostles. What we
niust call, in distinction from Paulinism,
' apostolic ' Christianity is well representedm the Book of Acts. Paul's writings show
that he felt himself and his churches to
represent an independent type of Chrijtianitv
in all respects equal to the ' apostolic,' the
problem being unification of the two. Now
it IS axiomatic that the investigator must
proceed from the relatively known and
determinable to the unknown and disputable.
Accordingly it is in reality from the Epistolary
literature of the church, in particular the
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greater Pauline Epistles, that he must take
his start. As a source for our understanding
of the development of the life of the church
the Literature of the Apostle, directly parti-cipant m the conflicts and is-ucs of the timeseven If m its later elements of doubtful o^pseudonymous authorsliip. takes precedence
as a whole oyer the Literature of the Catechist,
with Its later and more or less idealized
narration, exemplified in the Book of Acts
.
Modern criticism acknowledges, then, its

indebtedness to the Tiibingen^^school fir aclearer definition of both its task and methodby concentrating attention upon the contrast

^nf^'"^"
the Petrine and the Pauline con-

SL?f Ai^V^^ «^'P^^-' Still it must beadmitted that most of the inferences firstdrawn have since been overthrown. Intheir chronological scheme of the New Testa-ment writings the Tubingen critics under-estimated the force of the external eviden^s

L'lttem'art
*''?*^°"^ ""^ misinterpreted

stndv n? Vf
^^"^ discovery and more carefulstudy of literary relations have invertedBaur's view, as to dates of the Johai^ne

^twl"fniJ°r °* '^''' ^'^^ Gospennd
^threeEp^tles) are anonymous. Bail's date
,
for these has been forced back by no less thanhalf a century. The fifth (ReveirtLnfbea,^
the name of John, but was hotly disputed^Wdonymous in the second century and

Fthe ld"J\T'''^ ^¥ ^^*^d «^ hite ^
I

the end of the reign of Domitian "
(95).
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The Tubingen school placed Revelation thirty
years earlier, and attributed it to the Apostle.
Modern criticism emph itically reverts to the
ancient date, and regards the book as pseudo-
nymous, or as written by " some other John.*?
Agam the relative dates of the Synoptic

writmgs (Matthew, Mark, Luke-Acts) were
inverted by the Tubingen critics, primarily
through wrong application of their theory
of doctrinal development; secondarily, and
as a consequence, through misinterpretation
of the mtricate literary relationships. Present-
day criticism considers it estabhshed that
Mark is the oldest of the three, taken up by
each of the other two. There is almost
equal unanimity in regarding the discourse
material common to Matthew and Luke and
variously combined by each with Mark, as
independently drawn by them from the book
of the " Precepts of the Lord," reported
by Papias to have been compiled by Matthewm the Hebrew {i. e. Aramaic) tongue."
lubingen gospel criticism is thus almost
entirely set aside, in favour of the so-called
Two-document ' theory.
So with the Pauline Epistles of the second

period. Doubt still clings to Ephesians. It
had been treated by some as pseudo-Pauline
even before the time of Baur; but Baur's
own followers soon receded from his extreme
application of his theory to the internal
evidence of Philippians, Colossians and Phile-
mon. It became evident that Paul's " gospel"
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included something more than the mere
iantithesis of Law and Grace. He had other
lopponents than the Judaizers, and had to
idefend his doctrine against perversion by
[Grecizing mystics as well as against opposition

I

by Pharisaic legalists.

I

Two generations of research and controversy
Ihave greatly advanced the cause of con-
Istructive criticism. Hand in hand with a

lore accurate dating of the literature, secured
through more impartial judgment of both
the external and internal evidence, there has
jone a reconstmction of our conception of
Jthe course of events. The tendencies in the
early church were not two only, but four;
corresponding, perhaps, to those rebuked by
Faal at Corinth, which called themselves by
Ihe names respectively of Peter, of Paul, of
ApoUos and of Christ. It seems probable
from the bitterness with which in 2nd Cor.
|c. 7 Paul denounces the man who says^

f I am of Christ," that this party-cry was
^mployed m the sense of following the example
*l>f Jesus as respects obedience to the Law
rfor even Paul acknowledged that Christ
had been made a minister of the circumcision
lor the truth of God "). If so, the Corinthian
r Lhnst-party " may be identified with those
f nunisters of the circumcision " who denied
oth the apostleship and the gospel of Paul.
Lt all events those "of Cephas" were
relatively harmless. They may be identified
»vith the so-called * weak * of Romans, for

In
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whose scruples on the score of ' pollution
of idols ' Paul demands such consideratio
both at Corinth and at Rome. His ow
adherents both at Corinth (those ' of Paul

'

and at Rome (the ' strong ') are to follow
his example not mefely in recogniz''ng that
^'No idol is anything in the world," tha
" there is nothing unclean of itself," and tha
" all things are lawful." It is to be followe
also in recognizing the limitations of thi
liberty. Limits are imposed among othe
things by the scruples of others, so tha
Paul himself becomes " as under the Law '

when among Jews, though " as without th
Law" among the Gentiles. The " weak

'

are to be resisted only when the admissioi
of themselves or their claims would lea<
to " doubtful disputations," or to a rebuild
ing of walls of separation that had been ton
down through faith in Christ. Galatiam
sounds the battle-cry of endangered liberty
Corinthians (and Romans in still highe]
degree) shows the magnanimity of the victor

^^
Whether it be possible to identify thos(

*' of ApoUos " at Corinth with the beginning!
of that Hellenistic perversion of the Pauline
gospel into a mystical theosophy which after
wards passed into Gnosticism may be lefl
an open question. At least we have come tc
see that the conditions of the church's
growth were far more complex than Baur
imagined. In particular it is necessary to
distinguish four different attitudes on the
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bngle question of the obligation of the Law
There were (1) Judaizers who insisted on
Complete submission to the Law as the
Condition of salvation, for both Jews and
Sentiles

; (2) imitators of Cephas, who con-
idered believers of Jewish birth to be " under
he Law, but asked of Gentiles only such
ansideration for it as the special conditions
eemed to require; (3) Paulinists, who held
Hat neither Jews nor Gentiles are under the
iw, yet felt that consideration should be
•lOT^ for the scrupulous when asked not
^

of right, but as of charity; (4) radicals,>ho recognized no limits to their freedompve the one new commandment,
f But while conflict first broke out over the
Jere concrete question of Gentile liberty, the
ntel distinction of Paul's gospel from that^ the older apostles was far deeper. The
JHestion as Tubingen critics connived itCtocemed primarily the extent of the gospel

fereTrModi^^ 'l^'^' t ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
l^t ?hl J^^^""

criticism has come to seelat the difference was in higher degree ateerence pt quality Paul's Ihole message

.nirXr* ^^'^"^i'
*^" ^^^«« ^^d resurre?!

th. r^.n
'''"' ''*^^'' P^e«^isses than thosethe Galilean apostles, and was conceivedother terms. For this reason it leads overa new Christology. In short, the transitbn

Christianity from its Jewish to itsSe
Uihlu?^ ^

"J^"*^
enlargement of its field by^e abolition of particularistic barriers. The
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background we must study for the under-

standing of it is not so much mere contempo-

rary history as the contemporary history of

religion. The development from the Petrine

gospel broadly characteristic of the Synoptic

v/ritings, through the Pauline Epistles to that

of the Johannine writings, is a transition from

Hebrew to Hellenistic conceptions of what
redemption is, and how it is effected. Modern
criticism expresses the contrast in its dis-

tinction of the gospel of Jesus from the gospel

about Jesus.

In the case of both Paul and his pre-

decessors in the faith there is a common
starting-point. It was the doctri le that

God had raised Jesus from the dead and

exalted Him as Christ and Lord to the throne

of glory. Itr proofs were the ecstatic phe-

nomena of the Spirit, those strange manifesta-

tions of • prophecy,' ' tongues,' and the like in

the Christian assembly. The inference from

this resurrection faith for an apostle of the

Galilean group was that he must *' teach all

men everywhere to observe all things whatso-

ever Jesus had conunanded." Jesus had been

raised up in Israel as the Prophet like unto

Moses ; His apostle must repeat the remem-

bered word of commandment and the word

of promise. He will have an authority

derived from the manifestations of sii^ns ana

wonders. These had accompanied Jcs^'

own career, and now, by grace of His ct-

dowment of His disciples with thf; S
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they will be repeated by their hands. The
* apostolic * gospel is thus primarily historical.

The Pauline gospel centres at the other pole of

/eligious conviction. It is primarily psycholo-

gical. For Paul the immediate effect of the

revelation of God's Son " in " him is an irresist-

ible impulse to relate his own soul's experience.

The gospel he preaches is not so much what
Jesus did or said while on earth, as what God
has done, and is still doing, through the
" life-giving Spirit " which emanates from
the risen Lord. Signs and wonders are tokens

of the Spirit, but are of less value, and must
vanish before the " abiding " ethical gifts.

Both the Pauline and the Petrine gospel

start from the common confession of " Jesus

as Lord " ; but the Christology of the Synoptic

literature is an Apotheosis doctrine, falling

back on the historical Jesus. That of the

Epistles is a doctrine of Incarnation, appeal-

ing to the eternal manifestation of God in

man. For the former, Jesus was " a prophet

mighty in deed and word," raised up by God
m accordance with the promise of Deut.

xviii. 18, to turn Israel to repentance. Having
fulfilled this mission in rejection and martyr-

Qom Je-^us had been exalted to God's " right

lisad " and " made both Lord and Christ."

3sr tl^re awaits the subjection of all His

esfismes. In the Pauline gospel the story

of .*sas is a drama of the supernal regions,

^ir^ftan His earthly career as prophet, leader,

isacher^ sinks to the level of the merest
D

<
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3
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S'!?f
^* ^ J>re;existent spirit, Jesus had

t^^ T^% ^gin^^ng of the creation " in theform of God." As the period of its con-summation drew near He took upon Him
aV" .iT*'""*

descended through suffering

toru ^'k*^?-^^"^^"* ^^P*^s ^^ the under-

Twl' ^iw^ u
'"^'^^ P^^^' h«^ reascendedabove all the heavens with their ranks ofangelic hierarchies. Whether Paul himself

so conceived it or not, the Gentile world hadno other moulds of thought wherein to formu-
late such a Christology than the current mythsof Redeemer-gods. The value of the individual
vou/ had at last been discovered, and menresorted to the ancient personifications of theforcesof nature as deliverers of this new-found
sotU from its weakness and mortality. IT^
influential religions of the time were those ofpe^onal redemption by mystic union witha dymg and resurrected "Saviour-god.'^anOsiris, an Adonis, an Attis, a Mithra. Religionsof this tvpe were everywhere displacing the old

or the Christ primarily as a Son of Davidwho restores the kingdori to Wl, shatters

thL^^'V^" ^'^^^
P^"^''« v^^'^el ind rules

thLord tA "^^
?V'°"- "Reemployed

this Old Testament language at all. ft Ld
whnl^"i * P."''^y symbolical sense. Thewhole conception was spiritualized. Theenemies " overcome were the spiritual foes

li^nT/i*^'/!^ ^"^ ^^^*^' "redemption'was not the deliverance of Israel out of the
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hand of all their enemies, that (together with

merciful God) they may "serve Him inholmess and righteousness all their davs »

nf T K^
^^""^ °^ *^^ ^«^« of Adam out

thrn^^I •T^T ^"^ f^"
P°^«« incurred

TwA l^'".*rf 5* ^^*"^'« ^i'^^I flesh.This had been the tendency already of Jewish
apocalypse. The starting-point of Paul's

F^r^fT^?*''''''
"^^^ ^^*^ ^^'•^**8 bondage in

7l^\* ^1* ^o'i^ept^on already tingedflike
the fate book of Jewish philosophy called the

tYon r »^fl ^K^?^^"'
^^*^ *^^ Stiic cLep!

tion of flesh as prison-house of '
spirit

'

already mflamed. like the contemporary Jewish
apocalypses of Esdras and Baru?h, with lurid
visions of a universe rescued by superhuman
power from a thraldom of imonic mfeFaul s preachmg was made real by his own
experience. For if ever there was m evan^
hst whose message was his own experience.
Paul was such. And Paul's experience wmnot so much that of a PalestinianYew, as that
of a Hellenist, one whose whole idea ofredemption has been unconsciously univer-
salized individualized, and spiritualized, by
contact with Greek and Hellenistic thought.
Paul and the Galilean apostles were not far

iF^u H^
their expectations of the future.Hoth stood gazmg up into heaven. But for

his authority Paul inevitably looked inwards,
the Galuean apostles looked backwards.

It IS hopeless at the present stage of ac-

3-

3

t
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quaintance with the history of religion,
particularly the spread of the various
mysteries * and religions of personal re-

demption in the early empire, to deny this
contrast between the gospel of Paul and the
gospel of " the apostles and elders at Jeru-
salem." It is shortsighted to overlook its
significance in the transition of the faith.
Whereas the Jewish-Christian had as its
principal background the national history,
more or less transcendentalized in the forms
of apocalypse, Paul's had as its principal
background the speculative mythology of
the Hellenistic world, more or less adapted to
the forms of Judaism. Only ignorance of
the function of mythology, especially as then
employed to express the aspiration of the
soul for purity, life and fellowship with God,
can make these mythologically framed religi-
ous ideas seem an inappropriate vehicle to
convey Paul's sense of the significance of
Jesus message and life of " sonship."
They were at least the best expression those
times and that environment could afford of
the greater Kingdom God had proclaimed in
the resurrection of the Christ, and was bring-
ing to pass through the outpouring of His
Spirit.

Modem criticism must therefore recognize
that the beginnings of our religion were not
a mere enlargement of Judaism by abolition
of the barriers of the Law, but a fusion of the
two great streams of religious thought dis-

\ =
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Itinctive of the Jewish and the Hellenistic
Iworld in a higher unity. Alexander's hoped-
for " marriage of Europe and Asia " was
consummated at last in the field of religion
itself. Denationalized Judaism contributed
[the social ideal : the messianic hope of a
(world-wide Ejngdom of God. It is the worthy
Icontribution of a highly ethical national
religion. Hellenism contributed the in-

dividual ideal : personal redemption in mystic
union with the life of God. It is a concept
derived from the Greek's newly-awakened
consciousness of a personality agonizing for

I
deliverance out of the bondag'^ of the material
[and transitory, alien and degrading to its

proper life. Tlie critic who has become a
historian of ideas will find his study of the
literature of the apostolic and post-apostolic
age here widening out into a prospect of
unsuspected largeness and signim;ance. He
will see as the two great divisions of his
subject, (1) the gospel of Jesus, represented,
as we are told, in the first beginnings of literary
development by an Aramaic compilation of
the Precepts of the Lord by the Apostle
Matthew, circulating possibly even before the
great Pauline Epistles among the Palestinian
churches; (2) the gospel about Jesus, repre-
sented in the Pauline Epistles, and these
based on their author's personal experience.
It is a gospel of God's action "in Christ,
reconciling the world." It interprets the
personality of Jesus and his experience of

v.^i
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the cross and resurrection as manifesta-
tions of the divme idea. The interpretation
employs Hellenistically coloured forms of
thought, and is forced to vindicate itself first
against subjection to legalism, afterwards
agamst perversion into an unethical, super-
stitious theosophy. But surely the doctrine^put Jesus, interpreting the significance ofHis person and work as the culmination ofredemption through the indwelling of Godm men and among men belongs as much tothe essence of Christianity as the gospel of
love and faith proclaimed 6y Jesus.

«n?^fi •

these two principal types of gospeland their subordmate comEinati^s the ens-
eal historian may see ultimately emerginc

Gentile soil, m fact, receiving its first llteiSTxr
expression m the eariy yea?s of tiie secondcentury at the very headquarters of thePauime mission-field. This third type aimsto be comprehensive of the other two. It is
essentially a gospel about Jesus, though ittakes the form for its main literary exprefsionof a gospel preached by Jesus. The fourth
evangelist is the true successor of Pauthough the conditions of the age compel himto go beyond the literary form of theVS
?nnl

*° construct a Gospel wherein both
factors of the sacred tradftion shall appear.

Saving Ministry of Jesus. But it is in no
mechanical or slavish sense that the fourth
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evan^list appeals to this supreme authority.
He lifts the whole message above the level
of mere baptized legalism, even while he
guards it against the unbridled licence of
Gnostic theosophy, applying to this purpose
his doctrme of the Incarnate Logos. His
basis IS psychology as well as history. It is
the Life which is the light of men, that life
whose source is God, and which permeates
and redeems His creation ; even " the eternal
Life which was with the Father and was
manifested to us.'*

In the critical grouping of our New Testa-
ment writings the Gospel and Epistles of
John can occupy, then, no lesser place than
that of the keystone of the arch.
To sum up

: the Literature of theApostleowed
Its early development and long continuance
among the Pauline churches of Asia Minor and
Greece, to the impetus and example of Paul's
apostolic authority. The Literature of the
Teacher and Prophet, growing up around Jeru-
salem and Its daughter churches at Antioch
and Rome, came slowly to surpass in influence

u
* <^™™andment of the apostles," as the

church became more and more exclusively
dependent upon it for the " teaching of the
Lord. It was the function of the great
theologian " of Ephesus (as he came early

to be called), linking the authority of both,
to furnish the fundamental basis for the
catholic faith.
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PART II

THE LITERATURE OF THE APOSTLE

CHAPTER III

PAUL AS MISSIONARY AND DEFENDER
OF THE GOSPEL OF GRACE

Most vital of all passages for historical
appreciation of the great period of Paul's
missionary activity and its literature is the
retrospect over his career as apostle to the
Gentiles and defender of a gospel " without
the yoke of the Law » in Gal. i.-ii. Espe-
cially niust the contrast be observed between
this and the very different account in Acts
IX.-XVl.

Galatians aims to counteract the encroach-
ments of certain Judaizing interlopers upon
Paul s field and seems to have been written
froni Cormth shortly after his arrival there
(c. 50) on the Second Missionary Joumev
(Acts XV. 86—xviii. 22). We take "the
churches of Galatia " to be those founded by
Faul in company with Barnabas on the First
Missionary Journey (Acts xiii.-xiv.). and
revisited with Silas after a division of the

5G
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Irecently evangelized territory whereby Cyprus
IhBd been left to Barnabas and Mark (Acts xv.
|8ft—XVI. 5; cf. Gal. iv. 18).

The retrospect is in two parts : (1) a proof
3f the divine origin of Paul's apostleship and
?ospel by the independence of his conversionmd missionaiy cf.reer; (2) an account of
us defence of his gospel of uncircumcision "
m the two occasions when it had been
threatened. Visiting Jerusalem for the second
time some ^een years » after his conversion,
lie secured from its " pillars," James. Petermd John, an unqualified, though " private "
endorsement. At Antioch subsequently he
overcame renewed opposition by public ex-
oosure of the inconsistency of Peter, who had^en won over by the reactionaries.
Acts reverses Paul's point of view, makine

us career in the period of unobstructed
Jvangelization one of labour for Jews alonen complete dependence on the Twelve. It
practically excludes the period of opposition
by a determmation of the Gentile status inm Apostolic CouncU.' Paul is represented
is simply acquiescing in this decision.
As described by Paul, the whole earlier
enod of fifteen years had been occupied bv
iissionary effort for GentiUs, first at Damas-

cus, afterwards " in the regions of Syriamd Cihcia." It was interrupted only by a
' Or perhaps thirteen. Gal. ii. 1 may reckon from thetonversion (31-^). In both periods (cil. i. 18,S. 1)both termini are counted. '
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journey " to Arabia," and later, three years
after his conversion, by a two-weeks' private
visit to Peter in Jerusalem. In this period
must fall most of the journeys and adventures
of 2nd Cor. xi. 28-83. It was practically
without contact with Judaea. His " gospel "

was what God alone had taught him through
an inward manifestation of the risen Jesus.
As described by Luke ^ the whole period

was spent in the evangelization of Greek-
speaking Jews, principally at Jerusalem.
This was Paul's chosen field, worked under
direction of "the apostles." Only against
his will 2 was he driven for refuge to Tarsus,
whence Barnabas, who had first introduced
hun to the apostles, brought him to Antioch.
There was no Gentile mission until Barnabas
and he were by that church made its
apostles.' This mission was on express

direction of " the Spirit " (Acts ix. 1^0 •

XI. 25/.; xiii. 1-3; cf. xxii. 10-21). Paul's
apostleship to the Gentiles begins, then
according to Luke, with the First Missionary
Journey, when in company with (and at first i

in subordination to) Barnabas he evangelizes
Cyprus and southern Galatia. The two are
agents of Antioch, with " letters of commen-
dation " from " the apostles and elders in
Jerusalem" (Acts xv. 28-26). Paul is not

' We apply the name to the writer of Luke-Acts without
prejudice to the question of authorship,

J»
Acts xxii. 10-21 is not quite consistent with xxvi. 15

18 ; but tlie general sense is clear.
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an apostle of Christ in the same sense as the
ISN-elve (c/. Acts i. 21 /.). He is a providential
vessel of the Spirit," ordained "by men and

through men." His gospel is Peter's unaltered
{cf. Acts xxvi. 16-28).
There is even wider disparity regarding the

priod of opposition. Luke slightly postpones
Its begmnmg and very greatly antedates its
suppression. Moreover, he makes Paul accept
a solution which his letters emphaticallv
repudiate.

According to Acts there was no opposition
before the First Missionary Journey, for the
excellent reason that there had been no
Gentile propaganda.* There was no opposi-
tion after the Council called to consider it
(Acts XV.), for the conclusive reason that
the apostles and elders" left nothing to

dispute about. As soon as the objections were
raised the church in Antioch laid the question
before these authorities, sending Paul and
Barnabas to testify. On their witness to the
grace of God among the Gentiles, Peter
(exphcitly claiming for himself (!) this special
apostleship, Acts xv. 7) proposes unconditional
acknowledgment of Gentile liberty, referring

'Cornelius* case (Acta x. 1—xi. 18) is exceptional,
and no propaganda foUows. The reading "Greeks" in

o7 **V ?^* r°^?^ required by the sense and therefore
adopted bv the English translators, is not supported by
the textual evidence. Luke has here corrected his source
to suit his theory, just as in x. 1-xi. 18 he passes by
the true signifJcaiire of the «tory, which reallySs with
the question of eaflnt; with (lpMt!lp« (xi 3 7/)

I

I
ft!

t
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to the precedent of Cornelius. In this there
was general acquiescence. In fact the matter
had really been decided before (Acts ad. 1-18).
The only wholly new point was that raised by
James m behalf of ^' the Jews among the
Gentiles" (Acts xv. 21; cf. xxi. 21). For
their sake it is held "necessary" to limit
Gentile freedom on four points. They must
abstain from three prohibited meats, and from
fornication, for these convey the " pollution
of idols." The " necessity " lies in the fact
that liberty from the Law is not conceded to
Jews. They will be (involuntarily) defiled if
they eat with their Gentile brethren unpro-
tected. " Fornication " is added because (in
the words of an ancient Jewish Christian) it
" differs from all other sins in that it defiles
not only the sinner, but those also who eat or
associate with him." Paul and Barnabas,
according to Luke, gladly accepted these
' decrees," and Paul distributed them "for
to keep " among his converts in Galatia (I).

Peter is the apostle to the Gentiles. Antioch
and Jerusalem decide the question of their
status. The terms of fellowship are those
of James and Peter.

^
Paul has no mention of either Council or

decrees.' His terms of fellowship positively
exclude both. He falls back upon the private
Conference, and lays bare a story of agonizing
struggle to make effective its recognition of
the equality and independence of Gentile
Chnstianity. The struggle is a result of his
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IfnH^S*"^
to emissaries "from James" atAntioch, who had brought over all the Jewish

element in that mixed chureh, ineUIng pTterand "even Barnabas " to terms of felloS
aTASShP*^'/^"'^"^ After thfeolS
^nH ri^-

Paul leaves the "regions of Syriaand Cihcia," and transfers the scene of Wsmissionary efforts to the Greek worid L?we^nthe Taurus range and the Adriatic. For theheirt ten years we see him on the one s^deeonductmg an independent mission! pro!claiming the doctrine of the Cross as iiau^J^rating a new era, wherein law has been d^eaway and Jew and Gentile have " access ?none Spirit unto the Father." On the othe?he IS defending this gospel of ' grace ' against
unscrupulous Jewish-Christian traduced andlabouring to reconcile differences betwSn £s0^ followers and those of *the circum!fc iT*"^. ^S'

not actively hostile, but onTvIhave taken * offence.' Throughout the period^until the arrest in Jerusalem^ which ends Wscareer as an evangelist, Paul stands a?one as[champion of unrestricted Gentile liberty In^
ship which imply a continuance of the leealIdispensation. Jewish Christians may S
Icircumcision and the customs if the/ wish^

nonf
"^'^

l^u*
^?^^ ""' recommend them asconfemng the slightest advantage in S>d^sBight. He will not admit the doctrinT ofBalvation by faith with works of law Jew ^well as Gentile must have " died to the lJ^^

1^'

f
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There is no " justification " except " by faith
apart from works of law." ^

Unless we distinctly apprehend the deep
difference, almost casually brought out by
this question of the (converted) Jew among
Gentiles and his obligation to eat ^vith his
Gentile brother, a difference between ' apos-
tolic ' Christianity as Luke gives it, and the
* gospel * of Paul, we can have no adequate
appreciation of the great Epistles produced
during this period of conflict. The basis of
Luke's pleasing picture of peace and concord
is a fundamentally different conception of the
relation of Law and Grace. Paul and Luke
both hold that the Mosaic commandments are
not binding on Gentiles. The point of differ-

ence—and PauFs own account of his Confer-
ence with the Pillars goes to show that Luke's
idea is also theirs ; else why need there be a
division of ' spheres of influence ' ?—is Paul's
doctrine that the believing Jew as well as the

Gentile is "dead to the Law." And this
doctrine was never accepted south of the
Taurus range.

Agreement and union were sure to come, if

onlybythe rapiddisappearance fromthe church
after 70 a.d. of the element of the circumcised,
and the progressive realization in ' Syria and

* The assertion has recently been made in very high
quarters on the basis of Ist Cor. vii. 18 that Paul also
took the " apostolic " view that the Christian of Jewish
birth remains under obligation to keep the law. One
would think Paul had not added verse 19

!
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Cilicia' of the impracticabilityof theJerusalem-
Antioch plan of requiring Gentiles to make
their tables mnocuous to the legalist. If onlv
the participation of Paul and Barnabas be
excluded from the story of Acts xv. (or better,
restored to its proper sequence after Acts xi.
30) we have every reason to accept Luke's
account of an ApostoUc Council held at
Jerusalem not long after "Peter came to
Antioch to settle between the churches of
northern and southern Syria the knotty
question of the Christian Jew's eating or noteatmg with Gentiles. It is almost^ certain
that Syna did adopt this modus vivendi for
the brethren which are of the Gentiles in

Anitoch, Syna and Cilicia" (Acts xv. 28)-
for we can trace its gradual obsolescence there!

ut^'u^?'"'' if ^^^ ""^ Palestinian origin
republished at Ephesus c. 95; cf. Rev. ii 14
' '

?u ^ *" «*;® Teaching of the Twelve (125), and
in the Western ' text of Acts xv. (150 ?)

1

*
K J

*^ * progressive scaling down of the
I burden. Gentiles are at last asked to do
almost nothing more than Paul had demanded
on moral grounds without recognition of
the validity of " distinctions of meats." In
A.D. 120 the ' burden ' is :

" Concerning
meats, keep what thou art able; however,
abstain at all events from things offered to
Idols, for it is the food of dead gods "
But to take Luke's account of how peace

was restored with its implication that the
[i'auime gospel as developed in Greek Christ^n-

^%
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I

»
I

dom between the Taurus lange and the
Adriatic was nothing more than a branch
from the parent stock of the * apostolic

'

church in S^a and CiHcia," would be like

viewing the history of the United States from
the standpoint of a British imperialist of a
period of Anglo-Saxon reunion m a.d. 2000,

who should omit entirely the American War
of Independence, holding that Washington
and FrankUn after bearing testimony before

Parliament accepted for the colonies a plan

of settlement prepared by a Liberal Govern-
ment which reduced to a minimum the ob-
noxious requirements of the Tories.

The history of this period of the develop-
ment of the independent * gospel * of Paul
and of his independent churches is so vital,

and so confusM by generations of well-

meaning * harmonizers,* that we must take
time to contrast once more Luke's theory of

the process of reunion with Paul's.

Jn Adt Paul takes precisely the view of

Peter and James. He is himself ' under the
Law.' He does not disregard it even among
Gentiles. On the contrary, he sets an ex-
ample of scrupulous legality to the Jews
among the Gentiles, himself * walking orderly,

keeping the Law.' The statement that he
" teaches them to forsake Moses, telling them
not to circumcise their children, nor to obey
the customs " is a calumny (\) which he takes
public occasion to disprove (Acts xxi. 20-26)
Before the Sanhedrin re emphatically declares
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himself a consistent Pharisee (Acts xxiii. 1, 6);
before Felix and Festus, blameless by the
standard of Law and Prophets (xxiv. 14-16;
XXV. 8) ; before Agrippa, a strict Pharisee in his
conduct hitherto (xxvi. 5, 22 /.). Titus, whose
circumcision Paul strenuously resisted, is
never mentioned in Acts. Conversely Timothy
(a Jew only on his mother's side) Paul " took
and circumcised" immediately after the
Jerusalem Council " because of the Jews that
were in those parts " (Galatia !). His visit
\7ith Barnabas to Jerusalem is not occasioned
by opposition to Gentile missions, though it
falls be ''een Barnabas' mission from Jerusa-
lem to iavesti^te the alarming reports of
Gentile conversKis at Antioch, and the First
Missionary Journey on which the two take
with them Mark, who had accompanied them
from Jerusalem. No; according to Luke
Gentile missions did not yet exist *

(!). This
visit (that of the Conference, Gal. ii. l-io)
was merely to convev a gift from the Antioch
church to that of Jerusalem because of the
famine "about that time" (it occurred in
46-47). Conversely the great * offering of
the Gentiles * made at the risk of Paul's life
in company with delegates from each province
of his field, as a proffer of peace, the enterprise
which occupies so large a place in his effort
and his letters of this period (Ist Cor. xvi. l-«;
2nd Cor. 8-9; Rom. xv. 15, 16, 25-82), has in

' On the reading "Oreeka" In Aet» xl 20 tee note
I

above, p. 59.
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Acts no relation to the controversy—^for the
demonstration of Paul's exemplary legalism in

the temple is merely incidental. The gift

Paul brought was " alms to my nation "
(!)

(Acts xxiv. 17). The reader asks in vain what
necessitates this dangerous journey. The only
motives assigned are a Nazarite vow assumed
in Cenchreie (xviii. 18; xxi. 24), and regard
for the Jewish feasts (xx. 16).

The background of history against which
the modem reader must place the great letters

of Paul of the first period, is manifestly some-
thing quite different from the mere unsifted
story of Acts. Their real origin is in a pro-
found difference in Paul's idea of *the
gospel ' and the necessity of defending the
independence of it and of the Gentile churches
foimded on it. The difference originates in
Paul's own religious experience. It found
its first expression in his antithesis of Law and
Grace, his doctrine that the cross marks the
abolition of the economv of Law.
Both in Galatians and everywhere else Paul

treats on equal terms with the representatives
of the " apostleship of the circumcision." He
denounces Peter and " the rest of the Jews,"
including " even Barnabas," at Antioch, after
they have withdrawn from Gentile fellowship
in order to preserve their legal * cleanness,'
and the point of the denunciation is that this
is inconsistent with their (implied) abandon-
ment of the Law as a means of salvation
when they " sought to be justified by faith in
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Christ." This makes their conduct not only
inconsistent but cowardly and " hypocritical/'
Here is something far deeper than a mere

question of policy. Paul's attitude shows that
from the beginnmg he has really been preach-
!?^«."? ^,^®"'** gospel." A gospel about
Chnst m which the central fact is the cross as
the token of the abolition of a dispensation
of Law wherein Jew and Gentile alike were in
a servile relation to God, under angelic (oi
demonic) " stewards and governors," and the
inauguration of a dispensation of Grace,
wherein all who have * faith * and receive in
baptism the gift of * the Spirit,' are thereby
adopted to be God's sons. Beside this cosmic
drama of the cross and resurrection wherein
God reveals his redemptive purpose for the
world, the mere inculcation of the easy yoke
of Jesus as a new Law, simplifying and
supplementing the old by restoring the doc-
trine of forgiveness for the repentant
believer (c/. Matt, xxviii. 20; Acts x. 42/.;
xiu. 89; xxvi. 22 /.) seems only half a gospel.
Paul can never surrender the independence

of his God-given message, nor the liberty
wherewith Christ has made all believers free
m abolishing the economy of law and making
them " sons " by the Spirit. And yet he is
even more determined to achieve peace and
reunion than the apostles *of the ciroum-
asion'; only he has a different plan. Paul
and his churches fall back upon the Jerusalem
Conference, not upon the * Apostolic Council.'

/tSW
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The Conference is their Magna Charta. Its

recognition of Paul's independent gospel and
apostleship as no less divine than Peter's is

their guarantee of liberty and equality; its

rer aest for brotherly aid is their promise of
fraternity.

Approaches were made on both sides. It

is true the ill-advised attempt of the Judaizers
to secure unity by a renewal of their propa-
ganda of the Law, seducing the Greek churches
urom their loyalty to Paul and his gospel,
provoked from hun only such thunderbolts
as Galatians, with its defence of ^* the Uberty
wherewith Christ hath made us free," or
2nd Cor. x. 1 to xiii. 10, with its denunciation
of the " ministers of Satan." Peace through
surrender was not to Paul's mind. But the
sincere attempt of the followers of Peter to
find a modus vivendi, even if they did not
venture to claim liberty from the Law for
themselves, found Paul prepared to go more
than half-way. His epistles are not more
remarkable for their strenuous defence of

the Uberty of sonship, than for their insistence
on the obligation of brotherly love. His
churches must be not only morally pure for
tLeir own sakes, but must avoid offences to
the more scrupulous. Even that which Chris-
tian liberty allows must be sacrificed to the
scruples of the ' weak,' if only it be not
" unto doubtful disputations," or demanded
as of right. From 1st Thessalonians (Corinth,
A.D. 50), where, in the absence of all Judaizing
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opposition Paul merely exhibits his simple
gospel of the resurrection and judgment to
come» unaffected by questions of Law and

I

Grace, on through Galatians with its subUme
polemic for the liberty of sons, to the Corin-
thian correspondence, with its insistence on
the duty of consideration and forbearance,
its stronger note of love, its revelation of
the widespread, strenuous exertions of Paul
to promote his great * offering,* down to
Romans, where the ' offering of the Gentiles *

is ready to be made (Rom. xv. 16-88), and
I

Paul is sedulously preparing to enter a great
new field abeady pNU*tiall^ occupied, by
presenting a full and superlatively concihatory
statement of his entire * gospel * (i. 16-17),
there is steady progress toward the '* peace "

and " acceptance '* which he hopes to find in
Jerusalem. The later Epistles, with their
different phase of conflict, the very attitude
of ' apostoUc ' Christianity toward Paul, as
exhibited in Acts, make it incredible that
substantial unitywas not in fact secured. ^ We
cannot, indeed, accept Luke's representation of
Paul as performing the Nazarite ceremonial in
the temple in order to prove ^ai he does not
teach that the Law ii not binding on Jews. But

' The acttul ontcome is seen in the redaction of the
' burden ' to the two items of abstinence from " fornication
snd frtmi things offered to idols." Paul's nicer distinc-
tions under the latter head (1st Cor. viii. 1-13, x. 14-23) as
well as his distinction between the ceremonial and the
moral grounds for afaatinenoe, were disregarded.

s
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it does not follow that Paul may not have done
even this to prove that his principle of accom-
modation to the weak (1st Cor. ix. 19-22) left
ample room for fellowship with the Jewish
Christian—except when (as with Peter and
Barnabas at Antioch) the needless scruples
of the legalist were made a pretext for " com-
peUing the Gentiles to live as do the Jews."
Had unity been attained through the simple

process imagined bv Luke, obedient acquies-
cence of Paul and the Gentiles in the divinely
inspired verdict of "the apostles and elderem Jerusalem," Christianity would have been
an immeasurably poorer thing than it became,
indeed, it is questionable whether a gospel of
mere simpHfication, extension and supplemen-
tation of the Law would ever have made
permanent conquest of the Gentile world.
It is because Paul stood out on this question
of meats for the equal right of his indepen-
dent gospel, refusing submission until his
great ten-years' work of evangelization by
tongue and pen had made Gentile Christianity
a factor of at least equal importance with
Jewish, that our religion was enriched by its
Hellenistic strain. The deeper insight into
the real significance of Jesus' work and fate^rn of Paul's peculiar experience and his
Hellenistic apprehension of the gospel found
embodiment in the beginnings of a New
lestament literature. The writings of this
penod must accordingly be viewed against
the background of a critical history. Luke's
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iccount, written in the interest of " apostolic
"

authority, must receive such modifications as
Ithe contemporary documents require.
I Taking up the story at the pomt of diver-
Igence we see Paul and Barnabas returning to
[Antioch after the Conference with the Pillars,
Iglad at heart, and expecting now to resume
Ithe work for Gentiles without impediment.
Besides Titus, John Mark of Jerusalem, a
Inephew of Barnabas, accompanied them.
jThe Missionary Journey to Cyprus and
j(southem) Galatia follows, Mark returning,
jhowever, to Jerusalem after leaving Cyprus.

I

It was probably during the absence of the
Imissionaries that " Peter came to Antioch "

land, at first, followed the Pauline practice
lof disregarding 'distinctions of meats.*
iLater, on arrival of certain " from James " he
rdrew back and separated himself, fearing
[those of the circumcision." While matters
were at this stage Paul and Barnabas re-
lappeared on the scene. Paul thought it
Inecessarv to rebuke Peter " openly, before
Ithem all." Barnabas, former nead of the
lAntioch church, took sides with Peter and

I"
the rest of the Jews," doubtless determining

Ithe attitude of the church; for Paul says
jnothing of prevailing upon them by his
largument, but merely turns it at once upon
Ithe Galatians themselves. Moreover, Bar-
[nabas now takes Cyprus as his mission field,
Iwith Mark as his helper, while Paul with a
Inew companion, Silvanus (in Acts " Silas," a

,1 •

»

*
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bearer of the * decrees ' from Jerusalem)
takes the northern half of the newly evanceR
ized territory, and through much diflSciStv

A'^^'r "^'^ ^' '^^y ^ *^« «««*'

TOs second visit to the churches of Galatia
(Acts xyi. 1-5) was signalized by warnings
against the (possible) preaching of " another
gospel " (Gal. i 9); for Paul lad reason to
anticipate trouble from the " false brethren."
If Acts may be believed, it was also markedby an extraordinary evidence of Paul's
readings to become all things to all men "
m the interest of conciliation. He is said to

fcfK"**^"??'^^.*
Galatian half-Jew named

Timothy. If so, it was certainly not to prove

^ifhil^T'^ l-l
*^^ ^^«^^ requirement,*^ but

rather its indifference. " Circumcision is no-tHing and uncircumcision nothing; only faithworking though love." But the^e gencK^us
accommodations

' of Paul producld more
of misrepresentation than of conciliation. Hehad cause to regret his liberality later (Gal. i.
10 ; V. 11 /. ; cf. 1st Cor. vii. 18).

^

Some unexplained obstacle (Acts xvi. 6) pre-

It "fhfc^^"^
' ^""i^"^^^ theProvince of Asia

tt u ^J^""'
/^P*^^"s, his probable objec-

tive, had perhaps already been occupied
(xyiii. 24-28). fie turned north tlm>ugh

rSS"^^'^^*!**' ^''P'"^ *° ^d a field in

T^Jll Tu
^""^ ^^ *«*^" disappointed. At

t^^^JiJ T^ VL^^T'^y
ot Asia, came thetummg-pomt m the fortunes of the mission-
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aries. Encouraged by a vision they crossed
into Macedonia and found fields white for the
harvest.

The Epistles to Thessalonica address one
of these Macedonian churches from Corinth,
whither the missionaries have been driven.
Timothy had been sent back from Athens
when Paul's own repeated attempts to return
had been frustrated, and has just arrived with
good news of the church's perseverance in
spite of a persecution stirred up by the Jews.
It is against these, apparently, not against
Jewish-Christian detractors, that Paul defends
his character and message (1st Thess. ii. 1-18).
There is also an urgent warning against
fornication (iv. 1-8) and exhortation to
abound in love (iv. 9-12), with correction of
the natural Greek tendency to misapprehend
the Jewish eschatology and resurrection-doc-
trine (iv. 18—V. 1-11 ; cf. 1st Cor. xv.). The
closing admonitions relate to the direction
of church meetings and discipline.

2nd Thessalonians corrects and supplements
the eschatology of 1st Thessalonians Dv adding
a doctrine of Antichrist, which is at all events
thoroughly Jewish and earlier than 70, when
the temple was destroyed in which it expects
the manifestation of ^' the man of sin.'^ It
is the only one of the Epistles of this period
whose authenticity is seriously questioned by
critical scholarship. How little this affects
the question of Paul's * gospel ' may be seen
by the fact that the entire contents cover

I
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less than 8 per cent, of the earlier Epistles,
while the subject is a mere detail.
Far more significant is it to observe the

close correspondence between the missionary
preaching of Paul as here described by himseff
(1st Thess. i. 9 /.) and the general 'apostolic
message {kerygma) as described bv Luke
(Acts X. 42/.; xiv. 15-17; xvii. '24-81).
Where there are no Judaizers there is no
reference to the dispensations of Law and
Grace and the abolition of the former in the
Cjoss. The doctrine is the common gospel
of the Resurrection, wherein Jesus has been
manifested as the Messiah. Faith in him
secures forgiveness to the repentant ; all others
are doomed to perish in the judgment shown
by his * manifestation 'to be at hand
(c/. 1st Cor. XV. 11 ; Rom. i. 8-5).

Galatians was written but slightly before
(or after ?) the letters to Thessalonica. Its
single theme (after the retrospect) is the
Adoption to Sonship through the Spirit.
Against the Judaizer*is plea that to share in
the Inheritance one must be adopted (prefer-
ably by circumcision) into the family of
Abraham, or at all events pay respect to the
Mosaic Law, Paul asserts the single fact of
the adoption of the Spirit. " It is because
ve M-e sons that God sent forth the Spirit of
his Son into our hearts crying (in the ecstatic
utterances of * tongues^) Abba, that is,
lather (Gal. iv. 6). To go back to legal
observances is to revert from redemption to
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bondage. All Christians are indeed sons ofAbraham but only as sharers of his trust
^^ Ur; ,„Aoraham was made '* heir of the
world (Rom. ,v. 18) for his faith. Circum-
eision and the Law came afterwards. Thev
were not superimposed stipulations and con-
ditions of the promise. On the contrary thev
were temporanr pedagogic measures intended
to produce the consciousness of sin and
(moral) death, so that when the Heir shouldcome men should be ready to cast themselves

Slfw"'^^^ °^*?^ displayed in his vicarious
death.i Thus the messianic Redemption is
a redemption from a system issuing in sin and
death. On the cross even the sinless Christ
incurred the curse in order that believers thus
redeemed might have the Blessing of the
Abrahamic promise (Gal. iii. l—iv. 7).
But this transfer from bondage to liberty,

from the legal to the fUial rela^on, does notmake Chnst a minister of sin." On thecontr^, if the delivering Spirit of sonship
has been received at all, it controls the life
for punty and love. One cannot be a son
and be unfilial or unbrotherly. The unity of
the redeemed world in Christ is the unity ofiovmg service, not of subjection to a bygone

Law'^j;;'*^ ,«."^"?f
>e «""ception of the economy 01

• ^ZJS'^^^^K »t mclude the Gentile kw of 'con-science; (Rom. i. 18-ii. 16). In Galatians this point ^
UZ^ ?'^^ ^^ '^'^"^ the'-angeh " through vrC theMosaic Law was given, with the "Elemente" honoured

^vSrori*"'*^*'""' ^* "* ''^^ °^ "stewaX iS

..V
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^stem ol rules (iv. 8—vi. 18). Thus does
Galatians meet the insidious plea of the

hbert
^"^ and their charges against Pauline

Olie church founded by Paul in Corinth
(Acts xvui. 1-17) was grounded from the
begmnmg m this doctrine of the Cross. Paul
purposely restricted himself to it (1st Cor
1. 17-25; ii. 1-6). He had indeed a world-
view, of which we learn more in the Epistles
of the Captivity, a philosophy revealed by theSpmt as a "mystery of God." Those who
afterwards m Corinth came to call themselves
followers '; of Apollos " had nothing to teachhim on this score. But consideration of this
Greciang tendency, too often issuing in amere philosophy and vain deceit after the
^iements of the world and not after Christ "
(tol. 11. 8), must be deferred, in favour oi
questions whi.n became more immcdiatflv
pressing For after Paul had left Corinth tJ
make a bnef visit via Ephesus to C«sarea and
Antioch, and had returned through the now
pacified Galatian churches to make Ephesus
his permanent headquarters (Acts xviii. 18-
28), he received disturbing news of conditionsm Connth. Under Apollos (now at Ephesus
with Paul) an Alexandrian convert thorouchlv
indoctrinated with Paul's gospel (Acts xviii.
24r-28) the church had flourished, but dis-
cussions had subsequently arisen, resultingm a letter to Paul asking his advice on
disputed points. Besides this there were
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moral blemishes. Fiwt the factious strife
itself, of which Paul has learned from new-
comers from Corinth; secondly a case of
unpunished incest. A previous letter from
Paul (now lost, or but partiiMy preserved in
2nd Cor. vi. 14—^vii. 1) had required the
church "to have no rom' .nv r,.LL forni-
cators." The church, mai^int; the api]i^ ition
general, had pleaded l!j iiapraciiciUil iy of
Ingoing out of the * •'r', ^ fwM jio;\ ex-
Elains :

"* If any ma? 'iui -'^ r...r.ncd a 'n other
e a fornicator . . . .ith :w,.-h a .<^- ».o, not

to cat." After furtutr xr u, • »o» iiti^ous-
ness, and a lack of moral toiie, especially in
[the matter of " fomicatic "^i (h. vi.;, Paul

I

takes up seriatim "the tiuu^a whereof ye
wrote." We are chiefly interested in the
long section (viii. 1—xi. 1) on " things offered
to idols " wherein Paul instructs those who
would be imitators of his freedom, but who
forget that he has always refused to assert

!
his rights when thereby the * wedc ' were

I stumbled. Moreover fornication is never

^

among the permissible things, nor even the
I eating of meats offered to idols at the heathen
banquet itself. Such food is unobjectionab)
only when it has been sold in the n irke;
and can be eaten without * offence.*
The other questions related to church

meetings for the " Lord's supper " and the
exercise of "spiritual gifts. '^ They give
opportunity for the development of Paul's
noble doctrine of unity through loving sendee

p
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(xi. 2—xiv. 40). The doctrinal section of
1st Corinthians concludes with a full state-
ment of Paul's doctrine of the resurrection
body (called forth bv Greek objections to
the Jewish). From the items of business at
the close we learn that " the collection for the
saints " has been under way some time
already " in Galatia," and that Paul hopes,
after passing through Macedonia, to join the
delegation which is to carry the money to
Jerusalem (xvi. 1-6).
As it turned out Paul actually followed the

itmerary outlined in 1st Cor. xvi. 1-6, but
not until after distressing experiences. Timo-
thy, sent (by way of Macedonia, Acts xix. 22)
as Paul's representative (iv. 17; xvi. 10 /.),
was unable to restore order. The opposition
to Paul's apostolic authority, treated almost
contemptuously in ix. 1-14, grew to alarming
proportions. Paul received so direct and
personal an affront (either on a hasty visit
undertaken in person from Ephesus, or in the
person of Timothy) that he despatched a
peremptory ultimatum, whose effect h« is
anxiously waiting to hear when 2nd Corin-
thians opens with Paul driven out from
Ephesus, a refugee in Macedonia {e. 55). It
is highly probable that the disconnected
section appended between 2nd Cor. ix. 15
and the Farewell, is taken from this " grievous "

letter written " out of much affliction and
anguish of heart with many tears " (2nd Cor.
u. 1-4; vii. 8-16); for it was not only a

L ill I
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peremptory demand for punishment of the
offender, but also a letter of forced self-com-
jmendation. Paul cannot have written in
self-conomendation on more than one occas'.on,
and he promises not to repeat this in iii. 1 h\
We may take 2nd Cor. x.-xiii., then, as repre-
sentmg the " grievous " letter. The opposition
emanates from Judaizers who say they are
" of Christ," and may therefore be identical
with those of 1st Cor. i. 12. But it has grown
to proportions which for a time made Paul
despair of the church's loyalty. Titus' arrival
in Macedonia with news of their restored
obedience had been an inexpressible relief
(ii. 5-17; vii. 8-16). It remains only to set
his ministry of the new covenant * once morem contrast with the Mosaic * ministry of
condemnation and death,' including further
elucidation of the doctrine of the resurrection
body (lii. l—vi. 10) and to urge generosity in
the matter of the collection (chh. viii.-ix.).
The somewhat disordered, but unmistak-

ablv genuine material of 2nd Corinthians was
Inrobably given out as a kind of residuum of

K J u*^
"material long after our 1st Corinthians

I

hid been put in circulation, perhaps when
renewed strife had caused the church m Rome
to intervene through Clement (95), who quotes
i^t Corinthians, but shows no knowledge of

12nd Corinthians. The correspondence is not
pnlv invaluable to the church for its paian
of love as the invincible, abiding gift of the
apmt (1st Cor. xiii.) and its sublime eulogy
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of the ** ministry of the new covenant," but I

instructive in the highest degree to the
historian. Almost every aspect of Paul's work
as missionary, defender of his own independent
aoostleship and gospel, guide and instructor
of developing Gentile-Christian thought, and
ardent commissioner for peace with the
apostolic community in Syria, is here set
forth. The best exposition of the history isj

the documentary material itself, and con-
versely.

Romans was written during the peaceful
winter at Corinth (55-56) which followed these]
weeks of tormenting anxiety in Macedonia!
(Acts XX. 1-8). Paul feels that he has carried
the gospel to the very shores of the Adriatic
(xv. 19). He is on the point of going to
Jerusalem with his great 'offering of the
Gentiles,* and has already fixed his eye onl
Rome and '* Spain "

I Just as before the First
Missionary Journey he forestalled opposition
by frankly laying his gospel before the
Pillars, so now he lays it before the chur i

in Rome, but most delicately and tactfully,
not as though assuming to admonish Chris-
tians already " filled with all knowledge and!
able to admonish one another " (xv. 14), but

|

" that I with you may be ccnnforted in you,
each of us by the other's faith *'

(i. 12). Tltus
the Epistle is an eirenicon. For Rome was
even more than Ephesus had been, a pre-
occupied territory, though a metro|>olis ofj

Paul s mission-field. Most of the church are

1 .. i i

I I
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Paul's sympathizers, but there are many cf
the * weak/ who may easily be * offended.'
The letter repeats and enlarges the argument
of Galatians for the gospel of Grace, carrying
back the promise to Abraham to its antecedent
in the fall of Adam, whereby all mankind had
passed under the domination of Sin and Death.
The functicMi of the Law is again made dear
as bringing men to consciousness of this
bondage, till it is done away by (mystical)
death and resurrection with Christ. In the
adoption wrought by the Spirit the whole
creation even, groaning since Adam's time
under ' '^ ity,' is liberated in the manifesta-
tion of 1. . sons of God. Jesus, glorified at
the right hand of God, is the firstfruits of the
cosmic redemption (Rom. i.-viii.). Such is

Paul's theory of ' evolution.' It is followed
by a vindication of God in history. Rom.
ix.-xi. exhibits the relation of Jew and Gentile
in the process of the redemption. Israel has
for the time being been hardened that the
Gentiles may be brought in. Ultimately
their very jealousy at this result v/ill bring
them also to repentant faith.

Paul's sublime exposition of his view of
cosmic and historic redemption is followed
(as in all the Epistles) by a practical exhorta-
tion (chh. xii.-xiv.), the keynote of which is
unity through mutual forbearance and loving
service. It repeats the Corinthian figure of
the members m the body, and the Galatian
definition of the Maw of Christ.' Special
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application is made to the case of the scrupu-
lous who make distinctions of days and of
meats. Here, however (xiv. 1—xv. 18), there
is no longer need to resist a threatened yoke.
Only tenderness and consideration are uraed
for the over-scrupulous " brother in Christ.'!
It was in this spirit that Paul and his great
company of delegates from the churches of
the Gentiles went up to Jerusalem (Acts xx. 4—
xxi. 17).

1

1

^1
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CHAPTER IV

FAX7L AS PRISONER AND CHURCH FATHER

The second period of Paul's literanr career
begins after an interval of severdi years.

This interval is covered indeed, so far as the
great events of the Apostle's personal story
are concerned, by the last nine chapters of

Acts, but exceedingly obscure as respects the
fortunes of his mission-field and the occasion
for the group of Epistles which come to us
after its close. It is barely possible that a
fra^ent or two from the so-called Pastoral
Epistles (1st Timothy, 2nd Timothy, Titus),

which teem to be compiled long after Paul's

death on the basis of some renmants of his

correspondence, may have been written shortly

after the arrest in Jerusalem and '* first

defence." In 2nd Tim. iv. 11-18 a journey is

referred to from Troas by way of E[>he8U8
which coincides in many respects with that
of Acts XX. If the fragment could be taken
out from its present setting it might be pos-
sible to identifv the two ; for it is clear from
the forecast of Acts xx. 25, 88 that Paul
never did revisit this region. The grip of

Rome upon her troublesome prisoner was
83

i#^ii
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not relaxed until his martyrdom, probably
some considerable time before the "ffreat
multitude" whom Nero condemned after
the conflagration of 64. However, until
analysis can dissect out with greater definite-
ness the genuine elements of the Pastoral
iiipistles, they cannot be used to throw light
upon the later period of Paul's career. A
historical background has indeed been created
to meet their requirements—a release of
l^aui, resumption of missionary activities on
the coasts of the ^gean, renewed imprison-
ment m xtome and ultimate martyrdomf But
this has absolutely no warrant outside the
Pastorals themselves, and is both incon-
sistent with Acts and open to criticism in-
tnnsically. The story thus created of a
release, sectmd visitation of the Greek churches,
and second unprisonment must, therefore,
be regarded as fictitious, and the Pastoral
Ijpistles m their present form as products
or the post-Paulme age.

It is our task to trace the development among
the Greek churches of Chrlstianfty conceived
as a revelation of God in Christ," alongside

nnf.? flf'^^^'^P.'!^^"V'J **"* * apostolic » chSrch,
until the penod of * catholic' unity and thecompleted canon Upon this development
the storv of Paul's personal fortunes in Actsthrows U little ligiTt. We merely s^ f^t
his great peace-making visit to Jerusalem

tlie temple, while engaged m an act of worship

I r
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undoubtedly intended b^ him to demonstrate
his willingness in the interest of unity to
** become as under the Law to them that are
under the Law." After this his great delega-
tion from the Gentile churches must have
scattered to their homes. Paul remained a
prisoner for two years in Csesarea, and after
an adventurous journey covering the ensuing
autumn and winter (59-60), spent two more
years in less rigid confinement at Rome.
We need no hint from his request in 2nd Tim.
iv. 18 for " books and parchments " to infer

that the years of forced seclusion in Csesarea
were marked by study and meditation; but
narrative and inference together convey but
little of what we mainly desire to know

:

the course of religious development in the
Pauline churches, as a background for the
literature.

On the other hand recent research into
religious conditions in the early Empire has
removed the principal objections to the authen-
ticity of Philippians, Philemon, Colossians, and
even Ephesians. We are far from being
compelled to come down to the time of the
great Gnostic systems of the second century
to find a historical situation appropriate to
this group of letters purporting to be written
by Paul from his captivity. Indeed they
exhibit on any theory of their origin a char-
acteristic and legitimate development of the
Pauline gospel of sonship by the Spirit of
Adoption abolishing the dispensation cf

it

i
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Law. It is a development almost ineviteblem a concg)tion of * the gospel ' fonned on Greek
Ideas of Redemption, if we place in opposition
to It a certein baser type of superstitious,
mongrel Judaism, revealed in the Epistles
themselves, repeatedly referred to in Acts
and now known to us by a mass of extraneous
documentary niaterial.
The new disturbers of the churches' peace

^f:^ealed m the Epistles of the CaptivitVare
still of Jewish origin and tendency; but at
least m the region of Colossae (in the Lycus
Valley, adjacent to southern Galatia) the wsue
is no longer that between Law and Grace,
but concerns the nature and extent of the
Redemption. The trouble still comes from a
superstitious exaltation of the Mosaic revela-
tion; but those whom Paul here opposes do

nn i,."^
^^^ ^^"^ lawfuUy," franklylistingon Its permanent obligation as the will oVtod for all sons, unaffected by the Cross. It

18 now admitted to be an " ordinance of
angels

; but the observance of it is inculcated
because man's redemption can only comethrough conciliation of these higher beings.
Mystical union with superhuman Powere is

«I!j!^f?^*''"°**^ ^l '^ observances. This
^^&'}^''''^'^ i"tl^«'- purely Jewish, nor
purely Greek. It is composite-HelleAistic.

iv/rlfn'^. 'I '^^T^^ '\ ^^^ superstitious
reverence for the Law ; but the inception
of Redemption leaves behind every thought
ol national particularism and a openly

i
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individualistic. The redemption sought is that
of the individual soul from the limitations of

humanity, and doubtless the name of Jesus
played an important rdle in the emancipation,
as in the exorcisms of the sons of Sceva (Acts
xix. 18 /.); only it was not "above every
name."
But even Jewish apocalypses such as

Enoch and Baruch with all their superstitious

angelology and demonologv manage somehow
to cling to the ancient Jewish faith in the
primacy of man, and Paul in like manner
upholds against the theosophists the doctrine
of the believer*s sonship and joint-heirship

with Christ. In fact the Adoption, Redemp-
tion and Inheritance accorded in the gift of

the Spirit are to his mind gifts so great and
exalted as to make it a "gratuitous self-

humiliation " to pay homase, in Mosaic or
other ceremonial, to "angels," "principali-
ties," or " powers." In Christ we already have
a foothold in the heavenly regions. We were
foreordained in his person to be " heirs

"

"before the foundation of the world." His
resurrection and ascension " to the right hand
of God " participated in by us through " the
Spirit " was a " triumph " over the ' Ele-

ments ' and * Rulers.' They should be be-

neath the Christian's feet in feeling, as they
soon will be in reality.

This exalted doctrine of Christ's sonship as

comjpared with the mere temporary authority
of ' angels and principalities and powers, *

,'i.

<

'^
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secures to the Epistles of the Captivitj
theyr weU-deserved title of « Christdomcal " •

for they lay the foundation for afi later
doctrines of the Logos or Word. It is well
to realize, however, that the doctrine is inongm and meaning simply a vindication of
the divine dignity of manhood.
An idea of outward conditions at the time

of wntmg naay be gained from the two
JLpistles of the group most universally ad-
mitted to be genuine, Philemon and Philip-
pians. Both are written from captivitv
almost certainly in Rome, because the writer
IS expecting if released, to revisit the iEffean
coasts, which was not Paul's expectatiwi in
CsMarea. But there is a wide difference
between the two as respects the circumstances
presupposed. The tone of Philemon is hope-
ful, spnghtly, even jocose. Paul is in com-

ErS "^^ ^ ff^'^P ,
""^ " ^eUow-workers »'

which significantly mcludes " Mark," as well
as two companions of the voyage to Rome,
Anstarchus " of Thessalonica, and " Luke "

(Acts xxvii. 2). Epaphras, his "fellow-
prisoner, appears in Colossians as the founder

?ii?f ?w- *"f. * ^^^^^"^ ^ **!« adjacent
towns of Hierapo IS and Laodicea. rfe has
brought to Pauf either of his own knowledge
or by report from others, disturbing news of
the inroads of the heresy. Onesimus, whose
case occasions the letter to Philemon, is anscaped slave of this friend and convert of
i:'aui. The apostle is sending back the slave
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with the request that he be forgiven and manu-
mitted. The interrelation of the persons
mentioned in Philemon and Colossians shows

Ithat the occasion is the same. Tychicus
Uef. Acts XX. 8) the bearer of Colossians (Col.
iv. 7) accompanies Onesimus. Ephesians (if
lauthentic) belongs to the same group, beinir
lalso carried by Tychicus (Eph. vi. 21). ft
was certainly not mtended for Ephesus, but
for some church or churches not directly
known to Paul (i. 15; iu. 2). It bears much
Ithe same relation to Colossians as Romans to
Galatians. In spite of copious evidence! of

Irts use reaching back even to Clement of
IRome (95) the genuineness of Ephesians is
more seriously questioned than that of any
lother Pauline letter save the Pastorals. In
Ithe present writer's judgment this suspicion
lis unfounded, but the question of Paulme,
Isemi-Pauline or deutero-Pauline is unmaterial

I

to the general development.

I

Philippians is of later date than Philemon
land Its companions. Paul has been in cir-
Icumstances of dire physical distress, and is
comforting his correspondents in view of an
limmediateKr impending decision of his case
1(11. 28). The issue will be life or death, and
jFaul has no earthly (but only super-earthly)
Ireasons for hoping the verdict may not be
ladverse. He w stUl expecting, if released,
[to revisit the Mgean coast (ii. 24); but it is
only smiling through his tears when he tells
the Phihppians that their need of him is so

e
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90 NUKING OF NEW TESTAMENT
great that he is confident he wUl be spared to
them (Phil. 1. 12-80). Knowing that this
]oumey was never made, we can but infer
that the fate so near at hand in Phil. ii. 17
came actually to pass. Paul's blood was
" poured out a libation," as tradition of exl
treme antiquity credibly reports, and it can
hardly have been after a release, return tol
Greece and second arrest. The passage inl
2nd Tim iv. 5-8 which repeats the figure of the!
libation (Phil. ii. 17), treating it no longer as
doubtful, but a tragic certainty, will have been
penned (if authentic) but a few weeks at most
after Philippians, and immediately before
the end. If Philemon-Colossians-Ephesians
be dated in 62, Philippians, with the possible
fragments in 2nd Timothy, may be dated a
few months later.

Conditions at Philippi appear only in a

favourable light from this latest authentic
epistle. Paul can thank God upon every
remembrance of these loyal and liberal
Macedonian friends. In Rome, however, he
IS still affected by Judaizing opposition,
though his attitude toward it (in Rome at
least) shows the significant difference from
Galatians that he can now be thankful that
Christ is preached rven thus (Phil i. 15-18).
Moreover there is a difference in the type of

Jegahsm represented; for while in his waminJ
to the Philippians of the possible coming of

the heretics Paul is moved to recall his own
renunciation of legalistic righteousness, the

I ^' -^ 1
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terms of opprobrium applied to the disturbersmiply an immorality and assimilation toheathenism (Phil iii. 2 19; cf, Rom. xvh
17-20) which could not ustly be said to char-
acterize the legalism of the synagogue,

cjj ^f f
"''^^ elements of Philippians con-

ofthe "Tnnr-'^^>'/ ^V *^^ <ienunciation

hLi? • T'^'"''''' . (^ *^^"^ applied to theheathenized renegade Jew) ending with areminder of the high enthronement of our

tTon o? fh'^".^'"'-']^:;- '-'.V' (2) the defini-

rhri«f ! K^K-. A^'^'^S-
^^ disposition," ofChrist exhibited m his self-abnegating incar-

nation, obedient suffering, and supreme ex
altation (ii. 5-11). Both%assages^Srchar
acteristic of Paul's gospel I genial, which Lalways, as agamst that of the Judaizers the
gospel of a drama, or spectacle, witnessed!

i In.? r^l °* teachings heard. It is a
WSDeladoirf Jesus, not of precepts inculcated

bnfe ^.^'^'"V^,
ademption for all man-fand out of semtude mto sonship, wherein

I he cross IS central. Both passages Zl^Z
characteristic, as we shall see, of the later
geriod of Paul's literary activity; for even in
thilippians, the dominant doctrinal motive

l^ Redemption to which Paul is looking
forward, and this is now conceived even more
strongly than in the earlier letters [n

\^TL^- ^'T°u*^ ^^l'«^^"-
He anticipates

departing to be with Christ " (i. 28) rather^n awaiting Him on earth (1st Thess iv. 17).
I
The "goal" toward which the Christian
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" presses on " is personal immortality through
mystic union with Christ in the life of God
(iii. 10-14). This too is a real doctrine of I

the Kingdom of God ; but its starting-point is
[

humanity's triumph over its enemies * sin

and * death/ not Israel's triumph over its I

oppressors. Still more in the Colossian group
|

does it become apparent how the ' far-off,

divine event ' is a unity of mankind through I

the Spirit corresponding to the Stoic figure of

the members and the body rather tlwn the
|

* Kingdom of David.*
Again the opjjonents in Phil. iii. 2, 18 /. are

not mere Pharisaic legalists, unable to see

that Law and Grace are mutually exclusive
systems, and nullifying the significance of the
Cross by perpetuating the system it was
intended to abolish. If we may explain the
difference by Colossians, they are Jews of

I

heathenish tendencies, pretended adherents
of the {^ospel, who nullify its significance

by perpetuating regard for the Law ; only the
servility deplored is not servility toward God,
but toward " angels " (Col. ii. 18).

To appreciate the enlargement which has
come to Christianity beyond its merely
* apostolic * form through the independent
development of the Greek churches in this

second period we must realize that Paul's
* gospel of the uncircumcision * differed in

respect to promise as well as law. The coming
Kingdom which he preached was something
more than " the kingdom of our father

i 1. 1 i

I f n
I I I I
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gh iDavid " extended from Jerusalem. What it

odireally was becomes fully apparent only in

the * Christological Epistles/ But we must
study the opposition to appreciate how
differently the idea of Redemption had
developed on Greek soil.

That aspect of Judaism which was most
conspicuous to the outsider in Paul*s day
was not the legalism of the scribes and the

Palestinian synagogue, perpetually embalmed
in the Talmud and orthodox rabbinism of

to-day. It was the superstition and magic
which excite the contempt of satirists like

Horace, Juvenal, and Martial, and call forth

descriptions like that of the letter of Hadrian
to Servianus, characterizing the Samaritans,

Jews and Christians dwelling in Egypt as " all

astrologers, haruspices, and quacksalvers."

It is this type of Jew who is most widely

faiown in the contemporary Hellenistic world

;

whose spells and incantations, framed in

Old Testament language, are perpetuated in

the leaden incantation rolls and magic papyri

of the Berlin collection; whose portrait is

painted in the Simon Magus of Acts viii. 14-24,

the Elymas the sorcerer of Acts xiii. 6-12, the

"strolling Jews, exorcists," and the "seven
sons of Sceva" of Acts xix. 18-20. A
Christian writer early in the second century

is so impressed with this characteristic of con-

temporary Judaism that he even distinguishes

as the third type of religion, besides idolatry

and Christianity, " the Jews, who fancy that

c
•mm
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they alone know God, but do not, worshipj
ping angels and archangels, the moon and}

the month," and seeks to prove his a
by citing the Old Testament festal system]
Indeed this idea of Judaism is the predominant
one among the second-century apologists

Jewish " superstition " is a notorious fad

of the time. The transcendentalizing o]

Jewish theology after the Persian period
"

led inevitably to an elaborate angelology an^

demonology. When as part of this process
more and more supernatural character wa^

attributed to the Law it could but have a twc
fold effect. The learned and orthodox would
treat it soberly as a revelation of the divina

will. This is the legalistic development wa

see in the Talmud and the Palestinian syna]

gogue. The ignorant and superstitioiuj

especially in the Greek-speaking world, would
use it as a book of magic. This is what ml
see among many Jewish sects, particularly!

in Samaria, Egypt and among the Greekf
speaking Jews. The tendency was marked!
even in Galilee. Jesus Himself stigmatizes!

the morbid craving of His countrymen for!

miracles as the mark of an '* admterous ~|

generation, because the power invoked was!

not divine, but always angelic, or evenl

demonic. Paul alludes to the same traitl

(1st Cor. i. 22). But while there is a singulail

absence both from the Pauline and the|

Johannine writings of any reference to exor*!

cism, the typical miracle of Synoptic story, it
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ias been justly remarked that no element of

Paul's thought has been so little affected by
^hat oi Jesus as his angelology and demono-
jgy. Paul's world-view, like that of the
apocalypses of his time, is a perfect phan-
tasmagoria of angels and demons, " gods many
ind lords many." His conception of the
lemption conflict is not a wrestling against

!esh and blood, but against " world-rulers of

this (lower region of) darkness," against

f'
archangels," " elements," " principalities,"

'" powers." The one thing which takes away
harmful influence from this credulity (if

re must apply an unfairly modem judgment
^0 an ancient writer) is his doctrine of the
mship and Lordship* of Jesus, with whom

(the redeemed are " joint-heirs " of the entire

creation and thus superior to angels. In
this respect Paul has imbibed the mind of

'hrist. Jesus* remedy for superstition is not
Bcientific but religious. It does not deny
\he popularly assumed relation to " spirits

|ood or evil, but affirms a direct relation to
the Infinite Spirit, which reduces all angels
md demons to insignificance save as " minis-
Iters." Paul's world-view starts with the
creation of man to be lord and heir of the
eorld (Gal. iv. 1 ; 1st Cor. iii. 22 ; cf. Gen.
. 28). The *' purpose of God, which he
purposed in Christ Jesus, before the creation,

into a dispensation of the fulness of the ages
"

is " to our glory." It would be frustrated if

the '^ Second Adam '! did not become the

M
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2 I

Heir, in whom the redeemed creation would
find the goal of its long expectancy. Paul

has a cosmology as well as '' Enoch." He
could not be a worthy follower of Jesus—

|

he could not even be a loyal " son of the Law

"

without holding to the accepted doctrine ol|

the Inheritance intended for Messiah and his

obedient people. It did not make him less

firm in this conviction when as a Christian

he thought of Jesus as the Messiah, and of

Jew and Gentile united in his kingdom;
only the starting-point is not the subjection

of the sons of Abraham under Gentiles, but

the subjection of the sons of Adam under
" world-rulers of this darkness." When he

combines Ps. viii. and Ps. ex. in his depiction oi

the reign of Christ in 1st Cor. xv. 24-27, it is

a sure indication of its scope as Paul under-
stood it. He included in the lordship over

creation, and the subjection of all " enemies

"

which the exalted Christ is awaiting " at the

right hand of God," the subjection of " angels,

and principalities, and powers and everj'

name that is named, whether of beings in

heaven, or on earth, or under the earth."

Paul pursues, then, the method of the apoca-
hrptic writers in making his doctrine of Re-

demption and the Kingdom transcendental.
By making it cosmic he undermines its

Jewish particularism. He avoids the super-

stition by holding firmly to Jesus' doctrine
of sonship by moral afi^ity with God.
In the Christologicai 'pistles accordmgly
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it is apparent that the Pauline churches

are learning to think of the comins Kingdom
in a widely different way from the apostolic*

The Greek doctrine of mystic union, not the
rabbinic of a " share in the world to come,"
is the basis. In due time we shall see

how difficult the process of reconciliation

became between Greek and Semitic thought
in this field also. For the present we can only

note how in the great theme of the Unity of

the Spirit in Eph. iv. 1—vi. 9 it is not the
* apostolic ' ideal of a restoration of the
kingdom to Israel according to the oath sworn
to Abraham (Luke i. 68-75 ; cf. Acts 1. 6) that

dominates, but an enlargement of the figure

of the body and members, a figure commonly
emi)Ioyed by Stoic writers, to apply to the
unity of the church in Corinthians and Romans.
In the Epistles of the Captivity the doctrine

of the Kingdom is a social organism permeated
and vitalized by Christ's spirit of service.

Pei-sonal imjnortality is union with the life of

God.

In view of the notoriety of Ephesus as the

very centre of the trade in magic (so much so

that spells and incantations were technically

known as " Ephesian letters ") and of what
Acts tells us of the enormous oestruction there

of " books of magic " effected by Paul's

preaching, it is not surprising that Asia and
rhrygia should appear a few years after Paul's

departure as the hot-bed of a "philosophy
and vain deceit, after the tradition of men,

r 1
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after the * elements* of the world, and not
after Christ." Acts xx. 29 makes Paul!
predict the heresy.
Such was especially the case at Colossse,

a little town long after notorious for its super-
stition, where Epaphras, now Paul's fellow-,
prisoner, had founded the church. Epaphras
himself at the time of Paul's writing was iiij

great anxiety both for this church and forj
the adjoining churches at Hierapolis and
Laodicea. Colossians is written to meet this
danger, and was sent by the same bearers as
the note to Philemon. It was to be exchange X

.

after being read at Colossae, for another epistle I

sent simultaneously to Laodicea. Whether i

our Ephesians is this companion letter or
only a deutero-Pauline production framed on
the basis of some genume letter written on
this occasion, is a disputed point among
critics. In Marcion's canon our Ephesians
was called " Laodiceans," and in our own
oldest textual authorities it has no address.
We may assume that Ephesians is really the
companion letter, whose original address
was for some reason cancelled;^ or that
it is but partially from Paul's own hand.
Neither view will materially alter our con-
ception of his teaching, or the special
application of it to the circumstances of the

» Hamack very ingeniously suggests as a reason the
111 repute later incurred by Laodicea (cf. Rev. iii. 16/);
comparing the chiselling out from inscriptions of the
names of unpopular kings.
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churches of the Lycus Valley. The important
thing! to observe is that whereas the applica-
tion in Colossians is specific, in Ephesians it is

systematic and general. Colossians wages a
direct polemic against those who are making
believers the spoil of mere * Elements ' by
introducing distinctions of ** meats and
drinks " (a step be> nd Mosaism), with ob-
servance of " feast days, new moons and
sabbaths." In Ephesians we have, either
altogether at first hand, or to a greater or
less extent at second, a general, affirmative
presentation of Paul's doctrine of Lordship
in Christ. It has only incidental allusion to
being " deceived with empty words " (v. 6),

and a warning not to be children tossed to
and fro and carried about with every wind
of doctrine, by the sleight of men in craftiness,

after the wiles of error " (iv. 14).

Colossians and Ephesians develop, accord-
ingly, that (cosmological) wisdom of God
conveyed to Paul by the Spirit of Christ in

a " mystery," at which he had only hinted ir

1st Cor. ii. 1-16. Paul's gnosis^ or insight,

concerns the purpose of God in creation,

hidden even from the (angelic) " world-
rulers," who are coming to nought. The
Spirit of Christ, who as the divine Wisdom
had been the agent of creation, is given to
Christian apostles and prophets. It affords
them in the revelation of this " mystery "

a philosophy both of creation and redemption
which puts to shame mere speculative reason-
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'"?. The Inheritance—the things God pre-pared for those that love Him-Iconsists (asan apocalyptic writer had said) of "

thiriffswhich eye had not seen, nor ear heard/ nShad entered into the heart of man to conceive.'?
i^aul had piuposely refrained from unfoldinp
this revealed cosmology and philosophy of

fustX*^ -^^ Corinthians, in order to^ avoid]ust the evils which the teaching ol ApoUoshad apparently precipitated at the time when1st tormthians was written. Still, we can

of Vhrl f^
*

Pfvf* u
«^»^cept^on of his doctrine

ot Christ as the beginning and end of the
creation, the Wisdom of J'od by whom and

s^eThSTT '"T^^"'^ ^^-^^- ^« <^^ easily

Pant tti if ^Vit ^^^"^ *^^ Messiah was to

to hnr^! ^1' ^^^ *h%^o^ld's development andto human history; for since the triumph ofSatan m Eden the whole creation hadwaited, groanmg, for the advent of the sonsGalatians makes it no less clear that he thoughtof the Cross as the epoch-making eventwhich marks the transition from th^e pIrTodof the control of the world by secondary
agencies, to the rule of the Son TWs''mystery" is simply brought out and d!veloped now in the Epistles of the CaptUy.The effort and prayer is that the readers mayhave the eyes of their heart enlighten^ ^

the riches of the mheritance they are to share
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jwith Christ, something of Paul's experience
lof the power of God in raising Christ from
Ithe dead and setting Him on the throne of
[glory. If they but realize what sonship and
Iheirship with Christ implies—if they but take
lin the fact that by the resurrection Spirit

I

within them they have already in a sense
shared in this deliverance and this exaltation,

I

they will be forearmed against all the vain
deceits of theosophy. It is in fact this
resurrection Spirit which brings about the
unity of the world as a single organism. It
extends from the uppermost height to the
nethermost abyss. And because it is the
Spirit of Jesus, it fills all it touches with the
disposition to loving service. It affords a
new ethics and a new politics whose keynote
is the law of love in imitation of God and
[Christ. AH social relations are recreated by
it, beginning with family and church. Hence
we must think of our redemption as like
Israel's from the bondage and darkness of
Egypt. The principalities and powers of this
world, spiritual hosts of wickedness in the
superterrestrial regions, are vainly endeavour-
ing to hold back the people of God, in " this
darkness." We have only to wai*; like Israel
at the Passover " with our loins girt, and our
feet shod." The Deliverer will soon appear
from heaven, clad in armour of salvation,
as in the ancient passover songs, cleaving the
darkness with his sword of light, and leading
forth the captives.
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In these themes, variously interwoven in

Ephesians and Colossians, it is difficult to sav
whether it is the note of unity or the note of
freedom which predominates. Certainly we
can recognize the same great apostle of liberty
who in the epistles of the earlier period had
proved the power and value of his religious
msight by seizing upon the doctrine of sonship
as the essential heart of the gospel. It is the
same genius consciously taught of God who
had demanded and obtained recognition on
equal terms for his gospel of Grace and sonship,
a gospel given by revelation of God's Sonm him, who now demands that the gift
of the Spirit to Jew and Gentile be recognized
as callmg for reconstruction of the doctrine
of the coming Kingdom. " He that ascended
IS the same also that descended to the lowest
depths that he might mi all things." And
he poured out the " gifts » in order that they
might make one organism of the new social
order, a new creation animated and vitalized
by Jesus' spirit of loving service.
For just as in all the great earlier epistles

the note of longing for peace and unity in love
rings ever stronger and clearer above the
strife, so m the later epistles, the note of
triumph in liberty has a deep under-chord of
thanksgiving for reconciliation achieved. The
great paean of reverent adoration for the glory
of God s grace in Eph. i. 8-14, is a thanks-
giving for the union of Jew and Gentile in
one common redemption. The retrospect

11^
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of the work of God in ii. 11-21 is the pro-

I

clamation of " peace to him that was far off

land peace to him that was nigh." It is

described as the building of Jew and Gentile
into one living temple, upon the foundation

I

of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus
Himself being the chief comer-stone. The
exhortation to tho unity of the Spirit in iv. 1

—vi. 9 rests upon an exultant application of

the figure of the " one new man " in whose
body all are members, chat would be incon-
ceivable if at the time of writing the church
which had received the gifts from the ascended
Lord was not indeed one body, but two bodies
standing apart in mutual distrust and jealousy.

In fact we may say not of Ephesians only,

but of Colossians likewise, and indeed of all

the group : Their keynote is not so much the
conquest of all things by Christ as '' the recon-
ciliation of all things in Christ, whether things
ujpon the earth, or things in the heavens "

(Col. i. 20). It is not unreasonable to infer

from such undertones as these that the prayer
was answered in which Paul when he set out
from Corinth had besought the Roman
church by our Lord Jesus Christ and by the
love of the Spirit to strive together with him,
that his ministration which he had for Jeru-
salem might be acceptable to the saints, that
so his coming to them in Rome through the
will of God might be in joy, and that together
with them he might find rest.
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CHAPTER V
PSEUDO-APOSTOLIC EPISTLES

We cannot wonder that an epoch of thei
church s history which followed upon the
martyrdom m rapid succession of all its
remainmg great leaders, should at first be
poor m literary products. James the Lord's
brother was stoned to death by a mob in
Jerusalem in the year 61-2. His namesake,
brother of John, had been beheaded early in
44 by Herod Agrippa I. Among the " others "

who, as Josephus informs us, perished alone
with James in 61. we may, perhaps, reckon

?tL' ^i?,
^^^^^^ *^^»^« *i«n in Paul's list

of the Pillare. This John, son of Zebedee.
brother of the other James, is reckoned a
martyr m the same sense as his brother in the
earliest gospels The brothers are assured
that they shall dnnk the same cup of suffering
as the Lord, though they may not claim in
return pre-eminent seats in glory (Mark x.
89 /.). John did not suffer with his brother
James m 44, because he is present at the
conference in 46-7 (Gal. ii. 9); but one of the
traditions of the Jerusalem elders reported by
Papias declared that he was " killed by the

104
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Jews "in fulfilment of the Lord's prediction,
and this early tradition must be accepted in
spite of its conflict with one which gradually
superseded it after John came to be regarded
as author of Revelation and the Fourth Gospel.
The statement that he was killed " together
with James his brother " may be due merely
to the (not infrequent) confusion of the two
Jameses.
PauPs decapitation in Rome occurred not

more than a year or two later, and was followed
there in 64, according to very ancient and
trustworthy tradition, by the martyrdom of
Peter. The death of all the principal leaders
explains why the Jerusalem church when it
reassembled after the overthrow of city and
temple in the year 70, put forward no more
prominent candidates for the leadership than
a certain Symeon, son of Clopas, one of
the group of * relatives of the Lord ' who
are traceable "until the time of Trajan,'?
and a certain unknown Thebuthis. Symeon,
according to Eusebius, who takes his account
from Hegesippus (165), was the representa-
tive of " those of the apostles and disciples
of the Lord that were still living, together with
the Lord's relatives." Thebuthis is said to
have sprung from one of the heretical Jewish
sects and to have organized a schism In conse-
quence of his disappointment. AM we can
he sure of is that Jerusalem * down to the
time of Trajan' continued to regard itself
as the seat of apostolic authority and arbiter
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of orthodoxy, on account of its succession of
disciples and relatives of the Lord. Among
the fatter the leading, if not the only, repre-
sentative of the seed of David, when " search
was made " n the persecution under Domitian
(81-95), were two grandsons oi Jude, the Lord's
brother. Jude himself, then, was no longer
livmg. Luke (c. 100), Papias (145), and
Hegesippus (165) successively exhibit the
growmg authority of the " tradition handed
down," especially that of " the apostles and
elders in Jerusalem." But what Papias
records of the traditions of these "elders"
does not rise above the level of Jewish midrash,
and the epistles which bear the names of
James and Jude have little intrinsic value,
and enjoyed from the beginning only the most
meagre acceptance. At Rome tradition
attaches to the name of Peter, but besides the
bare fact of his martyrdom " at the same time
with Paul " (64-5) it has little of value to
relate. We cannot safely go beyond the
tradition reported by Porphyry that Peter
fed the lambs (at Rome) for a few months
before his martyrdom, and that reported by
Papias that Mark, who had been Peter's
assistant, compiled there the Gospel which
bears his name, basing it upon his recollections
of Peter's preaching. Of this vitally import-
ant work (c. A.D. 75) we must speak in anothi r

connection. We are concerned at present
with writings which directly reflect the
development of Christian life and doctrine in
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this sub-apostolic period, especially that in
the Pauline mission-field.

Except for the appearance of the Gospel
of Mark at Rome (c. 75) there remains nothing
to break the silence and darkness of twenty
years after the deaths of James and Peter and
Paul. The writings which finally did appear
were almost inevitably anonymous or pseud-
epigraphic, because apostolic authority stood
so high that no other could secure circulation.
Hebrews {c. 65) has an epistolary attachment
at the close of its " exhortation," but either
never had an address or superscription, or
else has been deprived of it. All the Synoptic
writings are anonymous, though Luke-Acts
(c. 100) is dedicated to a literary patron.
Revelation (c. 95) is boldly asserted to be the
work of the Apostle John in the prefatory
chapters and the epilogue (i. 2, 4, » ; xxii. 8).
But the body of the work, though of Pales-
tmian origin, has a totally different standpoint,
and claims the authority of a prophet, not that

[

of an apostle. Similarly the Fourth gospel
when finally published received an appendix
(ch. xxi.) which cautiously suggests the
Apostle John as its author: but the three
Epistles by the same writer are anonymous.
The homily called James (90-100) has a
superscription which superficially connects it

with the chief authority in Jerusalem, and the
Epistle of Jude prefixes to itself the name
which stood next m the same class. But even
m antiquity they had a precarious standing.

ir
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and neither is a real letter. Finally there are
the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, purporting
to be written by Paul, and a whole series of
every kmd, epistles, gospel, acts, and apoca-
lypse, written in the name of Peter, of which
only two secured final adoption into the canon.
Of all these only 1st Peter and the so-called
Pastoral Epistles (1st and 2nd Timothy and
Titus) have some claim to be considered
genuine; for 1st Peter is certainly of early
origin (c. 85), and was undisputed in antiquity;
while the Pastorals, though rejected by
Marcion, and as a whole of late date (90-110),
are made up on the basis of some authentic
Pauline material.
The poRt-apostolic epistles may be grouped

mto two classes, according as they are pre-
dominantly occasioned (o) by internal dan-
gers of heresy and moral laxity; or (b)
by the external peril of persecution. To
the former (a) must be reckoned (1) the
so-called Pastoral Epistles

; (2) Jude
; (8) 2nd

Peter. All these concern themselves out-
spokenly with a type of false doctrine which
has certain more or less definite traits,
and is tending toward the Gnostic heresies of
the second century, if not yet clearly identi-
fiable with them. But the inspired genius of
Paul IS wanting. The age is not creative, but
conservative. Its writers are ecclesiastics
and church teachers, not apostles and prophets.
Their distinctive note is appeal to apostolic
authority. Whether the name by which they
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cover their own insignificance be that of
"Paul," or "Jude the brother (son?) of
James," or "Peter," they have little or no
independent message. They hark back to

I the ' pattern of sound words " the " deposit,"
the faith once for all delivered to the saints,"

I

"the words spoken before by the holy
prophets, and the commandments of the

I
Lord and Saviour through your apostles," in
?articular the " wisdom of our beloved brother
aul" who (in the Pastoral Epistles) had

predicted the heresy, and *' in all his epistles
"

had spoken of the resurrection and judgment.
Second Peter, which refers in the passage just
quoted (2Dd Pet. iii. 2, 15/.) to the Pauline
Epistles alongside "the other Scriptures'?
belongs to a very late period (c. 150). In
fact this Epistle, now almost universally
recognized to be pseudonymous, merely reedits
the Epistle of Jude, supplying a prefix (ch. i.)
and an appendix (ch. lii.) to make special
application of its denunciations to the case of
the false teachers who were "denying the
(bodily) resurrection and the judgment."
Neither plagiarism nor pseudonymity were
recognized offences at the time; so that we
brmg no indictment against the author of
2nd Peter, were he the Apostle or not. Still
our conception of the Galilean fisherman will
be higher without this example of pulpit

i rhetoric than with it.

.

Of the nature of the heresies controverted
in this series of writings we must speak later.
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As to the region whence they originate some-
thing can be made out already. Not indeed
from 2nd Peter, which is of too late date to b«l
of service. True the readers addressed arel

assumed to be the same as in the first epistlej
in other words the Pauline mission-field oil

Asia Minor (1st Pet. i. 1), and there is reason!
to think " Asia " was the region first affected
"Ephesus" and "Asia" are in fact the
regions affected in 1st and 2nd Timothy (1st

Tim. i. 8 /. ; 2nd Tim. i. 15). Moreover it ism this same region that we find Polycarp
(110-117) adverting to those who "pervert
the sayings of the Lord to their own lusts, and
deny the resurrection and judgment." To
the same region and the same period belono
the letters of " the Spirit " in Rev. i.-iii. (c. 95)
with their denunciation of the Balaamite and
Nicolaitan heretics, and still further lst-8rd
John and the Epistles of Ignatius, which an;
also polemics against a Gnostic heresy (Doket-
ism) tending to moral laxity. It is doubtful,
however, in view of the general address (2nd
Pet. i. 1), whether the author of 2nd Peter
really has a definite circle in mind, and does
not rather in iii. 1 mistakenly treat 1st Peter
as a general epistle. Denial of the resurrection
and judgment was not limited to one locality
or period. Hegesippus regards it as a pre-

Christian heresy combated already by James,
Equally precarious would be the assumption
that Jude, with its similar general address,
was necessarily intended for Asia Minor. The
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[false teachers resemble those we know of

I

there, and the denunciation is incorporated
by 2nd Peter, but * Cairites ' and ' Balaam-
ites ' were not confined to the regions of 1st
John and Revelation, and Jude might have
almost any date between 90 and 120. The
most that can be said is that before the death
of Paul the last view we obtain of his mission-
field shows it exposed, especially in the region
of Ephesus, to a rising flood of superstition
and false doctrine, while documents that can
be dated with some definiteness in 95-117, such
as Revelation, the Johannine and Ignatian
Epistles, and the letter of Polycarp, show a
great advance of heretical teaching in the same
region. The later heresy corresponds in
several respects to that combatted in the
Pastorals, Jude and 2nd Peter, but becomes
at last more distinctly definable as Doketism,
whose most obnoxious form comes to be
denial of the (bodily) resurrection and judg-
ment. The three Pastoral Epistles, Jude and

1

2nd Peter may, therefore, be taken as prob-
ably reflecting the growing internal danger
confronted by the churches of Asia (if not
by all the churches) in the sub-apostolic
[age.

Unfortunately, literary relations sometimes
interfere with historical classification, and we

{are, therefore, compelled to defer treatment

I

of lst-3rd John and the Epistles of "the
Spirit" to the churches (Rev. i. 8), which
really belong to our present group {a) of
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writings against the heresies of (proconsular)
Asia. Their relation to the special canon |

of Ephesus, whose writings are all ascribed
to John, makes it convenient to considei
them in another connection. The reader
should bear in mind, however, that the
group extends continuously down to the
Epistles of Ignatius and centres upon Ephesus,
where, according to Acts xx. 29 /., the " griev-
ous wolves " were to enter in after Paul's
departing.

Similar considerations affect the grouping
of the Epistle of James, which almost demands
a class by itself. It might be called anti-
heretical, except that its nature is the reverse
of controversial, and its author seems to have
no direct contact with the false teachers.
In a remote and general way he deplores the
vain talk and disputation which go hand in

hand with a relaxation of the practical Chris-
tian virtues. On the whole it seems mow
correct to class James with 1st Peter and
Hebrews, particularly as it displays direct
literary dependence on the former, if not on
both.

Our second group (b) consists of writings not
primarily concerned with heresy. Its first

and best example speaks in the name of Peter
as representative of " apostolic " Christianity
at Rome. But the doctrine, and even the
phraseology and illustrations of 1st Peter are

largely borrowed from the greater Epistles of

Paul, particularly Romans and Ephesians.
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jNothing even remotely suggests an author who
[had enjoyed personal relations with Jesus, or
could relate his wonderful words and deeds.

I
On the contrary the doctrine is Paul's gospel
minus the sting of the abolition of the Law.
In view of the known internal conditions of

the churches to which 1st Peter is addressed
in Pcmtus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and
BithjTiia it is remarkable how completely the
subject of heresy or false doctrine is ignored.
Their adversary the devil is not at present
taking the form of a seducing serpent (2nd
Cor. xi. 8), but of a "roaring Hon" openly
destroying and devouring (1st Pet. v. 8 /.),

and the same sufferings the Asiatics are called
upon to endure are being ' cted upon their
brethren throughout the woi .. A systematic,
universal "fiery persecution" is going on,
which has come almost as a surprise (iv. 12)
and may compel any believer, after having
made *' defence " before the magistrate of
" the hope that is in him," to *' suffer as a

I

Christian " and to " glorify God in this name."
The author exhorts to irreproachable conduct

I

as citizens, and kindness and good order in the
brotherhood. If such blamelessness of living
be combined with patient endurance of the
unjust punishment. Christians who still must
sanctify in their hearts Christ (and not the
Emperor) as Lord, will ultimately be left

unharmed.
Superior as is this noble exhortation to

patient endurance of suffering in the meekness
H
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of Christ to the controversial rhetoric of 2nd
Peter, immeasurably better as is its attesta-
tion in ancient and modem times, even the
most conservative modem critics are compelled
to regard it as at least s ;mi-pseudonymous.
It might be just possible to carry back the
conditions of persecution presupposed to the
time of Nero. But if it be Peter writing from
Rome after the recent martyrdoms of James
and Paul, why is there no allusion to either?
Again, we might possibly prolong the life o!

Peter (against all probability) down to the
beginning of the reign of Domitian (81-95).
In that case the absence of any allusion to the
great events of recent occurrence in Palestine
would be almost equally hard to explain.
Moreover, with any dating the real author
remains a literary man, a Paulinist, a Grecian
Jew, and the share attrib-itable to Petei
personally becomes most shadowy. The!
simpler, and (as the present writer has come
to believe) the more probable view is that 1st

Peter, like the later writings which assumed
the name, is wholly pseudonymous. If,

however, it appeared (as we are persuaded)
some twenty years after the Apostle's death,
among those perfectljr aware of the fact,
assuming no other disguise, but frankly dealing
with the existing situation, this is a kind of

pseudonymity which should be classed with
li erary fictions and conventions which are
harmless because (at the time) perfectly trans-
parent. Letters written under fictitious
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names were in fact a very common literary

device of the age.

At all events the Apostle appears as an old
man (v. 1) writing from " Babylon "—brightly

taken by the fathers to be a cryptogram for

Rome. Salutations are conveyed from Mark,
his "son" (c/. Philem. i. 10). The bearer
(writer ?) is represented to be Silvanus (like

Mark a companion of Paul with relations to
Jerusalem as well), and Silvanus is commendoi
as a " trustworthy " disciple. The author
states it as his object to " exhort and testify

that this is the true grace of God wherein ye
^and."

Ignorant as we are of its author's name it

is fortunate for our study of the times that the
date of 1st Peter is fairly determinable by the
convergence of external and internal evidence.
Echoes from it appear already in Clement of

Rome (95) as well as in James and Hermas.
We must think of it, then, as a hand of cordial

encouragement extended by a representative
of the Petro-Pauline church at Rome, soon
after the outbreak of the persecution of

Domitian (c. 90), to the still independent bu*:

suffering churches of Asia Minor. If we
remember that it undertakes to endorse the
doctrine of one third of contemporary Christen-
dom, and (in substance) offers a ' letter of
commendation ' to Silvanus, it will be obvious
that no name of less authority than the of
Peter could have served. As Zahn has .veil

remarked :
" The significant thing . . , is that

-4i.- , .
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**# '?, ^^*F' **^e most distinguished apostle
of the circumcision (Gal. ii. 7) who bears
witness to the genuineness of their state of
grace.

We must place alongside of 1st Peter one
other epistle m which the motive of exhorta-
tion to endurance of persecution without
relaxation of the moral standard is prominent,
though not exclusive, and a second, wherein
It appears only in a faint echo of "

trials
"

which turn out, however, as the reader pro-
ceeds, to> only "temptations," while the
real occasion of wntmg is plain—moral relaxa-
tion without either heresy or persecution to
excuse it. The two writings in question are

,.n.^.??^T°.V'
S'^'ortation " handed downunder the title " To the Hebrews," and the

so-called Epistle (in reality a homily) of JamesHebrews begins as an exposition of the twopsalms Paul had quoted in his reference in
1st Cor. XV. 24-28 to the exaltation of Jesus^ss. viii. and ex.) proving Him to be the Son.who after temporary subordination to the
angels, has been exalted above them to the
place of supreme dominion. Christ has thus

Tn!h*fo
^^^^^t^^'-edemption than Moses and

r.?A f 1?^ 1^. ^^^° « " high-priest after the

^r. «?i
^^o"»c Pnesthood and ceremonial

hlM.r''-fi ^' r/?" ^^^ ^^«*'« legislation,

the rk/rfp'^^'^^
""^

^^^^r^^ ^^^ intercession of

th! ™? ?^«^f
"»er- It is no wonder that in

the period of debate against Judaism the
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canon-makers gave to this anonymous sermon
a title which ranks it first in the class of subse-
quent controversial pamphlets "against the
Jews." Controversy, however, is subordinate
in the writer's purpose to edification. He is
not unconscious of the dangers of that super-
stitious * worship of the angels,' against which
Paul's Asian epistles had been directed, but
his demonstration of the superiority of the
institutions and aims of Christianity to those
of Judaism has the practical object of rein-
forcing the courage and "faith" of his
readers under pressure of persecution. His
argument culmmates in an inspiring list of
Scriptural heroes and martyrs, leading up as
a climax to " Jesus the author and perfecter
of our faith." As Jesus endured, looking
beyond the shame and suffering of the cross
to the joy of His reward, so should the readers
"endure their chastening." Apostacy will
meet a fearful doom in the judgnient of fire.
To this homily (Heb. i.-xii.) is appended a con-
cluding chapter (probably by the author him-
self) which transforms it into a letter. The
author is a church-teacher of the second
generation, as he frankly confesses himself
(u. 8) ; a disciple of Paul, to judge by his use
of Paul's doctrine and some of his epistles,
especially Romans. To judge by his rhetori-
cal style and his Alexandrian ideas and mode
of thought, he is the sort of teacher Apollos will
have been. Just at present he is separated
from his flock (xiii. 19). Where they are we
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can only infer from xiii. 24, which conveys
salutations from those in the writer's neigh-
bourhood who are " from Italy." He himself
IS probably among the Pauline churches, for
he sends news of Timothy (xiii. 28) and hopes
to come soon in company with him. Ephesus,
where ApoUos was at last accounts, mav
possibly be the place of writing. Hebrews
would seem then to be written to Rome
/??*f

XT*®''
*^® ^'^* " «^^^^ fig*^* o* afflictions ''

(the Neronian outbreak of 64) i-ad when the
danger of "fainting under th. chastening"
of a second persecution (that of Domitian c
90) was imminent. Such slight indications as
we have of a literary relation between Hebrews
and 1st Peter suggest the priority of Hebrews,
but the date and occasion must be nearly the
same. ^

"James" is also a homily exhorting to
patient endurance, but there is nothing to
suggest Its having ever been sent anywhere as
a letter, save the brief superscription writtenm imitation of 1st Pet. i. 1. " James ... to
the twelve tribes of the Dispersion." Imagine
the mode of delivery I Nor is it called forth
by any special emergency. There is an
allusion to false doctrine. It is the heresy (!)
of justification by faith apart from works.'!
But the wnter is no more conscious of contra-
dicting Paul than is Luke in describing Paul's
apostleship and gospel.* He merely imper-
sonates the ' bishop of bishops * addressing
thnstendom at large, deprecating the loqua-
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city of the " many teachers," and commending
the * wisdom 'of a " good Hfe " instead.
There is protest against oppression. But it

is only the oppression of the poor by the rich
in the Christian brotherhood. He returns to
this subject con amore. Evidently the church
of his age is characterized by worldliness both
of thought and conduct, among clergy and
laity. But all colour of region or period is

wanting. Take 1st Peter, substitute the head
of the Jerusalem succession for the head of
the Roman, remove the Pauline doctrine, the
traces of Jesus and his gospel of sonship,
remove the special references to local condi-
tions and particule" emergencies, leaving only
moral generalities, u/^ the result will be not
unlike the Epistle oi James. Tlie author
has heard something of Paulinism, has read
Hebrews (Jas. ii. 21-25 ; v. 10), and imitated
1st Peter (Jas. i. 1, 18, 21; iv. 6/.; v. 20).
Strong arguments have even been advanced
to prove that he was not a Christian at all.

He probably was, if only from his literary
connection with the above-named earlier

writings, and the influence exerted by his
own on Hermas (Romt, 120-140), and per-
haps Clement (Rome, 95). But as for con-
nection with the historic Jesus

—" Elijah " is

his example of the man of prayer (v. 18-18),
and "Job" and "the prophets" his "ex-
ample of suffering and patience " (v. 10 /.).

Hebrews can show more of the influence of
Jesus than this (Heb. v. 7 / , xii. 2-4). Like

,^ i
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Hermas (who, however, does not even mention
the name of Jesus) * James ' thinks of Him
simply M "the Lord of glory." without
raismg the question how He came to be
such.

Apart from the superscription, whose object
IS only to clothe the homily with the authority
of a name revered throughout the * catholic*'
church, there is nothing to connect James
with Syria rather than any other region
outside Paul's mission-field. Even Palestine
might be its place of origin if the date were
late enough to acc-nt for the Greek style.
At all events it conies first to our knowledge
at Home. There is some reason to think that
Clement of Rome (a.d. 95), whose moralizing
is of a similar type, has been directly mfluenced
by James. If so we have in James, Clement
and Hermas a series illustrative of the
decline at Rome of the Pauline gospel of
conscious revelation and inspiration tbward
the hum-drum levels of mere * catholic

'

catechetics.

With every allowance for differences among
critics as to date and origin of the non-con^
troversial epistles of the sub-apostolic age,
it IS easy to see that the resistless march of

!« l!r *^i»^»"« "P and accomplishing Paul's
effort and prayer for the unity of the two^nches of the Church. One great event of
tius period, which for us stands out with
stortimg vividness upon the pages of history,
18 curiously without trace or reflection in
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;his literature. We search the New Testa-
ment in vain for the slightest allusion
outside tiie writings directly or indirectly
derived from Palestine itself) to the fall of
ferusalem in a.d. 70, and the consequent
tssation of Jewish national life and temple
leremonial. The remoteness of the writers
ith whom we are dealing both in time and
atioiial interest from the affairs of Jerusalem
5 not the only cause. The fate of the temple
ad no effect to weaken the types of Judaism
ath which the church of the sub-apostolic
ge had to contend. The Pharisaic legalism
>f the synagogue became only the stronger
*en the hollow Sadducean priesthood col-
ipsed, and temple ceremonial became simply
ceremonial on paper, the affair no longer of
nest and Levite, but of scribe and Pharisee.
D also with the denationalized Judaism of the
ispersion, a more insidious danger for early
onverts from heathenism than the stricter,
lega.istic type. The crushing of the national-
istic rebellion, the temporary suppression of
he war-party, the Zealots, only strengthened
ind promoted Pharisaism, and the Disper-
ijon was scarcely affected by the losses of
iie war. When Jerusalem and the temple
tell, temple and city had become entirely
iuperfluous factors to both parties in the
^eat strife of church versus synagogue.
^

ebrews knows of a type of Judaism which is
ormidable by reason of the appeal of its
ordinances of angels and its sacerdotal system

IT
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written in a book of acknowledged divin

authority. But the characteristic point

that in Hebrews, as truly as in Barnabas
Justin Martyr, it is only the prescription anJ

not the practice which is in question. Bui

for the lact that the " new testament

"

Heb. ix. 15 is still unwritten, its controversrj

might properly be described as a battle

books.
On the other hand the pressure of persecuj

tion without, combined witn the disappearane

of creative leadership within, is visibly forci

the independent provinces of Christendouj

toward organic unity under the principle dl

apostolic authority. First Peter is the first ancl

greatest evidence of this tendency to unbl
promoted by external pressure. Hebrewl
and James follow as illustrative of the neeil

felt for maintaining the standards bothdl
doctrine and of morals at their full heightl

Christianity must not be thought of as dl

a level with Judaism, it is the final ml
universal revelation. It must not be practisefil

half-heartedly, with " double-mindedness'
nor in vain philosophizing and professiops

belied by deeds. It must h^ obeyed as a nef

and royal law, the mirror of divine perfectioE

If, then, we turn from these evidence

of general conditions in church and empirt

to the inward dangers revealed by tht

writings against heresy, we shall see hot

this disruptive influence, already distinotH|

ipprehended in Paul's later writings, maks
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[itself more and more strongly felt, and in

jinore and more definite form, with Ephesus
land the churches of Asia as its chief
breeding-place.

The Pastoral Epistles in their present form
cannot be dated much before the time when
|they begin to be used by Ignatius and Poly-
carp (110-117). Indeed some phrases (per-
haps editorial additions) seem to imply a still

Ijater date, as when in 1st Tim. vi. 20, Timothy
5 warned against the '* antitheses of miscalled
Jnosis," as if with direct reference to Marcion's
system of this title. Their avowed purpose
jis to counteract the inroads of heresy, and the
remedy applied is ecclesiastical authority and
liscipline. Far more of PauPs inspired gos-
Tel of sonship and liberty, far more of his con-
eption of the redemption in Christ as a
tnumph over the s{)iritual world-rulers of this
darkness, is found in 1st Peter and Hebrews
than here. Nothing appears of Paul's broad
horizon, his spirit of missionary conquest, his
devotion to the unity of Jew and Gentile in
their common access to the Father in one
Spirit. There is no trace of the great Pauline
ioctrines of the conflict of flesh and spirit, the
superseding of the dispensation of Law by
the dispensation of Grace, the Adoption, the
ledcmption, the Inheritance. The attention
turned wholly to local conditions, mainten-
ice of the transmitted doctrine and order,
distance to the advance of "vain talk,"

r Jewish fables," " foolish questionings, gcnea-
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logics and strifes about the Law," which go

hand in hand with moral laxity. In short thel

outlook and temper are those of the Epistle oil

James, while the remedy is that of Acts andl
the Epistles of Ignatius. The Paul who henl
speaks is not the missionary and mystic, bull

the shrewd ecclesiastic. There is only tool

much evidence to show that in the Paulintl
mission-field the remedy resorted to against|
the licence in thought and action whici
threatened decadence and dissolution after|

apostolic inspiration had died out, was ihtl

religion of authority, doctrinal and discipliir
ary, not the religion of the Spirit. Ecclesiasti
cal appointees take the place as teachers ani
defenders of the faith of those who had bee:
the inspired apostles and prophets of itj

extension.

And on the other side are the false teachers
They are of Jewish character in their doctrine.
aspiring to be " teachers of the Law " tnougii
really ignorant of its meaning. The worst "ci

them are actual Jews (Tit. i. 10), which implies
that some were not. Moreover the type d
doctrine is still less like the Pharisaism of the

synagogue than the "philosophy and van
deceit " rebuked by Paul at Colossae. Ther?
is similar distinction of meats (treated in 'hi
Tim. iv. 1-5 as a doctrine of " seducing spinti
and demons "), and a prohibition of wine ad
marriage. Ther? is side by side with tha
ascetic tendency one equally marked towari
libertinism and love of money (2nd Tim. in
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|l-9). Both phases remind us of the " con-
Jcision of Paul's later letters. But besides
the larger development new features appear

lof Hellenistic rather than Jewish type. The
Inew doctrine of the resurrection as somcthinff
r past already " is more closely connected with
the Pauline mysticism, the present union of
[the believer with the life of Christ " hid in
God," than with the Jewish idea of return to
earth m resuscitated fiesh. The Paulinist of
the Pastorals is aheady foreshadowing the
great conflict of Ignatius, Justin and Irenaus
against those who " denied the resurrection "
perverting (as the fathers allege) the meaning
of Paul's saying, " flesh and blood cannot
inherit the kingdom of God " (c/. 2nd Pet. iii.

16). And the Pastorals tend toward the
un-Paulme doctrine soon to be formulated in
the catholic' church; "I believe in the
resurrection of the iUsh^ Again the false
doctrine now distinctly avows itself a form of
Gnosis. " They profess that they know God,
but by their works they deny him, being
abominable and disobedient, and unto every
good work reprobate." And our Paulinist's
remedy is the traditional doctrine, the " pat-
tern of sound words," the " deposit " of the
thuTch teacher, more especially the whole-
some words, *'e\-n the words of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and the doctrine which is
accordmg to godliness." Thus even the rich,
ii ihev do good, and become "rich in good

I
works will "lay up in store for them-

I I

</
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selves a good foundation against the time to
come."
We have only to place these pseudo-Pauline

writings side by side with the Epistles of John
and Ignatius to recognize the advance of the
heresy which soon declared itself as Gnostic
Doketism, with the Jew Cermthus at Ephesus
as Its principal exponent. Moreover this
steadily mcreasing inward danger of the Paul-
ne mission-field, a danger not merely sporadic
like the outbursts of persecution, but constant
and mcreasmg, is forcing the two great
branches of the Christian brotherhood together
on the basis of * catholicity ' and the *

apos-
tolic tradition. Between the churches of the
i*.gean and that of Rome, where both parties
stand on neutral ground, there are exchanged
generous and sympathetic assurances of essen-
tial unity of doctrine in the great outbreak of
persecution m 85-90. Among the Pauline
churches themselves there is an irresistible
reaction agamst the vagaries and moral laxity
of heretical teaching toward * apostolic ' tradi-
tion and ecclesiastical authority. It appears
with almost startling vividness in the Pastoral
±ipistles, and meets its answer from without,
perhaps from Rome, perhaps from Syria, in
the homily dressed as an encyclical called the
Jl^pistle of James. It is not hard to foresee
what sort of Christian unity is destined to
come about. Nevertheless the creative spirit
and genius of Paul was to find expression in
one more splendid product of Ephesus before
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the Roman unity was to be achieved.-—But
before we take up the writings of the great
theologian of Ephesus we must trace the

growth in Syria and at Rome of the Literature
of the church Teacher and Prophet.

f
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PART III

TIIL LITERATURE OF CATECHIST AND
PROPHET

CHAPTER VI

THE MATTH^AN TRADITION OF THE
PRECEPTS OF JESUS

As we have seen in our study of the later

literature addressed to, or emanating from,
the Pauline mission-field, the church teacher
and ecclesiastic who there took up the pen after

the death of Paul had scarcely any alternative
but to ii>liow the literary model of the groat

founder of Gentile Christianity. Inevitably
the typical literary product of this region

became the apostolic letter, framed on the

model of Paul's, borrowing his phraseology
and ideas, when not actually embodying
fragments from his pen and covering itself

with his name. Homilies are made over
into " epistles." Even ' prophecy,' to obtain
literary circulation, must have prefixed epistles

of " the Spirit " to the churches ; and when
at last a gospel is produced, this too is accom-
{>anied, as we shall see, by three successive
ayers of enclosing ' epistles.*

128
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Afc the seat of * apostolic ' Christianity it

was equally inevitable that the literary
products should follow a different model.
Here, from the beginning, the standard of
authority had been the commandment of
Jesus. Apostleship had meant ability to
transmit his teaching, not endowment with
insight into the mystery of the divine purpose
revealed in his cross and resurrection. " The
gospel " was the gospel of Jesus. The letters
of Paul, if they circulated at all in Syria and
Cilicia at this early time, have had com-
paratively small effect on writers like Luke
and James. At Rome the case was somewhat
different. Here Pauline influence had been
effectually superimposed upon an originally
Jewish-Christian stock. The Roman Gospel
of Mark, accordingly, has just the character-
istics we should expect from this Petro-Pauline
community. Antioch, too, though at the
disruption over the question of table-fellow-
ship it took the side of James, Peter, and
Barnabas against Paul, had always had a
strong Gentile element. But Jerusalem, the
church of the apostles and elders, with its
caliphate in the family of Jesus, and its zeal
for Jewish institutions and the Law, was the
pre-eminent seat of traditional authority. No
other gospel, oral or written, could for a
moment compare in its eyes with its own
cherished treasury of the precepts of Jesus.
Its own estimate of itself as conservator of
orthodoxy, and custoaian ' * the sacred

i

*C3
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deposit, vividly reflected from the pages of

Hegesippus, was increasingly accepted bv
the other churches. ' James ' and ' Jud
were probably not the real names of the writ* s

of these * general ' or ' catholic ' epistle •

but they show in what direction men looked
when there was need to counteract a wide-
spread tendency to moral relaxation and vain
disputations, or to demoralizing heresy.
Wc have also seen how inevitable was the

reaction after Paul's death, even among his

own churches, toward a historic standard of

authority. Even more jiarked than the
disposition to draw together in fraternal
sympathy under persecution, is the reliance
shown by the Pastoral Epistles on " health-
giving words, even the words of our Lord
Jesus Christ " (1st Tim. vi. 8), and on a con-
soHdated apostolic succession as a bulwark
against the disintegrating advance of heresy.
In (proconsular) Asia early in the second
century there is an unmistakable and sweeping
disposition to " turn to the word handed down
to us from the beginmng " {Ep. of Polyc.y vii.)

against those who were " perverting the say-
ings of the Lord to their own lusts." The
ancient " word of prophecy " and the former
revelations granted to apostolic seers were
also turned to account by men like Papias
and the author of 2nd Peter against those who
*' denied the resurrection and judgment."
This Papias of Hierapolis, the friend and

collcaf : of Polycarp, had undertaken in op-
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(«
the false teachers, and those who

»> i have so very much to say," to write (probably
aftei ' he utter destruction of the community
of '

J oostles, elders, and witnesses * at Jeru-
;;aleiii in 135), an Exposition of the Sayings of
ine Lord. He based the work on authentic
tradition of the Jerusalem witnesses, two of
whom (Aristion, and John ' the Elder ') were
still living at the time of his inquiries. In
fact, this much debated "John the Elder,"
clearly distinguished by Papias from John the
"disciple of the Lord," may be identified, in
our judgment, with the John mentioned bv
Eusebi'is and Epiphanius midway in the
succession of * Elders ' of the Jerusalem
church between a.d. 62 and 135. Epiphanius
dates his death in 117. Papias gives us
practically all the information we have
regarding the beginnings of gospel literature.
He may have known all four of our Gospels.
He certainly knew Revelation and " vouched
for its trustworthiness," doubtless against the
deniers of the resurrection and judgment.
He " used testimonies " from 1st John, and
probably the saying of Jesus of John xiv. 2

;

but he seems to have based his Exposition
on two gospels only, giving what he had
been able to learn of their history from tra-
vellers who reported to him testimonies of
the elders.* Papias' two gospels were our
Matthew and our Mark, whose differences
he reconciled by what the Jerusalem elders
had reported as to their origin. Matthew,

I i
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according to these authorities (?), represented
in its Greek form a collection of the P^cepts
of the Lord whicJ. had formerly been current
in the original Aramaic, so that its circulation
had of course been limited to Palestine. The
original compiler had been the Apostle Mat-
thew. Various Greek equivalents of thisi

compilation had taken its place where Ara-
maic was not current. Thus Papias, in

explicit dependence on " the Elder " so far as

Mark is concerned, but without special desig-

nation of his authority for the statement
regarding Matthew. It is even possible that
his representation that the primitive Matthe\v
was " in the Hebrew tongue " may be due to

rumours whose real starting-point was nothing
more than the Gospel of the Nazarenes, a pro-
duct of c. 110-140 which misled many later

fathers, particularly .Jerome. We cannot
afford, however, to slight the general bearing
of testimony borne by one such as Papias
regarding the origins of gospel composition,
and particularly the two branches into which
the tradition was divided. For Papias had
made diligent inquiry. Moreover his witness
does not stand alone, b'^t has the support of

still more ancient reference {e. g. 1st Tim. vi. 8,

Acts i. 1) and the internal evidence of the
Synoptic Gospels themselves. The motive for

his statement is apologetic. Differences
between the two Gospels had been pointed
out on the score both of words and events.
Papias shows that Gospel tradition is not
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jto be held responsible for verbal pgree-
ment between the two parallel reports of the

I
Lord's words. The differences are attri-

butable to translation. So, too, regarding
[events. Exact correspondence of Mark with
Matthew (or other gospels) is not to be looked

[for, especially as regards the order; because

I

Mark had not himself been a disciple, and
could not get the tru i order from Peter, whose
anecdotes he reproduced; for when Mark
wrote Peter was no longer living. Mark has
reproduced faithfully and accurately his recol-
lection of "things either said or done," as

I related by Peter. But Peter had had no such
intention as Matthew/ of making a systematic
compilation {syntagma) of the sayings of the
Lord, and had only related his anecdotes " as

I
occasion required." If th .radition regard-

I

ing Matthe' /, as well as that regarding Mark,
was derived from the Elder, he, too, as well
as Papias, knew the Grc^k Matthew; regard-

I

ing it as a " translation " of the apostolic
Logia, he naturally makes Matthew the

!
standard and accounts as above for the wide
divergence of Mark as to order.

1
The Jerusalem elder who thus differentiates

I

the two great branches of gospel tradition into
jMatthsean Precepts and xetrine Sayings and
I

Doings, is probably " the Elder John " ; for

I

this elder's " traditions " were so copiously
cited by Papias as to lead Irenseus, and after
him Eusebius, to the unwarranted inference
of personal contr ?t. Irencus even identified

in

:1.
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i

the Elder John with the Apostle, thus trans-

porting not only him, but the entire body oil

•* Elders and disciples " from Jerusalem to

Asia, a pregnant misapprehension to whicli

we must return later. In the meantime \ve|

must note that this fundamental distinct ion

between syntagmas of the Precepts, audi

narratives of the Sayings and Doings, carrieis

us back as far as it is possible to penetrate

into the history of gospel composition. The

primitive work of the Apostle Matthew, wa?

probably done in and for Jerusalem and!

vicinity—certainly so if written in Aramaic,
The date, if early tradition may be believed,

was "when Peter and Paul were preaching
and founding the church at Rome." Oral

tradition must have begun the process even

earlier.^ Mark's work was done at Rome,
according to internal evidence no less than by

the unanimous voice of early tradition. It|

dates from " after the death of Peter "
(64-5J

according to ancient tradition. According
|

to the internal evidence it was written certainly

not long before, and probably some few years

after, the overthrow of Jerusalem and the!

temple (70). At the time of Papias' writing.

then (c. 145), all four gospels were probably
known, though only Matthew and Mark weit

|

taken as authoritative because (indirectly)

apostolic. At the time of prosecution of his
I

* Some authorities of the first rank think there h

endence of literary dependence in 1st Cor. i. 18-21 o:
j

the Saying (Matt. xi. 25-27= Lk. x. 21/).
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jlnquiries the voice of (Palestinian) tradition
was still *' living and abiding." If, as tenses
md phraseology seem to imply, this means

lAristion and the Elder John {ob. 117 ?) it is
Reasonable to ^egard it as extending back
)ver a full generation. The original Matthew
w&s even then (c. 100), and in Palestine itself,

la superseded book. It had three successors,
lif not more, two Greek and one Aramaic,
ill still retaining their claim to the name and

|authority of Matthew ^; but all had been re-
cast in a narrative frame, which at least in the
Dase of our canonical first Gospel was borrowed
Ifrom the Roman work of Mark. So far as the
|remaining fragments of its rivals enable us
to judge, the same is true in their case
ilso, though to a less extent. It is quite
inmistakably true of Luke, the gospel of

lAntioch, that its narrative represents the
|sarae " memorabilia of Peter "

; for so Mark's
jospel came to be called. Thus the Petrine
Istory appears almost from the start to have
Igained undisputed supremacy. But side by
Iside with this remarkable fact as to gospel
Inarrative is the equally notable ronfirmation
lof the other statements of ' the Elders

'

[regarding the Precepts. For all modern

,
' The orthodox Aramaic Gospel of the Xnxarene* borrowsS L

® ^ ^^^^ ** Matthew, but speaks in the name of

I

Matthew." Tliis apostle was also regarded as author of
lth« Gospel according to the Ilebrewt, a heretical product of

Y^
110, current in Greek among the Jewish Christians of

li'ale-.line(Ebionites).

r 1
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criticism admits, that besides the material
of Mark, which both Matthew and Luke
freely incorporate, omitting very httle, oui
first and third evangehsts have embodied,
in (usually) the same Greek translation but
in greatly varied order, large sections from
one or more early compilations of the Sayings
of Jesus.

It is indispensable to a historical apprecia-
tion of the environment out of which any
gospel has arisen that we realize that no
community ever produced and permanently
adopted as its '* gospel " a partial presentation
of the message of salvation. To its mind the

writing must have embodied, for the time at

least, the message, the whole message, and
nothing but the message. Change of mind as

to the essential contents of the message would
involve supplementation or alteration of the

written gospel employed. No writing of the

kind would be produced with tacit refercncf
to some other for another aspect of the

truth.

It was not, then, the mere limitation of its

language which caused the ancient Matthfcanl
Sayings (the so-called Logia) to be superseded
and disappear; nor is mere "translation"'
the word to describe that which took its place.

The growth of Christianity in the Greek!
sp< aking world not only called upon Jerusalem
to pour out its treasure of evangelic tradition i

m the language of the empire, but stimulated
|a sense of its own increasing need. That
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which could once be supplied by eye-witnesses,
the testimony of Jesus' mighty works, his
death and resurrection, was now fast dis-
appearing. And simultaneously the apprecia-
tion of its importance was growing. It was
impossible to be blind to the conquests made
by the gospel about Jesus. Enclosed in it, as
part of its substance the gospel of Jesus found
its final resting-place, much as the mother
church itself was later taken up and incorpor-
ated in a catholic Christendom. So it is that
in the Elder's time the church of the * apostles,
elders and witnesses ' have done more than
merely supersede their Aramaic (?) Syntagma
of the Precepts by " translations." They had
adopted alongside of it from Rome Mark's
" Memorabilia of Peter " as to " things either
said or done by the Lord." We can see indeed
from the apologetic way in which * the Elder *

speaks of Mark's limitations (Peter is not to
be held responsible for the lack of order) that
Mark's authority is still held quite secondary
to MattheT7's ; but the very fact that his work
is given authoritative standing at all, still

more the fact that it has become the frame-
work into which the old-time syntagma has
been set, marks a great and fundamental
change of view as to what constitutes " the
gospel."

No mere syntagma of the Precepts of Jesus
has ever come down to us, though the papyrus
leaves of " Sayings of Jesus " discovered in
1897 at Uehneseh in Egypt by Grenfell and

f
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Hunt had something of this character.^ It

was impossible that any community outside
the most primitive one, where personal " wit-
nesses of the Lord " still survived " until the
times of Trajan," could be satisfied with a
" gospel " which gave only the precepts of

Jesus without so much as an account of his

crucifixion and resurrection. And, strange
as it may seem, the evidence of Q {i. e. the
coincident material in Matthew and Luke not
derived from Mark), as judged by nearly all

critics, is that no narrative of the kind was
given in the early compilation of discourses
from which this element was mainly derived.
After the " witnesses," apostolic and other,
had begun to disappear, a mere syntagma of

Jesus' sayings could not suffice. It became
inevitablethatthe precepts shouldbe embodied
in the story. And yet we have at least two
significant facts to corroborate the intimations
of ancient tradition that this combination was
long postponed. (1) When it is at last

effected, and certainly in the regions of sou^'
em Syria,* there is even there practically

» It was superscribed "These are the . . . words (logoi

as in the Pastoral Epistles, not logic as in Papias and
Polycarp) which Jesus the living Lord spoke to the
disciples and Thomas."

* The possibility should be left open that the Greek
Matthew was written in Egypt (cf. Matt. ii. 16), as some
critics hold. From the point of view of the church
historian, however, Egypt must really be classed as in

"the regions of southern Syria." Its relations with
Jerusalem were close and constant."
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[nothing left of authentic narrative material

but the Petrine tradition as compiled by Mark
at Rome. Our Matthew, a Palestinian Jew,

the only writer of the New Testament who
consistently uses the Hebrew Bible, makes a
theoretical reconstruction of the orderofevents

in the Galilean ministry, but otherwise he
just incorporates Mark substantially as it was.

What he adds in the way of narrative is so

meagre in amount, and so manifestly inferior

and apocryphal in character, as to prove the
extreme poverty of his resources of oral

tradition of this type. Luke has somewhat
larger, and (as literary products) better,

narrative additions than Matthew's; but the

amount is still extremely meagre, and often

historically of slight value. Some of it re-

appears in the surviving fragments of the
Preaching of Peter. To sum up, there is

outside of Mark no considerable amount of

historical material, canonical or uncanonical,

for the story of Jesus. This fact would be
hard to account for if in the regions where
\vitnesses survived, the first generation really

took an interest in perpetuating narrative

tradition. (2) The order of even such events
as secured perpetuation was already hope-
lessly lost at a time more remote than the
writing of our earliest gospel. This is true
not only for Mark, as ' the Elder * frankly
confesses, but for Matthew, Luke and every
one else. Unchronological as Mark's order
often is (and the tradition as to the * casual
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anecdotes' agrees with the critical pheno-
mena of the text), it is vastly more historical
than Matthew's reconstruction. On the other
hand Luke, while expressly undertaking to
improve in this special respect upon his
predecessors, almost never veniures to depart
from the order of Mark, and when he does has
never the support of Matthew, and usually
not that of real probability. In short, in-

correct as they knew the order of Mark to
be. It was the best that could be had in the
days when evangelists began to go beyond the
mere syntagmas, and to write " gospels "

as
we understand them, or, in their own language.
the things which Jesus began both to do and

to teach " (Acts i. 1). From these two great
outstanding phenomena of gospel criticism
alone it would be apparent that the dis-
tinction dimly perceived in the tradition of

the Jerusalem elders reported by Papias, and
mdeed by many later writers, is no illusion,
but an important and vital fact.
A third big, unexpected fact looms up as

we round the capes of critical analysis, sub-
tracting from Matthew and Luke first the
elements peculiar to each, then that derived
by each from Mark. It is a fact susceptible,
however, of various interpretation. To some
it only proves either the futility of criticism,
or the worthlessness of ancient tradition. To
us it proves simply that the process of tran-
sition m Palestine, the home of evangehc
tradition, from the primitive syntagma d
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..ecepts, framed on the plan of the Talmudic
treatise known as Pirke Aboth, or " Sayings
of the Fathers," to the Greek type of narrative
gospel, was a longer and more complex one
than has commonly been imagined. A cursory
statement of the results of critical efforts to
reproduce the so-called " second source " of
Matthew and Luke (Mark being considered
the first), will serve to bring out the fact to
[which we refer, and at the same time, we
Ihope, to throw light upon the history of gospel
Idevelopment.

I
The mere process of subtraction above

Idescribed to obtain the element Q offers no
Iserious difficulties, and for those who attach
lvalue to the tradition of ' the Elders '

it is
Inatural to anticipate that the remainder will
Ishow traits corresponding to the description
lof an apostolic syntagma of sayings of the Lord
Itranslated from the Aramaic, in short the
[much-desired Logia of Matthew. The actual
[result is disappointing to such an expecta-
tion. The widely, though perhaps somewhat
[thoughtlessly accepted equivalence Q = the
Uogia is simply false. Q is not the Logia.
jit IS not a syntagma, nor even a consistent
Iwhole, and as it lay before our first and third
Icvangelists it was not (for a considerable part
[at least) in Aramaic. True, Q does consist
mmost exclusively of discourse material, a
liarge part of which has only topical oMer
land IS wholly, or mainly, destitute of narrative
[connection. Also we find traces here and there

l'\
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of translation at some period from the Ara-
maic, though not more in the Q element than in

|Mark. But to those who looked for immediate
confirmation of the tradition the result has
been on the whole disappointing. Some, more
particularly among English critics, have con-
sidered it to justify a falling back upon the
vaguer generalities of the once prevalent
theory of oral tradition. In reality we are
simply called upon to renew the process of

discrimination. Most of the Q material has
the saying-character and is strung together
with that lack of all save topical order which
we look for in a syntagma. But parts of it

such as the Heahng of the Centurion's servant
(Matt yiii. 5-10, 18=Luke vii. 1-10), or the
Preaching of the Baptist and Temptation
Story (Matt. iii. 7-10, 12; iv. 2-11= Luke iii I

7-9, 17; IV. 2-13), obstinately refuse to be
brought under this category. IMoreover, the
latter section has the unmistakable motive of

presenting Jesus in his character and ministry as

the Son of God," precistlv as in Mark. It

begins by introducing Jesus on the stage at

the baptism of John, after the ancient narra-
tive outline (Acts i. 2S: x. 37 .), and cannot
be imagined as forming astt of anything else

but a narrative hax-a^ tat conclusion char-
acteristic of our cmn n-pr erf eospd. Other
considerable seenOSS rf Q. ^cfa^as the Question

|

of John's iL«s<^pis5 anc- -ferourse of Jesus
on those rjiar wiesr-e s^umoW in him

I

(Matt. xi. 2-lL 16-27 ; iake vii. 18-35 : x.
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|3-22), share with the Baptism and Tempta-
lion section not only the doctrinal motive of
koamiendmg Jesus in his person and ministry
J the longed-for Son of God. but in a number
M characteristics which set them quite apart
from the general mass of precepts and paraWes
° ^'

/, X fu*^^"
^®^® mention only the follow-

ng
: (1) the coincidence in language between

Hatthew and Luke is much greater in these
fictions of Q, often even greater than in the
ections borrowed from Mark, showing clearly
Ihe existence of a common document written

b^u'^^?''^.*'',
^""^ '^ **^e Greek language.

12) This material, unlike most of Q, has served
hs a source and model in many portions of

ri :, '^^Kl^ 'l
^"""^ *^^ '"ost part not in-

fchided in the five great blocks into which
Matthew has divided the Precepts by meansMa special concluding formula (vii. 28 • xi 1
fail. 58; xix. 1, and xxvi. 1) but appears out-
lide, in the form of supplements to the Markan
fcarrative (ill. 7-iv. 11 ; viii. 5-18, 18-22, xi.

haterial of this type seems to be givin mor-
£?h^ ^^ Luke than by Matthew, and withbmething more than mere conjecture of hisK as to Its historical occasion. In fact

D wni ifPP^^l*^^* ** '^^«* this element of

.H^ ^V^ *^^^"^' ^^^'^ '' '^^thing to

f^^'^^i^sion from it of such material as

?^t •5^1^*'°'' .?ry» **^°"gh in this
It would be needful to prove that Mark
not the source. Similarly it would be

15
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reasonable to think of Luke's wide divergenj
from Mark in his story of the Passion ail

occasioned by his preference for materiall
derived from this source. Only, since Matthei
has preferred to follow Mark, we have nol

means of determining whence Luke did

derive his new and here often valuabkl
material. I

The existence, then, of an element of A
wliich quite fails to correspond to what vel

take the Matthaean syntagma to have becDl

by no means proves either the futility oM

criticism or the worthlessness of the ancientl

tradition. It only shows that our synopticl

evangelists were not the first to attempt thel

combination of discourse with narrative, buti

that Luke at least had a predecessor in tbel

field, to whom all are more or less indebted I

Criticism and tradition together show thatl

there are two great streams from which al

historically trustworthy material has been

derived. The one is Evangelic Story, and is

mainly derived from Mark's outline of thel

ministry based on the anecdotes of Peter,

though some elements come from anothef

source, principally preserved by Luke, whidi

we must discuss in a later chapter devoted

to the growth of Petrine story at Rom
and Antioch. The other stream, " Words d\

the Lord," comes from Jerusalem, and il

always associated in all its forms with the

name of Matthew. We have every reason

for accepting the statement that as early is
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the founding of the church in Rome (45-50)
the Apostle Matthew had begun the work of
[compiling the Precepts of Jesus, in a form
serviceable to the object of *' teaching men to
observe all things whatsoever he had com-
|manded." Our present Gospel of Matthew,
however, is neither this work nor a translation
of it ; for the only three things told us about
the apostle's work are all irreconcilable with
the characteristics of our Matthew. The
compilation of " Words of the Lord " was
(1) a syntagma and not, like Mark, an outline
of the ministry. It was (2) written in Ara-
maic; whereas our Matthew is an original
Greek composition. It was (8) by an apostle
who had personal acquaintance with Jesus;
whereas our first evangelist is to the last

degree dependent upon the confessedly de-
fective story of Mark. Still if we take our
Matthew as the last link in the long chain of
development, covering perhaps half a century,
and including such by-products as the Gospel
according to we Hebrews and the Gospel of the

Nazarenes, we may obtain a welcome light

upon the environment out of which has come
down the work which an able scholar justly
declared, " the most important book ever
written, the Gospel according to Matthew."
The language m which it was written was

alone sufficient to place the Greek Matthew
beyond all possible competition in the larger
world from Aramaic rivals. But its com-
prehensiveness and catholicity still further

t.
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nf^ t^^^^'''^?^''''' 'i^''^ ^* «o^n attainedaj the most widely used of all the irosDekMatthew ,s not onfy in its whole struS
composite gospel, but shows in high degree thcathohmmg tendency of the times*^ jS
n^JoV ^'^^V^x^^^^^P*^ *^« Roman-PetrS
nairative of Mark with slightest possib)
modification, so also it places hi PeterVh^n
with equal frankness th? primacy in apostoH
succession. Almost the only additionsmakes to Mark's account of the^thc Sfstn
rx7v*2i^TanH h^*"'^

"'^^^"^ ^^^^-^
f^^K * * ^^,*^^ l»>s payment of the temole

fmm^li.^''^^^'*
ancf himself with theZfrom the fish's mouth (xvii. 24-27) Thllatter story introduces the chapter on ^^erciseof rulershipin "thechurch"(ch xviUl^ginmng with the disciples' question :

"mthen IS greatest in the kingdom ? » Peter iagain m it the one salient figure (xv^i 21

Peter r/;*.
^' '' t^« 'a?0"s committal to

aLrf1? L^^^'PP*' '/ °"« ^J"«J> decidedly
alters its bearing, and seems even to borro^

ex^??
Ia"«r"«g«* of Gal. i. 16 /. in oSexalt the apostleship of Peter. In fact the™° r^^i ""^

't^
Palestinian 1 sireverse the roles we should expect Peter toplay ,n each. Matthew alone makes PetcJ
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"the first " (x. 2), while Mark seems to take
spwnal pams to record rebukes of the twelve
and the brethren of the Lord, and especially
the rebukes called down upon themselves bv
Peter, or Peter and John.

In respect to the primacy of Peter we can
observe a certain difference even among the
Palestmian gospels which succeeded to the
primitive syntagma of Matthew. Little, in-
deed, is known of the orthodox Gospel
of the Nazarenesy beyond its relatively late
and composite character; for it borrowed
from Matthew, Mark and Luke in turn. Its
list of aposdes, however, begins with "John
and James the sons of Zebedee," then " Simon
and Andrew," and winds up : " Thee also
Matthew, did I call, as thou wert sitting at
the seat of custom, and thou foUowedst me "
:nie anti-Pauline Gospel according to thellehrews
shows Its conception of the seat of apostolic
authonty by giving to " James the Just " the
place of Peter as recipient of that first mani-
festation of the risen Lord, which laid the
foundation of the faith. Why then does
the Greek Palestinian gospel, in contrast
with Its nvals, lay such special stress on
the primacy of Peter ?
From the cautious and (as it were) depre-

catory tone of the appendix to John (John xxi.)
in seeking to commend the "other disciple
whom Jesus loved " as worthy to be accepted
as a true witness " without detriment to the
acknowledged authority of Peter as chief

3 ..
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under-shepherd of the flock, we may infer!

that not at Rome alone, but wherever there was
question of ' apostolic * tradition, the authority
of Peter was coming rapidly to the fore. The
tendency at Antioch is even more marked than
at Rome, as is manifest from Acts. If, then, it

seems stronger still in a region where we should
expect the authority of James to be put for-

ward, this need not be taken as a specifically

Roman trait. We must realize the sharp
antagonism which existed in Palestine from
the time of the Apostciic council doT^Ti, I

between (1) the consistent legalists, who
maintained down to the period of Justin (153)
and the Clementine Homilies and Recognitions

\

(180-200), their bitter hostilitv to Paul and|

his gospel of Gentile freedom from the Law;
and (2) the * cCitholic,* or Hberal, Jewish-
Christians, who took the standpoint of thej

Pillars. It is but one of many indications o(

its * catholic ' tendency that our Matthew
increases the emphasis on the apostolic

authority of Peter to the point of an actual

primacy. The phenomenon must be judged
m the light of the disappearance or suppression
of all evangelic story save what came under
the name of Peter, and the tendency in Acts

to bring under his name even the entire

apostleship to the Gentiles. Peter is not yet

in these early writings the representative
of Rome, but of catholicity. The issue in

Matthew is not as between Rome and some
other dominant see, but (as the reflection
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it the language of Gal. i. 17 /. in Matt. xvi. 17
khows) as between * catholic ' apostolic

(uthority and the unsafe tendencies of Pauline
idependence.

Nevertheless, for all his leanings to catholi-

city the Greek Matthew has not wholly suc-

ceeded in excluding materials which still reflect

fewish-Christian hostility to Paul, or at least

the tendencies of Pauline Christianity.

jver and over again special additions are
lade in Matthew to emphasize a warning
against the workers of " lawlessness." The
exhortation of Jesus in Luke vi. 42-45 to
fffect (self-)reformation not on the surface,

lor in word, but by change of the inward root
)f disposition fructifying in deeds, is altered
|n Matt. vii. 15-22 into a warning against

the " false prophets " who work lawless-

less," and who must be judged by their fruits.

ley make the confession of Lordship (c/.

lorn. X. 9), but are not obedient to Jesus'
commandment, and lack good works. In

ticular the test of Mark ix. 88-40 is directly

jversed. The principle " Whosoever is not
iinst us is for us " is not to be trusted. A

eacher may exercise the * spiritual gifts * of
arophecy, exorcism, and miracles wrought in
the name of Jesus, and still be a reprobate.
* similar (and most incongruous) addition
n made to Mark's parable of the Patient
lusbandman (Mark iv. 26-29), in Matt. xiii.

124-80, and reiterated in a specially appended
I" interpret *'on " (xiii. 86-48). This addition

5-^
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I

I
hi

I

[I

tj

likens the " workers of lawlessness " to tarel

sown alongside the good seed of the word bJ
" an enemy." A similar incongruous attactl

ment is made to the parable of the Marriagtl

feast (Matt. xxii. 1-14; cf. Luke xiv. 15-2^
to warn against the lack of the ' garment oil

good works.' Finally, Matthew closes M
whole series of the discourses of Jesus with J
group of three parables developed with greatl

elaboration and rhetorical effect, out oil

relatively slight suggestions as found else[

where. The sole theme of the series is thJ

indispensableness of good works in the judgf
ment (Matt. 25 ; cf. Luke xii. 35-4*8 ; xix. 11-

28, and Mark ix. 37, 41). A similar interest

appeal's in Matthew's insistence on the per-

manent oblig:ation of the Law (v. (16) 17-20;

xix. 16-22—in contrast with Mark x. 17-22)1

on respect for the temple (xvii. 24-27) and on

the Davidic descent of Jesus, with fulfilment

of messianic promise in him (chh. i.-ii. ; ix. 27).

He limits the activity of Jesus to the Holy

Land (xv. 22 ; contrast Mark vii. 24 /.), mak«|
him in sending forth the Twelve (x. 5 /.)

specifically forbid mission work among Samari-
tans or Gentiles, and while the prohibition is

finally removed in xxviii. 18-20, the apostolic

seat cannot be removed, but remains as in

X. 28, among " the cities of Israel " to the end

of the world.
There is probably no more of intentional

opposition to Paul or to his gospel in all this

than in James or Luke. We cannot for
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Example regard it as more than accidental

jincidence that in the phrase " an enemy
lath done this," in the parable of the tares,

ve have the same epithet which the Ebionite
literature applies to Paul. But enough re-

lins to indicate how strongly Jewish-Chris-

'an prejudices and limitations still affected our
wmgelist. With respect to date, the atmo-
sphere is in all respects such as characterizes

the period of the nineties.

It does not belong to our present purpose
to analyze this gospel into its constituent
elements. The process can be followed in

lany treatises on gospel criticism, and the
esults will be found summarized in Intro-

iudions to the New Testament such as the
ecent scholarly work of Moffatt. We have
iiere but to note the general character and
structure of the book as revealing the main
outlines of its history and the conditions which

{gave it birth.

Matthew and Luke are alike in that both
[represent comparatively late attempts to
jcombine the ancient Matthaean syntagma with
Ithe ' Memorabilia of Peter * compiled by
iMark. But there is a great difference. Luke
Icontemplates hisworkwith some of the motives
of the nistorian. He adopts the method of

narrative, and therefore subordinates his

discourse material to a conception (often

Iconfused enough) of sequence in space and
time. Matthew, as the structure of his gospel,
no less than his own avowal shows, had an

!3
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aim more nearly corresponding to the ancient
Palestinian type. The demand for the nam-
tive form had become irresistible. It controlled

I

even his later Greek and Aramaic rivals. But
Matthew has subordinated the historical to

the ethical motive. He aims at, and has
I

rendered, just the service which his age de-

manded and for which it could look to no othirl

region than Jerusalem, a full compilation ol

the commandments and precepts of Jesus.
The narrative framework is adopted from

Mark without serious alteration, because this

work had already proved its effectiveness in

convincing men everywhere that Jesus was

"the Christ, the Son of God." Like Luke,
Matthew prefixes an account of Jesus* miracu-
lous birth and childhood, because in his time

(c. 90) the ancient " beginning of the gospel

"

with the baptism by John had given oppor-
tunity to the heresy of the Adoptionists.
represented by Cerinthus, who maintained
that Jesus became the Son of God at his

baptism, a merely temporary " receptacle

"

of the Spirit. The prefixed chapters have no

incarnation doctrine, and no doctrine of pre-

existence. They do not intend in their story

of the miraculous birth to relate the incoming
of a super-human or non-human being into

the worlds else they could not take up the

pedigree of Joseph as exhibiting Jesus' title

to the throne of David. Miracle attends and

signalizes the birth of that *' Son of DaN-id"
who is destined to become the Son of God
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Apart from the mere question of attendant
prodigy the aim of Matthew's story of the
Infancy is such as should command the respect
and sympathy of every rational thinker.
Agamst all Doketic dualism it maintains that
the Son of God is such from birth to death.
The presence of God's Spirit With him is not
a mere counterpart to demonic " possession,"
but is part of his nature as true man from the
beginning.

But the doctrinal interest of Matthew
scarcely goes beyond the point of proving
that Jesus is the Christ foretold by the
prophets. Doctrine as well as history is
subordinate to the one great aim of teaching
men to " observe all things whatsoever Jesus
commanded.'!

55.
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CHAPTER VII

THE PETRINE TRADITION.
STORY

EVANGELIC

J *

Of the extent to which the early church
could do without narrative of Jesus' earthly
ministry we have extraordinary evidences in

the literature of Pauline Christianity on the

one side and of Jewish Christianity on the

other. For Paul himself, as we know, the

real story of Jesus was a transcendental
drama of the Incarnation, Redemption, and
Exaltation. It is probable that when at last
*' three years " after his conversion he went
up to Jerusalem "to get acquainted with
Peter," the story he was interested to hear

had even then more to do with that common
apostolic witness of the resurrection appear-
ances reproduced in 1st Cor. xv. 8-11, than
with the sayings and doings of the ministr}'.

As to this Paul preserves, as we have seen,

an almost unbroken silence. And that which
did not interest Paul, naturally did not interest

his churches.
On the other hand those who could have

perpetuated a full and authentic account of

the ministry were almost incredibly slow to

154
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undertake the task; partly, no doubt, because
of their vivid expectation of the immediate
end of the world, but largely also because to
their mmd the data most in need of preserva-
tion were the * life-giving words.* The im-
pression of Jesus' character, his person and
authority was not, as they regarded it, a
thmg to be gained from the historical out-
line of his career. It was established by the
fact of the Resurrection, by the predictions
of the prophets, which found fulfUment in
the circumstances of Jesus' birth, particular
incidents here and there in his career and fate,
but most of all in his resurrection and the
gifts of the Spirit which argued his present
session at the right band of God. Once this
authority of Jesus was established the believer
had only to observe his commandments as
handed down by the apostles, elders and
witnesses.

On all sides there was an indifference to such
historical mquiry as the modem man would
thmk natural and inevitable, an indifference
that must remain altogether inexplicable to
us unless we realize that until at least the
time of the fourth evangelist the main proofs
of naessiahship were not looked for in Jesus'
earthly career. His Christhood was thought
of as somethmg in the future, not yet realized,
lljven his resurrection and manifestation in

rV.^ i* *?^ "«^* ^^""^ of God," which is
to both Paul (Rom. i. 4) and his predecessors
(Acts 11. 32-36) the assurance that "God

*.
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hath made him both Lord and Christ," is not

yet the beginning of his specific messianic pro-

gramme. Potentially this has begun, because

Jesus has already been seated on the * throne

of glory,' " from henceforth expecting until his

enemies be made the footstool of his feet."

Practically it is not yet. The Christ is still

a Christ that is to be. His messianic rule

is delayed until the subjugation of the
" enemies **

; and this subjugation in turn is

delayed by " the longsuffering of God, who
willeth not that any should perish, but

that all men should come to repentance."

Meantime a special " outpouring of the

Spirit " is given in * tongues,' * prophecies,'
* miracle working,' and the like, m fulfil-

ment of scriptural promise, as a kind of

coronation largess to all loyal subjects. This

outpouring of the Spirit, then, is the great

proof and assurance that the Heir has really

ascended the ' throne of glory * in spite of

the continuance of " all things as they were

from the foundation of the world." These
' gifts ' are " firstfruits of the Spirit," pledges

of the ultimate inheritance, proofs both to

believers and unbelievers of the complete

Inheritance soon to be received. But the

gifts have also a practical aspect. They are

all endowments for service. The Great Re-

pentance in Israel and among the Gentiles

is not to be brought about without the co-

operation of believers. The question which at

once arises when the manifestation of the
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I risen Christ is granted, " Lord, dost thou at
[this time restore the kingdom to Israel ? "

is therefore answered by the assurance that
the time is m God's hand alone, but that
the 'gifts of the Spirit,' soon to be imparted,
are intended to enable believf^rs to do their
part, at home and abroad, tc ward effecting
the Great Repentance (Acts i. 6-8).^
For a church which felt itself endowed with

living and present evidences of the messianic
power of Jesus it was naturally only a second
thought (and not a very early one at that)
to look back for proof to occurrences in Jesus*
life in Galilee, however notable his career as
"a prophet mighty in deed and word before
God and all the people." The present gifts
of his power would be (at least in demon-
strative effect) "greater works than these."
VVith those who had the resurrection testimony

* The parallel in Mark xvi. 14-18 is very instructive,
but needs the recently discovered connection between
verses 14 and 15 to complete the sense :

'* And they ex-
cused themselves (for their unbelief) saying, This age of
lawlessness and unbelief is under the dominion of Satan,
who by means of the unclean spirits prevents the truth and

{
power of God from being apprehended. On this account
reveal thy righteousness (». e. justice, in the sense of Isa.
ivi, 1 h) even now. And Christ replied to them, The limit
of years of Satan's power is (already) fulfUlid, but other
ternble thmgs are at hand ; moreover I was delivered up
to death on behalf of sinners in order that Uiey might
return unto the truth and sin no more, that they might
inherit tlie spiritual and incorruptible glory which is in
neaven. Then follows the mission into all the world

I
Mtt endowmen*. with the gifts.
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I

of 1st Coi. XV. 8-11, and even the recurrent

experience of '* visions and revelations of the

Lord," anticipatory revelations of his messiah-

ship, utterances, like that to Peter at Caesarea

Philippi, wherein Jesus only predicted the

great work to be divinely accomplished through

him, whether by life or death, in going up

to Jerusalem, intimations which had been

disregarded or disbelieved at the time, could

not rank with present knowledge, experience

and insight. They would be recalled merely

as confirmatory fcNregleams of " the true

light that now shineih," as the two who had

received the manifestation at Enr-naus ex-

claim, ** Did not our heart bum , ithin us

while he talked to us in the way ?
"

We could not indeed psychologically ac-

count for the development of the resurrection

faith after the crucifixion, if before it Jesus'

life and utterances had not been such as to

make his manifestation in glory seem to the

disciples just what they ought to have ex-

pected. But, conversely, nothin<? is more

certain than the fact that they did not expect

it; and that when the belief had become

established by other means, the attitude

toward the " sayings and doings " maintained

by those who had them to relate—^as we know,

the most successful missionary of all felt it

no handicap to be entirely without them-
was one of looking back into an obscure past

for things whoEC pregnant significance became

appreciable only m the light of present know-
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ledge. "These things understood not his
disciples at the first, but when Jesus was
glonfied, then remembered they that these
things had been written of him, and that
they had done these things unto him."
We are fortunate in having even one example

of the consecutive narratives" (diegeses)
referred to m Luke i. 1. Our Mark is a gospel
written purely and simply from this point
of view, aiming only to show how the earthly
career of Jesus gave evidence that this was
the Son of God, predestined to exaltation to
the nght hand of power, with little attempt
If any, to bring in the precepts of the New
Law. We should realize, however, that this
IS already a begmning in the process soon
to become controlling, a process of carrvinij
back into the earthly life of Jesus in GalUee
of first this trait, then that, then all the
attnbutes of the glorified Lord.

,

Ancient and reliable tradition informs us
tJmt this first endeavour to tell the story of
Jesus Christ the Son of God " was composed
«u ???.^y ^^^^ ^^'^» * former companion

of both Peter and Paul, from data drawn from
the anecdotes casually employed by Peterm his preaching. There is much to confirm
this m the structure, the style, and the doc-
irmaJ object and standpoint of the Gospel.

I Ao begm with, the date of composition
^nnot be far from 75. Mark is not only

presupposed by both Matthew and Luke, but
an their time had already acquired an extra-

f '
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ordinary predominance. To judge by what

remains to us of similar products, Mark ia

its own field might almost be said to reign
|

supreme and reign alone. Such almost ex-

clusive supremacy could not have been

attained, even by a writing commonly under-

stood to represent the preaching of Peter,

short of a decade or more of years. On the

other hand we have the reluctant testimony

of antiquity, anxious to claim as much at

Eosi>ible of apostolic authority for the record,

ut unwilling to commit Peter to apparent

contradictions of Matthew, that it was written

after Peter*s death (64-5).^ Internal evidence

would in fact bring down the date of the

work in its present form a full decade there-

after. It is true that there are many structural

evidences of more than one form of the

narrative, and that the apocalyptic chapter

(ch. xiii.), which furnishes most of the evidena

of date, may well belong among the later

supplements. But in the judgment of most

critics this * eschatological discourse * (almost

the only connected discourse of the Gospel)

Li clearly framed in real retrospect upon the

overthrow of Jerusalem and the temple,

and the attendant tribulation on '* those tkt

are in Judaea." The writer applies a general

saying of Jesus known to us from other

sources about destroying and rebuilding the

» So IrenaeuH (188) »nd (by implication) Papias. ( leniMt

of Alexandria (210) meets the difficulty by alleging tM|

Peter was still alive^ but gave no aid to the writer.
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Itemple specifically to the demolition effected

|by Titus (70). He warns his readers in the

Isame connection that " the end " is not to

I
follow immediately upon the great Judean

I war, but only when the powers of evil in the

[heavenly places, powers mhabiting sun, moon
land stars, are shaken (xiii. 21-27). The
Pauline doctrine of 2nd Thess. ii. 1-12 is

adopted, but with careful avoidance of the

prediction that the " man of sin " is to appear

r'in the temple of God." Paul's "man of

sin " is now identified with Daniel's " abomi-

nation that maketh desolate " (Dan. xii. 11),

which therefore is spoken of as he " (mascu-

line). " His " appearance will prelude the

great Judaean tnbulation; but his standing

place is ill-defined. It is only "where he

ought not." Matthew (followmg his usual

practice) returns more nearly to the language

I of Daniel. With him the " Abomination "

is again an object stjmding " in a holy place."

But Matthew is already applying the prophecy

to another tribulation still to come. He does

!
not see that Mark refers to the sack of Jeru-

salem on which he himself looks back in his

addition to the parable of the Supper (Matt,

xxii. 6/.; cf. Luke xiv. 15-24), but takes

I

Mark xiii. 14-28 as Jesus* prediction of a

I

great final tribulation atiU to come,

I Mark's crudities of language and style, his

I
frequent latinisms, his explanation to his

readers (almost contemptuously exaggerated)

of Jewish purifications and distmctions

n
n
o
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!

Ill

of meats (vii. 8/.), presupposition of the!

Roman form of divorce (x. 12), explanation

in Roman money of the value of the

(Greek and Oriental) " mite " (lepton), are

well-known confirmations of the tradition

of the writing's place of origin. But these

are superficial characteristics. More im-

portant for us to note is the fundamental
conception of what constitutes '* the gospel,"

and the writer's attitude on questions of the

relation of Jew and Gentile and the authority

of the apostles and kindred of the Lord.
The most striking characteristic of Mark is

that it aims to present the gospel about Jesus.

and is relatively indifferent to the gospel oj

Jesus. Had the writer conceived nis task

after the manner of a Matthew there is little

doubt that he could have compiled catechetic

discourses of Jesus like the Sermon on the

Mount or the discourse on prayer of Luke xi,

1-18. The fact that he disregards such

records of Jesus' ethical and religious instruc-

tion does not mean that he (tacitly) refers his

readers to the Matthsean Precepts, or similar

compilations, to supplement his own de-

ficiencies. It means a different, more Pauline,

conception of what " the gospel " is. !Mark

conceives its primary element to be attach-

ment to the person of Jesus, and has already

gone far toward obliterating the primitive

dLitinction between a Jesus whose earthlv

career had been *' in great humility," and the

glorified Son of God. The earthly Jesus is
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still, it is true, only a man endowed with the
Spirit of Adoption. But he is so completely
" in " the Spirit, and so fully endowed with
it, as almost to assume the Greek figure of a
demi-god treading the earth incognito. No
wonder this Gospel became the favourite of

the Adoptionists and Doketists.

Mark does not leave his reader in the dark
as to what a man must do to inherit eternal

life. The requirement does not appear until

after Jesus has taken up with the twelve
the road to Calvary, because it is distinctly

twt a keeping of commandments, new or old.

It is an adoption of ** the mind that was in

Christ, who humbled himself and became
obedient imto death." In Matthew's ' im-
proved * version of Jesus' answer to the rich

applicant for eternal life, the suppliant ia

told he may obtain it by obeying the com-
mandments, with supererogatory merit ('* if

thou wouldest be perfect "), if he follows

Jesus' example of self-abnegating service. In
the form and context from which Matthew
borrows (Mark x. 18-45) there is no trace of

this legalism, and the whole idea of super-

erogatory merit, or higher reward, is strenu-

ously, almost indignantly, repudiated. No
man can receive the kingdom at all who does
not receive it " as a little child." Every man
must be prepared to make every sacrifice, even
if he has kept all the commandments from his

youth up. Peter and the disciples who have
" left iJl and followed '' are in respect to

ID*
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reward on the same level as others. PeterV
plea for the twelve is answered, ** There b
no man that hath left " earthly possession!

for Christ's sake that is not amply com-
pensated even here. He must expect pers6
cution now, but will receive eternal life

hereafter. Only *' many that are first shal

be last, and last first.'^ Even the martyr-
apostles James and John will have no supeno;
rights in the Kingdom.
Such passages as the above not only revw]

why Mark's gospel shows comparative dis-

regard of the Precepts, but also displays &l

attitude toward the growing claims of apostolic

authority and neo-legalism which in contrast

with Matthew and Luke is altogether refmi-
in^. The kindred of the LoiS appear bet

twice (iii. 20/., 81-85 and vi. 1-6), both tiiD«

in a wholly unfavourable light. " John ^
pears but once, and that to receive a rebuij
lor intolerance. James and John appeii
only to be rebuked for selfish ambitice.
Peter seldom otherwise than for rebutf.
All the disciples show constantly the blind-

ness and " hardness of heart " which is «•
plicitly said to characterize their naticB

(vi. 52; vii. 18; viii. 12, 14-21). Their seS-

seeking and unfaithfulness is the foil to Jesaf"

self-denial and faithfulness (viii. 88; Lx. i
18/., 29; X. 24, 28, 82, 87, 41; xiv. 27-«,
87 41. 50, 66-72). That which in Mattbf*
(xvi. 16-19) has become a special divine revei*-

tion to Peter of the messiahship, marking t^
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koundation of the church, is in the earlier

Markan £<Knn (Mark viii. 27-^) not a revela-
Kion of the xnessiahship at all. Peter's answer,
I" Thou are the Christ,^' is common Imowledge.
Jhe twelve are not supposed to I)e more
[ignorant than the demons I There is, how-
lever, a caustic rebuke of Peter for his carnal,
[Jewish idea of the implications of Christhood.
Ia revelation of its si^iticance almost Doketic
lin character is indeed granted just after to
r Peter, James and John " ; but they remain
Iwithout appreciation or understanding of
the ' vision,^ though it exhibits Jesus in his
[heavenly glory in company with the trans-
[lated heroes of the Old Testament. The
[revelation still remains, therefore, a sealed
ibook until " after the resurrection."

This exaggeration of the disciples' obtuseness
[is partly due, no doubt, to apologetic motives.
JThe evangelist has to meet the objection. If
jJesus was really the extraordinary, super-
[human being represented, and was openly
[proclaimed such by the evil spirits, why was
[nothing heard of his claims until after the
[crucifixion and alleged resurrection ? His
[canying back into the Galilean ministr>^ of
[the glorified Being of Paul's redemption
Idocinne compels hun to represent the twelve
m sharing the dulness of the people who
{"having eyes see not, and having ears hear
Inot." But with all allowance for this, the
IRoman Gospel shows small consideration for
the apostles and kindred of the Lord.

3
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It shows c[uite as little for Jewish preroga-

tive and Jewish law. Jesus speaks in parables
I

because to those " without " his preaching is
|

to be intentionally a * veiled * gospel (iv.
I

1-84). The Inheritance will be taken away
I

from them and given to others (xii. 1-12).

Priests and people together were guilty o{|

the rejection and murder of Jesus (xv. 11-15,

1

29-82). Forgiveness of sins is offered by

Jesus on his own authority in defiance of

the scribes. Their exclusion of the publicans

and sinners he disregards, proclaims abolition

of their fasts, and holds their sabbath-keep-

1

ing uj) to scorn (ii. 1—iii. 6). On the question

of distinctions of meats his position is the most

radical possible. The Jewish ceremonial is

a " vain worship," mere " conunandments d
\

men." Defilement cannot be contracted by

what ** goes into a man." Jesus' saying about

inward purity was not aimed at the mere
* hedge of the Law ' (Matt. xv. 18), nor the

mere matter of ablutions (Matt. xv. 20), but

WAS intended to ^'make all meats clean"

(vii. 1-28). Moses* law in some of its enact-

ments does not represent the real divine wiii

but a human accommodation to human weak-

ness (x. 2-9). Obedience to its highest code

does not ensure eternal life (x. 19-21). The

single law of love is ** much more than all

whole burnt offering and sacrifices " (xii

28-84). When all the references to Judaism,

its Law, its institutions, and its prerogative,

are of this character, when Jesus akcayi

u

15
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lappears in radical opposition to the Law and
lits exponents (xii. 88-40; xiii. 1/.), never as
Itheir supporter in any degree, the evangelist
jcomes near to making it too hard for us to
Ibelieve that he really was of Jewish birth.

I
On the other hand we cannot doubt the

Istatement Ihat he derives his anecdotes,
Ihowcver indirectly, from the preaching of
IPeter. The prologue (i. 1-18), indeed, makes
no pretence of reporting the testimony of any
Iwitness, but acquaints the reader with the
Itrae nature of Jesus as " the Christ, the Son
lof God " by means of a mystical account of
Ihis baptism and endowment with the Spirit
lof Adoption, probably resting upon that
Idocument of Q, which we have distinguished

I
from the Precepts. But the ensuing story

lof the ministry opens at the home of Peter in

I
Capernaum, and continues more or less con-
Inected therewith in spite of interjected groups
lof anecdotes whose connection is not chrono-
llogieal but topical, such as ii. 1—iii. 6; iii.

122-80; iv. 1-84. It reaches its climax where

I

Jesus at Cflesarea Philippi takes Peter into
Ihis confidence. Here again the mystical
iRevelation or Transfiguration vision (ix. 2-10)

I

interrupts the connection, and shows its
foreign derivation by the transcendental sense

lin which it interprets the person of Jesus.

I

Certain features suggest its having been taken
|from the same source as the prologue (i. 1-18).

The story issues in the tragedy at Jerusalem,
where, as before, Peter's figure, however un-

i
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favourable the contrast in which it is set to

that of Jesus, is still the salient one. The
outline in general is identical with that so

briefly sketched in Acts x. 88^42—except that

the absolutely essential point, the one thing

which no gospel narrative can possibly have
lacked, the resurrection manifestation to the

disciples, and the commission to preach the

gospel, is absolutely lacking 1

That Mark's gospel once contained s'cha
conclusion is almost a certainty. Imagine a

gospel narrative without a report of the mani-
festation of the risen Lord to his disciples!

Imagine a church—and that the church at

Rome—giving out as the first, the authentic,
original, and (in intention) the only account
of the ori^n of the Christian faith (Mark i. 1),

a narrative which ended with the apostles

scattered in cowardly desertion, and Peter

the most conspicuous, most remorseful rene-

gade of them all I He who writes in Peter's

name from Rome but shortly after, affection-

ately naming Mark " my son," must have

had indeed a forgiving spirit. But traces of

the real sequel have not all disappeared.
Many outside allusions still remain to the

tummg again of Peter and stablishing of

his brethren in the resurrection faith. The

earliest is Paul's (1st Cor. xv. 5). The present

Mark itself implies that it once had such an

ending ; for Jesus promises to rally his flock

in Galilee after he is raised up (xiv. 28),

and the women at the sepulchre are bidden
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to remind the disciples of the promise, though
they fail to deliver their message. Indeed
the whole Gospel looks forward to it. To
this end " the mystery of the kingdom "

is
given to the chosen twelve (iii. 18/., 81-85;
IV. 10-12); for this they are forewarned
(though vainly) of the catastrophe (viii. 84—
ix. 1, 80-82; x. 82-84; xiv. 27-81). In fact
the promise of a baptism of the Spirit (i. 8)
probably implies that the original sequel
related not only the appearance to Peter and
(later) to the rest with the charge to preach,
but also their endowment with the gifts,
perhaps as in John xx. l»-28. What we
now have is only a substitute for this original
sequel, a substitute so ill-fitting as to have
provoked repeated attempts at improvement.
From xvi. 8 onwards, as is well known, the

oldest textual authorities have simply a blank.
Later authorities give a shorter or longer
substitute for the missing Manifestation and
Charge to the twelve. The shorter follows
Matthew, the longer follows Luke, with traces
of acquaintance with John. Fanciful theories
to explain these textual pheromena, such as
accidental mutilation of the only copy, are
improbable, and do not explain. If conjecture
be permissible it is more likely that the original
work was in two parts, after the manner
of Luke-Acts, the ' former treatise ' ending
with the centurion's testimony, " Truly this
man was a Son of God " (xv. 89). The second
part continued the narrative in the form of

^f
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a Preaching of Peter, perhaps ending with his

coming to Rome; for the ancient Hterature

of the church had several narratives of this

type. Its disappearance will have been due

to the superseding (perhaps the embodiment)
of it by the work of Luke. When the primi-

tive Markan * former treatise ' was adapted for

separate use as a gospel it was quite natural

that it should be supplemented (we can hardly

say " completed ") by the addition of the

story of the Empty Sepulchre (xv. 40—xvi. 8),

though this narrative is quite unknown to

the primitive resurrection preaching (c/. 1st

Cor. XV. 3-11), and one in which every char-

acter save Pilate is a complete stranger to

the body of the work. The subsequent
further additions of the so-called "longer"
and " shorter " endings belong to the history

of transcription after a.d. 140.
It will be apparent from the above that the

Gospel of Mark is no exception to the rule that

church-writings of this type inevitably undergo
recasting and supplementation until the ad-

vancing process of canonization at last fixes

their text with unalterable rigidity. Whether
we recognize " sources," or earlier " forms,"

or only earher " editions " of Mark, it is

certain that appendices could still be attached

long after the appearance of Luke, and prob-

able that in the early period of its purely

local currency at Rome the fimd of Petrine

anecdote had received more than one adapta-

tion of form before it was carried to Svria
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and embodied substantially as we now have
it in the composite gospels of Matthew and
Luke. The omission by Luke of Mark vi.
45—viii. 26 is intentional,^ and cannot be used
to prove the existence of a shorter form ; and
the sp xic is probably true of the omission of
Marl ix '8-40 hy Matthew. Mark xii. 41-
4f hc.> ^,^, ;s

^ -obably an addition later
tVjji Mitth.vv'j ir.:.e. Neither Matthew nor
luv.» 1/r- K (f, t Ktending beyond xvi. 8.
'' 's/i " >uqii.iiitance with the original

^p )eri in the appendix to John
. ..) j»nu u\ the late and composite

t.*;i. -/ Jdur (c. 140). According to the
latic. !^'' tvel e remained in Jerusalem
scattji 1 '.id in hiding for the remaining six
days of the feast. At its close they departed,
mourning and grie\ing, each man to his own
home. Peter and a few others, including
"Levi the son of Alpheus," resumed their
fishing "on the sea." ... The fragment
breaks off at this point. The story may be
conjecturally completed from 1st Cor. xv.
5-8, with comparison of John xxi. 1-13;
Luke V. 4-8 ; xxii. 81 /. ; xxiv. 84, 36-43.
As we look back ufon the undertaking of

this humble autb r, n, aed only by tradition,
one among the cutech! s of the great church
of Paul and Peter, writing but a few yeais
after their death, but a few years before
1st Peter and Hebrews, one is struck by the
grandeur of his aim. It is true he was not

' See below.

-i
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wholly without predecessors in the field. The
work which afforded him at least the substance

of his prologue, and in all probability other

considerable secti(»is of his book, had already

aimed in a more mystical way to connect the

Pauline doctrine of Christ as the Wisdom of

God with the mighty works and teachings of

Jesus. Duplication of a considerable part

of Mark's story (vii. 81—viii. 26 repeats with

some variation vi. 80—vii. 80) shows that his

work was one of combination as well as

creation. But outline, proportion and on-

ward march of the story show not only skill

and care, but larse-mmded and consistent

adherence to the fundamental plan to tell

the origin of the Christian faith (Mark i. 1).

Con&mation of the belief and practice of

the church—it is for this that Mark reports

all he can learn of the years of obscurity in

Galilee followed by the tragedy in Jerusalem.
Not only belief in Jesus as the Son of God will

be justified by the story, but the founding,

institutions, and ritual oi the existing church.

He manifestly adapts it to show not only the

superhuman pov/crs and attributes of the

chosen Son oi God, but the germ and type

of all the church's institutions. Its baptism
of repentance and accompanying gift of the

Spirit of Adoption only repeats the experience

of Jesus at the baptism of John. Endowment
with the word of wisdom and the word of

power is but the counterpart of Jesus* divine

equipment with "the puwer of the Spirit"
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when he taught and healed in Galilee. The
Sending of the Twelve sets the standard for
the church's evangelists and missionaries, just
as the Breaking of the Bread in Gahlee gives
the model for its fraternal banquet. So for
the Judaan ministry as well. The path of

I

martyrdom is that which all must follow, its
Passover Supper of the Lord and Vigil in
jGethsemane are models for the church's
annual observance, its Passover of the Lord,
its Vigil, its Resurrection feast. The group-
ing of the anecdotes is not all of Mark's
doing, for we can still see in many cases how
they have grown up around the church observ-
ajices, to explain and justify the rites, rather
than to form part of an outlined career. But
taking the work as a whole, and considering
how far beyond that of any other church was
the opportunity at Rome, where Paul had
transmitted the lofty conception of the Son
of God, and Peter the concrete tradition of
his earthly life, we cannot wonder that Mark's
outline so soon became the standard account
lOf Jesus' eartUy ministry, and ultimately
the only one.
But little space remains in which to trace the

developments of gospel story in other fields.
Jouthem Syria and Egypt soon found it need-
fiil, as we have seen, to adopt the work of Mark,
but independently and as a framework for
the Matthaean Precepts. It cannot have been
ong after that Antioch and Northern Syria
loJlowed suit. For Luke, though acquainted

,1*
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with the work of ' many ' predecessors gives

no sure evidence of acquaintance wth

Matthew. When we find such unsoftened

contradictions as those displayed between

these two Greek gospels in their opening and

closing chapters, and observe, moreover, that

while both indulge in hundreds of correctiom

and improvements upon Mark, these are rarely

coincident and never make the assumption

of interdependence necessary, it is hard to

resist the conclusion that neither evangelist

was directly acquainted with the otiier's

work. Now no other gospel compares with

Matthew in the rapidity and ex' . of its

circulation, while Luke declares xumself a

diligent inquirer. He could not ignore the

claims of apostolic authority to which this

earlv and >vide acceptance of Matthew were

maiiilv due. The inference is reasonable ;liat

Luke's date was but little later than that

of Matthew. If the probability of his em-

ployment of the Antiquities of Josephus could

be raised to a certainty this would suffice to

date the Gospel and Book of Acts not earl i:

than 96. Internal and external evidence. i>

judged by most scholars, converge on a date

approximating 100.

The North-S\Tian derivation of Luke-Acts

is less firmly established in tradition than the

Roman origin of Mark and the South-S>Tian

of Matthew. Ancient tradition can point to

nothing weightier than the statement d

Eusebius, drawn we know not whence, but
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j

independently made in the argumenta (pre-
fixed descriptions) of several Vulgate manu-
scripts that Luke was of Antiochian birth.
However, internal evidence supplies corro-
boration in rather unusual degree. If the
reading of some texts in Actsxi. 28, " And as
iwrwere assembled," could be accepted, this
alone would be almost conclusive corrobora-
tion. But dubious as it is, it furnishes support
For if an alteration of the original, it is at

I
any rate extremely early (c. t50 ?) and aimed

jto support the belief in question.* Moreover
the whole attitude of Luke-Acts in respect to
apostolic authority, settlement of the great
question of the terms of fellowship between
Jew and Gentile, and description of the
founding of the Pauline churciies, is such as
Ito make its origin anywhere between the
Taurus range and the Adriatic most improb-
able; while if we place it m Rome we shall
have an insoluble problem in the relation of

I

Its extreme emphasis on apostolic authority
and quasi-deification of Peter, to the stalwart
independence of Mark. Conversely there arc
many individual traits which suggest Antioch
as the place of origin. Next to Jerusalem.
the never-to-be-forgotten church of "the
apostles and elders," Antioch is the mother

^'^^^°^^u"?*!'''<^'"• ^herc the name
I Christian had rts origin. There the work
|o! converting the Gentiles was begun. The

L.!S^: *^^% *?'' "' ^''^ "• 5 tJ'e list of deatoa-^»«ehsL. oouelu.les '• and Nicholas pro«i/j^, oA^/i/XX.-
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Greek churches of Cyprus and Asia Minor are

regarded as dependencies ol Antioch. Even

those of the Greek peninsula are linked as

well as may be to Antioch and Jerusalem,

with suppression of the story of the schism.

Antioch, not the Pauline Greek churches, is

the benefactress of " the poor saints in Jeru-

salem," and at the instance of Antioch, by

appeal to " the apostles and elders," the

" decrees " are obtained which permanently

settle the troublesome question of the obliga-

tion of maintaining ceremonial cleanness which

still rests upon " the Jews which are among
|

the Gentiles." As we have seen, the settle-

ment is as far from that of Mark and thei

Pauline churches on the one side, as from the
j

thoroughgoing legalism of Jerusalem on the!

other. As late as the Pastoral Epistles

abstinence from " meats which God created

to be received with thanksgiving by them that

believe and know the truth " is to the Pauline!

churches a " doctrine of devils and seduci

spirits" taught "through the hypocrisy oil

men that speak lies." Distinctions of meats
j

belong to Jewish superstition, because *' every i

creature of God is good and nothing is to be

rejected, if it be received with thanksgiving'

(1st Tim. iv. 1-5). Mark, as we have seen,

takes precisely this standpoint. He is equally

radical in condemning distinctions of meats

as essentially "vain worship," and a ''com-j

mandment of men" (Murk vii. 1-28). Ini

truth if we distinguish one of Luke's sourctn
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from Luke himself we shall find exactly this
doctrine taught to Peter himself by special
divine revelation in Acts x. 10-16 ; xi. a-10.
Only, as we have already seen (p. 59, note),
tiiis is not the application made by the Book
of Acts, as it now stands, of the material. To
' Luke * nothing could be more repugnant than
the idea of an apostle forsaking tne religion of
hffi fathers, of which circumcision and '* the
customs " are an essential part. His can-
cellation, in the story of Peter's revelation
and the Apostle's subsequent defence of it

before the church in Jerusalem, of one of its

essential factors, viz. the right to eat with
Gentiles, regardless of man-made distinctions
of meats (" what God hath cleansed make
not thou common ") is quite as significant as
his restriction of even Paul's activity to Greek-
speaking Jews, until "the Spirit" has ex-
pressly directed the church in Antioch,
immediately after the persecution of Agrippa I,

to proceed with the propaganda. Both altera-
tions of the earlier form of the story are in line
with a multitude of minor indications, and
furnish us, in combination with them, the real
keynote of the narrative. In Luke-Acts more
clearly than in any of the gospels the writer
assumes the distinctive function of the
kUtorian. He, too, would relate, like Mark,
the origin of the Christian faith, and that
"from the very first." He even deduces the
pedigree of Jesus from " Adam, which was
the son of God." But the object is far more
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to prove the pedigree of the faith than the

pedigree of Jesus. Christianity is to be

defended against the charge of being a noca

superstitiOt a religio iUicita. On the contrary

it is the one true and revealed religion, the

?jrfect flower and consummation of Judaism.
et it is not, like Judaism, particularistic

and national, but universal ; for while God at

first made that nation the special repository

of his truth, it was his *' determinate fore-

knowledge and counsel " that they should

reject and crucify their Messiah, making it

possible to " proclaim this salvation unto

the Gentiles." The one thing Luke is so

anxiously concerned to prove that he wearies

the reader with constant reiteration of it,

proclaims it, argues it, in season and out of

season, with his sources, against his sources,

with the facts, against the facts, is that this

faith was never, never, offered to the Gentiles

except by express direction of Ciod and after

the Jews had demonstrated to the last ex-

tremity of stiff-necked opposition that they

would have none of it. Christianity, then,

and not Judaism, is the true primitive and

revealed religion, the heir of all the di\ine

promises.

We can see now why Luke fmds it impossible

to adopt Mark's story of a missionary journey

of Jesus in " the coasts of Tyre and Sidon
"

and will not even mention the name of Caesarea

Philippi. His method in omitting Mark yi.

45—viii. 26 is more radical than Matthew's
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but his motive is similar. The central theme
of this portion of Mark appears in the chapter
(ch.vii.) recording Jesus' repudiation of the
Jewish distinctions of clean and unclean as
"precepts of men," and departing to heal
and preach in Phoenicia and Decapolis. This
is the theme of Luke's second treatise ; and,
as we have seen, his solution of the problem
is radically different. If he cannot admit
that even Paul disregarded *' the customs "

or Peter preached to Gentiles until after ex-
press and reiterated direction of " the Spirit,"
we surely ought not to expect him to admit
the statement that Jesus repudiated the dis-
tinctions of Mosaism, declared " all meats
clean," and departing into the coasts of Tyre
and Sidon first healed the daughter of " a
Gentile " and afterward continued his journey
" through Sidon " and *' the regions of Deca-
pohs," repeating the symbolic miracles of
opening deaf ears and blind eyes, and feeding
with loaves and fishes. Even if this sup-
posed ministry of Jesus among the Gentiles
stood on a much stronger foundation of
historical probability than is unfortunately
the case (c/. Rom. xv. 8), it could not
logically be admitted to the work of Luke
without i\n abandonment of one of his firmest
convictions and a rewriting of both his

1
treatises.

Luke was probably not the first to divide
nis work into a "former treatise " covering
'"both" the savings and doings of Jesus

3

i
t
I
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*'' until the time that he was taken up," and

a second devoted to the work of the apostles

after they had xeceived the charge to proclaim

the gospel " to the uttermost parts of the

earth." " Many," as he tells us, had already

undertaken to "draw up narratives"
(diegeses) of this kind, of which the one Luke
himself has chiefly employed, had originally,

as we concluded, a sequel like his own Book
of Acts. There are even features of the

Petrine source of Acts which particularly

connect it with Roman doctrine {e. g. Acts

X. 10-15; cf. Rom. xiv. 14 and Mark \ii.

18 /.) and even with the person of ]\Iark

(Acts xii. 12). Its balance between Peter

and Paul and its close with the establishment
of Christianity at Rome, are also suggestive

that the greater part of Luke's second treatise

came ultimately from the same source as his

first. But the division of the work into two

parts: (1) the gospel among the Jews; (2)

the gospel among the Gentiles, would have

followed, independently of any such precedent,

from the whole purpose and structure of the

work. Christianity is to be proved in the

light of its origin, and in spite of the hostility

of the Jews among whom it arose, and whose

sacred writings it adopts, to be the original,

true, revealed rehgion. To prove this it must

be shown that the rejection and crucifixion

of Jesus by his own people as a result of his

earthly ministry was due not to his own

failure to meet the ideal of the Scriptures
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question, but to their perversity and wilful
blindness. If it is important to prove in
khe former treatise that the opposition of
khe contralling authorities among the Jews
bras due to this perversity and jealousy, it

is at least equally so to show tiiat the lowly
nd devout received him gladly. Hence the
eculiar hospitality of Luke toward material

Showing Jesus' acceptance of and by the
humbler and the outcast classes, the poor and
(owly, women, Samaritans, publicans and
BJnners. The idyllic scenes of his birth and
childhood are cast among men and women
of this type of Old Testament piety, quietly
I" waiting for the kingdom of God." During
nis career it is these who receive and hang
upon hini. Even on Calvary one of the thieves
[must join with this throng of devout and
jpenitent believers. Jesus* preaching begins
jwith his rejection by his own fellow-townsmen
lonly because " no prophet is accepted in his
lown country " ; though before their attempt
[to slay him he proves from Scripture how
lElijah and Elisha had been sent unto the
iGentiles. His ministry ends with his demon-
Istration to the disciples after his resurrection
Ifrom " Moses and all the prophets '* how that
r'it was needful that the Christ should suffer

I

before entering his glory," and that after his
jrcjection by Israel " repentan<» and remission
of sins should be preacned in his name among
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem."
The second treatise shows how this purpose

1 f

I
i
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of God to secure the dissemination of the true

faith by the disobedience and hardening o{

its first custodians was accomplished, chief

stress being always laid upon the fact that it

was only when the Jews " contradicted and
I

blasphemed " that the apostles said, "
It

was necessary that the word of God should!

first be spoken to you, but seeing ye put it

,

from you, and judge yourselves unworthy
of eternal life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles."'

There is no interest taken in the subsequent
fortunes of Jerusalem and Jewish Christianity,

nor even in the fate of Peter and James, after

this transition has been effected to Gentile

soil. There is no interest taken in the spread

of Christianity as such, in Egypt, Ethiopia,

Cyrenaica, Cyprus, Mesopotamia; but only

where the conflict rages over the respective

claim of Jew and Gentile to be the true heir
|

of the promises, i. e. the mission-field of Paul.

At the individual centres the story goes just

f^ enough to relate how the gospel was offered

to the Jews and rejected, compelling with-

drawal from the synagogue, and thereafter

it is told over again with slight variations at

the next centre. The book concludes with

a repetition of the stereotyped scene at Rome
itself, in spite of the representation of the very

source employed, that an important church

had long existed there before Paul's coming,

ending with a quotation of the classic passage

from Isa. vi. 9 /. to prove God's original

purpose to harden the heart of Israel, so that
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jhis " salvation miffht be sent unto the Gen-
tUes." The very fate of Paul himself has so

[little interest for Luke in comparison with

I
this demonstration of Christianity as the one

I
original, revealed religion, enclosed in Judaism

las seeds are confined in the hardening seed-pod
until disseminated by its bursting, that he
heaves it unmentioned, like that of all other
leaders of the church whose death was not
directly contributory to the process.
Many, and vitally important to the develop-

ment of Gospel Story as we know it, as were
the sources of Luke, both by his own state-
ment (Luke i. I) and the internal evidences
of his work, he has made analysis extremely
difficult by the skilful and elaborate stylistic
embroidery with which he has overlaid the

I gaps and seams. Nor is this a proper occasion
for entering the field of the higher critic.

Luke-Acts represents the completed develop-
ment, not the naive beginnings of this type of
the Literature of the Church Teacher. We
have seen reason to think we may have traces
of the earlier " narratives " (diegeses) to which
Luke refers, not only in the grmt Roman work
of Mark, but in a part of the Q material itself.

If Antioch were the place of origin of this
early source, if here too were found those
archives of missionary activity whence came
the famous Diary employed in Acts xvi.-
xxviii., the contribution of this church to
Gospel Story was such as to make Antioch the
appropriate centre for the great " historical

"

Itl
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school of interpretation of the fourth and I

fifth centuiaes. When we consider the
dominant motive of Luke and his extra-
ordinary exaltation of * apostolic * authority
we seem to be breathing the very atmosphere
of Ignatius the great apostle of ecclesiasticism
and apostolic order, discipline and succession
Ignatius' hatred of Doketism, too, is not
without a certain anticipation in the opening
and closing chapters of Luke's Gospel, and
perhaps in the fact that the great exsection
from Mark begins with the story of the Walking
on the Sea (Mark vi. 45-52).



CHAPTER Vin
THE JOHANNINE TBADITION. PROPHECY
In Paul's enumeration of the " gifts *' by

which the Spirit qualifies various classes of
men to build in various ways upon the struc-
ture of the church, the class of " prophets "
takes the place next after that of " apostles "
a rank even superior (as more manifestly
spiritual ') to that of "pastors and

teachers." The Book of Acts shows us as
Its most conspicuous centre of " prophecy "
the house of Philip the Evangelist at Cttsarea.
This man had four unmarried daughters who
prophesied, and in his house Paul received a
prophetic* warning of his fate from a
^rtam Agabus who had come down from
Judaea. There were also prophets in Antioch
(Acts xui. 1), though the only ones mentioned
by name are this same Agabus » and Silas, or
Wvanus, who is also from Jud«a. In the
Teachtng of the Twelve the * prophet ' still
appears among the regular functionaries of
the church, for the most part a traveller from

' The mentiou of Agahua, however, in ri. 27/ is hardly

flue to the editorial recasting of xl 22-50.

185
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%

place to pJace, and open to more or less

suspicion, as is the case at Rome, where
Hermas combines reverence for the " angel "

that speaks through the true prophet, with

warnings against the self-seeker. In 1st John
the " false prophets " are a serious danger,

propagating Doketic heresy wherever they go.

In fajt, this heresy was, as we know, the great

peril in Asia. However, Asia, if plagued by

wandering false prophets, had also become by

this time a notable seat of true and authentic

prophecy; for the same Papias who shows

such sympathy with Polycarp against those

who were " perverting the Sayings of the

Lord to their own lusts," and had turned, as

Polycarp advised, "to the tradition handed
down from the beginning," had similar means
for counteracting those who " denied the

resurrection and judgment." Among those

upon whom he principally relied as exponents

of the apostolic doctrine were two of those

same prophesying daughters of Philip the

Evangelist, who with their father had migrated

from Csesarea Palestina to Hierapolis, leaving,

however, one, who had married, a resident till

her death at Ephesus. As late as the time of

Montanus (150-170), the " Phrygians " traced

their succession of prophets and prophetesses

back to Silvanus and the daughters of Philip.

We cannot be sure that the traditions

Papias reported from these prophetesses were

derived at first hand, though ^t is not im-

possible that Papias himself may have seen
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them. However it is certain that many of
his traditions of ' the Elders ' had to do with
eschatology, and aimed to prove the material
and concrete character of the rewards of the
kingdom

; for we have several examples of
these traditions, attributing to Jesus apocry-
phal descriptions of the marvellous fertility
of Palestine in the coming reign of Messiah,
and particularizing about the abodes of the
blessed. Moreover Eusebius blames Papias
for the crude ideas of Irenaeus and other
second century fathers who held the views
called " chiliastic " {i. e. based on the " thou-
sand " year reign of Christ in Rev. xx. 2 /.).
VVe also know that Papias defended the
trustworthmess " of Revelation, a book

which served as the great authority of the
chihasts " for the next fifty years in their

fight against the deniers of the resurrection.
He quoted from it, in fact, the passage above
referred to ; so that if reason must be sought
for his placing " John and Matthew " together
at the end of his list of seven apostles instead
of in their usual place, it is probably because
they were his ultimate apostolic authorities
for the " word of prophecy " and for the
commandment of the Lord " respectively.

Justm Martyr, Papias' contemporary at Rome,
though converted in Ephesus, and unquestion-
ably determined in his mould of thought by
Asiatic Paulinism, has, like Papias, but two
authorities for his gospel teaching: (1) the
commandment of the Lord represented in the
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Petrine and Matthsean tradition; (2) pro-

phecy, represented in the Christian continua-

tion of the Old Testament gift. This second
authority, however, is not appealed to without
the support of apostolicity. Revelation is

quoted as among " our writings," like *' the

memorabilia of the apostles called Gospels,"

but not without the additional assurance that

the seer was '* John, one of the apostles of

Christ."

For * prophecy,' however acclimated else-

where, was in its origin distinctively a Pales-

tinian product. Its stock in trade was Jewish
eschatology as developed in the long succession

of writers of ' apocalypse * since Daniel

(165 B.C.). Of the nature of this curious and

fantastic type of literature we have seen some
examples in 2nd Thessalonians and the Synop-
tic eschatology (Mark xiii.=Matt. xxiv.=
Luke xxi. ). More can be learned by comparing
the contemporary Jewish writings of this type

known as 2nd Esdras and the Apocalypse of

Baruch. Older examples are found in the

prophecies and visions purporting to come
from Enoch. For apocalypse became the

successor of true prophecy m proportion as

the loss of Israel's separate national existence

and the enlargement of its horizon compelled

it to make its messianic hopes transcendental,

and its notion of the Kingdom cosmic. Hence
comes all the phantasmagoria of allegorical

monsters, spirits and demons, the great conflict

no longer against Assyria and Babylon, but
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a war of the powers of light and darkness,
heaven and heh. Yet all centres still upon
Jerusalem as the ultimate metropolis of the
world, whose empires, now given over to the
eadership of Satan, will soon lie prostrate
beneath her feet.

Some such eschatology of divine judgment
and reward is an almost necessary complement

!

to the legalistic type of religion. If Christi-
anity be conceived as a system of command-
ments miposed by supernatural authority it
must have as a motive for obedience a system

[of supernatural rewards and punishments.
Not merely, then, because for centuries the
legahsm of the scribes had actually had its
corresponding development of apocalypse,
mth visions of the great judgment and Day
of Yahweh, but because of an inherent and
necessary affinity between the two, " Jud«ea "
continued to be the home of * prophecy ' in
New Testament times also.

*" ^ -^

However, the one great example of this type
of literature that has been (somewhat re-
luctantly) permitted to retain a place in the
New Testament canon appears at first blush
to be clearly and distinctively a product of
Ephesus. Of no book has early tradition so
clear and definite a pronouncement to make
as of Revelation. Since the time of Paul the
Jewish ideas of resurrection provoked opposi-
tion in the Greek mind. The Greek readily
accepted immortality, but the crudity of
Jewish millenarianism, with its return of the
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I. 5.

dead from the grave for a visible, concrete lule

of Messiah in Palestine repelled him. The
representation of Acts xvii. 82 is fully home
out by the constant effort of Paul in his Greek
epistles to remove the stumbling-blocks of

this doctrine. It is no surprise, then, to find

the ' prophecy * of Revelation, and more
particularly its doctrine of the thousand-year
reign of Messiah in Jerusalem, a subject of

dispute at least since Melito of Sardis (167),

and probably since Papias (145). Fortunately
controversy brought out with unusual definite-

ness, and from the earliest times, positive

statements regarding the origin of the book.

Irenaeus (186) declared it a work of the

jostle John given him in vision " in the end
of the reign of Domitian." The same date

(98), may be deduced from statements of

Epiphanius regarding the history of the church
in Thyatira. Justin Martyr (153), as we have
seen, vouches for the crucial passage (Rev.

XX. 2 /.) as from " one of ourselves, John, an

apostle of the Lord." Papias (145) vouched
for its orthodoxy at least, if not its authen-
ticity. There can be no reasonable doubt
that it came to be accepted in Asia early in

the second century, in spite of opposition,

as representing the authority of the Apostle
John, and as having appeared there c. 95.

In fact, there is no book of the entire New
I'estament whose external attestation can

compare ' ';h that of Revelation, in nearness,

clearness, definiteness, and positiveness of
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statement. John is as distinctively the father

w/ff^P ?CT^''' ^^^'"'^^ ^^"*^^ tradition
asMatthew of Dominical Precepts ' and Peter
of Narratives.'

Moreover the book itself purports to be
Yitten from Patmos, an island off the coast

I of Asia. It speaks in the name of " John "
50f some very high and exceptional author-

n'
well known to all the seven important

churches addressed, the first of wliich is
Ephesus. By its references to local names

and conditions it even proves, in the iudg-
ment of all the most eminent modem scholar,
hat It really did see the light for the first
ime (at least for the first time in its present
form) in Ephesus not far from a.d. 95.
(hie would think the case for apostolic

authenticity could hardly be stronger. And
r u"Si°°^ °* *^® ^«w Testament has had
Isuch difficulty as this, whether in ancient or
Imodem times, to maintain its place in the
Icanon. It must also be said that no book gives
stronger mtemal evidence of having passed
through at least two highly diverse stages in
process of development to its present form.
The theory of '* another John »

is indeed
Icomparatively modem. Nobody dreamed of
Isuch a solution until Dionysius of Alexandria
[Hesitatingly advanced the conjecture in his
Icontroversy with Nepos the Chiliast. Even
hen (c. 250) Dionysius (though he must have
known the little work of Papias) could think
pi no other John at Ephesus than the Apostle,

^j
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unless it were perhaps John Mark ! It is

Eusebius who joyfully helps him out with the

discovery in Papias of John the Elder."

But Eusebius himself is candid enough to

admit that Papias only quoted " traditions

of John " and " mentioned him frequently

in his writings." When we read Papias'

own words, though they are cited by Eusebius

for the express purpose of provirg the debat-

able point, it is obvious that they prove

nothing of the kind, but rather imply the

contrary, viz. that John the Elder, though a

contemporary of Papias, was not accessible,

but known to him only at second hand, bj

report of travellers who " came his way." In

short, as we have seen, " Aristion and John

the Elder " were the surviving members
a group of * apostles, elders and witnesses

of the Lord ' in Jerusalem. If, then, one

chose to attribute the ' prophecies * of Rev,

iv.-xxi. to this Elder there could be no serious

objections on the score of doctrine, for the

" traditions of John " reported by Papias

were not lacking in millenarian colour. Only,

it is not the * prophecies ' of Rev. iv.-xxi. which

contain the references to " John," but the

enclosing prologue and epilogue; and these

concern themselves with tne churches of Asia

as exclusively as the ' prophecies ' with the

quarrel of Jerusalem with Rome.
The second century is, as we have seen,

unanimous in excluding from consideration

any other John in Asia save the Apostle, and
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if the writer of Rev. i. and xxii. produced this
impression in all contemporary minds without
exception, including even such as opposed the
book and its doctrine, it is superlatively
probable that such was his intention. The
deniers of the resurrection and judgment did
not point out to Polycarp, Papias, Justin,
Melito and Caius, that they were confusing
two Johns, attributing the work of a mere
Elder to the Apostle. They plumply declared
the attribution to John fictitious ; and since
the internal evidence from the condition of
the churches and growth of heresy in chh. i.-iii.
and the imperial succession down to Domitian
in chh. xiii. and xvii. strongly corroborate the
date assigned in antiquity (c. 98), we have no
alternative, if we admit that the Apostle
John had long before been "killed by the
Jews," 1 but to suppose that this book, like
nearly all the books of * prophecy,' is, ndeed,
pseudonymous. It does not follow that he
who assumes the name of " John " in prologue
and epilogue (i. 1 /., 4, 9; xxii. 8) to tell he
reader definitely who the prophet is, was
guilty of intentional misrepresentation. If
anything can be made clear by criticism it is
clear that the prophecies were not his own.
niey were taken from some nameless source,

rrhe "pseudonymity" consists simply in
clothing a conjecture with the appearance of

I

indubitable fact.

But why should a writer who wished to
^ See above, p. 104.

N
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clothe with apostolic authority the *pro-

l!^!f/^^uH•.T'''/fP"'"^«**"'« "°t assume
boldly the tit e of " apostle," as the author
of 2nd Peter has done in adapting simiiarlv
the Lpistle of Jude ? Why. if he assume
the name of the martyred Apostle John at all
does he refrain from saying, " I John, ai!

apostle or dtsctple of the Lord,** and content
himself with the humbler designation and
authority of * prophet * ?

This question brings us face to face with
the most remarkable structural phenomena oi
the book, and cannot be understandinglv
answered until we have considered them "

.
The outs tanding characteristic of Revelation

IS Its adaptation of literary material dealing'
with, and applicable to, one historical and
geographical situation, to another situatior
almost completely different. The openiii.
chapters, devoted to " John's » vision oS
Fatmos and the conditions and dangers of
the seven Churches of Asia, employ indeed
some of the expressions of the substance of
the book. The promises of the Spirit to the
churches recall the glories of the New Jeru
salem of the concluding vision of the seer.
Ihere is some reference to local persecution atSmyrna mcited by the Je«rs ('^a synagogue
of Satan ») and Which is to last " ten davs,'
and there is an isolated reference to a martvr-dom of days lor;g gone by in the message'to
the church m Pergamum (ii. 13) recallin2
remotely the blood and suffering of which the
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body of the work is full. This we should
of course expect from an adapter of existing
'prophecies.' But the converse, ». e. con-
sideration for the historical conditions of
Ephesus and its sister churches, on the part
ofthe body of the work, is absolutely wanting.
On the one side is the situation of the Pauline
churches on the east coast of the ^gean in
A.D;. 98-95. The proiogue and epilogue (Rev.
i.-iii. and xxii. 6-21) are concerned with these
churches of Asia, and their development in the
faith, particularly their growth in good works,
purity from defilements of the world, and
resistance to the inroads of heretical teaching.
The message of the Spirit, conveyed through
" John," is meant to encourage the members
of these churches to pure living in the face of
temptations to worldliness and impurity.

I

The epistles to the churches, in a word, belong
in the same class with the Pastorals, Jude,
and 2nd Peter, as regards their object and
the situation confronted; though they are
written to enclose apocalyptic visions which
deal with a totally different situation.
The visions, on the contrary, take not the

smallest notice of (proconsular) Asia and its
problems. Their scene is Palestine, their
subject the outcome of Jerusalem's agonizing
struggle against Rome. From the moment
the threshold of iv. 1 is crossed there is no
consciousness of the existence of such places
as Ephesus, Smyrna and Thvatira. The
scenes are Palestinian. The great battle-field
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is Har-Magedon {i, e. city of Megiddo, on the

plain of Esdraelon, the scene of Josiah's

overthrow, 2nd Kings xxiii. 29 /.).
'* The

city," " the great city," " the holy city "
is

Jerusalem ; though " spiritually (in allegory)

it is called Sodom and Egypt " {i. e. a place

from which the saints escape to avoid its

doom). When the saints flee from the oppres-

sion of the dragon it is to " the wildeniess."

When the invading hordes rush in it is from

beyond " the Euphrates." When the re-

deemed appear in company with the Christ

ic is on Mount Zion ; they constitute an army
of 144,000, twelve thousand from each of

the twelve tribes. Two antagonistic powers

are opposed. On the one side is Jerusalem

and its temple, now given over to the Gentiles

to be trodden under foot forty and two months,

on the other is Rome, no longer, as with Paul,

a beneficent and protecting power, but the

city of the beast, Babylon the great harlot,

at whose impending judgment the Gentiles

will mourn, but all the servants of God rejoice.

Jerusalem rebuilt, glorified, the metropolis

of the world, seat and residence of God and his

Christ, will take the place of Rome, the seat

of the beast and the false prophet. The gates

of this New Jerusalem will stand open to

receive tribute from all the Gentile nations,

and will have on them the names of the

twelve tribes of Israel. The foundations of

the city wall will have on them " the names

of the twelve apostles of the Lamb."
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All this is cumulative proof that the horizon

of the seer of Rev. iv.-xx. is that of Palestine.

Its expansion in the introductory Letters of

the Spirit to the Churches to include the

seven churches of (pro-consular) Asia, is as

limited in its way as the original. The later

writer merely adds the specifd province where

he wishes the 'prophecy' to circulate, with

its special interests ; there is no real inter-

relation of the two parts.

It is a problem of great complexity to

disentangle the various strands of this strange

and fantastic work, certain as it is that we
have here a conglomerate whose materials

come from various periods. Some elements,

such as ch. xi. on the fate of Jerusalem, seem

to date in part from before 70 ; others, such as

ch. xviii. on the fate of Rome, show that while

originally composed for the circumstances of

the reign of Vespasian or Titus, the time has

been extended to take in at least the begin-

ning of that of Domitian.^ The author rests

mainly upon the Hebrew apocalyptic prophets,

such as £zekiel, Daniel and Enoch, but he

has not been altogether inhospitable to such

originally Gentile mythology as the doctrine

of the seven spirits of God, and the conflict

of Michael and his angels with the dragon.

He intimates himself that his prophesying

had not been confined to one period or one

people (x. 11). When he translates the
" Hebrew " name of the angel of the abyss,

» Note the addition of an " eighth" emperor in vcr. 11.
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" Abaddon," into its Greek equivalent (ix. 11),
or uses Hebrew numerical equivalents for the
letters of the name of a man (xiii. 18), it is

not difficult to guess that this prophecy had
at least its origin in Palestine. In fact, there
is no other country where the geographical
references hold true, and no other period save
that shortly after the overthrow of Jerusalem
by Titus, that affords the historical situation
here presupposed, when worshipping "the
beast and his image " is demanded of the
samts by the earthly ruler (Domitian), and
the overthrow of the seven-hilled city by one
of its own rulers in league with lesser powers
is looked forward to as about to avenge the
sufferings inflicted on the Jews. As regards
this hope of the overthrow of Rome, we know
that the legend of Nero's prospective return
at the head of hosts of Parthian enemies to
recapture his empire gained currency in Asia
Minor in Domitian's reign, and this legend
IS certainly developed in Rev. xiii. and xvii.
On the other hand, the author, if he ever came
to Asia, did not cease to be a Palestinian Jew.
He operates exclusively (after iv. 1) with the
materals and interests of Jewish and Jewish-
Chnstian apocalypse. He has no interest
whatever in the churches of Asia. He does not
betray by one syllable a knowledge even of

their existence, to say nothing of their dangers,
their heresies, their temptations. He docs
make it abundantly clear that he is a Christian
prophet (x. 7-11), and (to us) almost equally
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clear that he is not one of the twelve apostles
whose names he sees written on the founaation-

I

stones of the New Jerusalem (xxi. 14). But
i since his prophecy, with all its heterogeneous
eleirents had to do with the final triumph of
{Messiah, and the establishment of His king-
dom, after the overthrow of the power of

I

Satan—since it depicted "the time of the
dead to be judged, and the time to give theii*

reward to thy servants the prophets, and to
the saints and to them that fear thy name,"

I

it could not fail to be welcomed by orthodox
Christians in (proconsular) Asia. For the
churches of Asia were engaged at this time
in a vigorous struggle against the heretical
deniers of the resurrection and judgment.
Only, a mere anonymous prophecy from
Palestine could not obtain any authoritative

I

currency in Asia. To be accepted, even among
the orthodox, some name of apostolic weight
must be attached to it, as we see in the case
of the two Epistles of Peter and those of
James end Jude. The Epistles of the Spirit
to the churches are, then, as truly " letters
of conmiendation " as though they mtroduced
a living prophet and not merely a written
prophecy. The John whom they present is

not called an apostle for the very simple
reason that the visions themselves every-
where refer to their recipient as a * prophet.*
The author of the prologue and epilogue
does not disregard the language of his material.
As we have seen, he carefully weaves its
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phraseology into the 'letters.' So with his

insertion of the name "John." It occurs
nowhere but in i. 1 /., 4, 9 and xxii. 8

/.

All these passages, but especially xxii. 8
/.,

are based upon xix. 96, 10, adding nothing
to the representation but the name " John

"

and the location " Patmos." In fact, xxii. 6-9

reproduces xix. 9 /., for the most part

verbatim, although it is clearly insupposable
that the seer of the former passage should
represent himself as offering a secoivi time to

worship the angel, and as receiving again
exactly the same rebuke he had received so

shortly before. He who calls himself " John

"

in xxii. 8 is, therefore, not the prophet of

xix. 10. The epilogue itself has apparently
received successive supplements, and the

prologue its prefix; but he who inserts the

name John has done so with caution. He
mav not have intended to leave open the

ambiguity found by Dionysius and Eusebius
between the Apostle and the Elder, as a refuge
in case of accusation, but he has at least been
careful not to transgress the limits of the

text he reproduces. The seer spoke of him-
self as a ' prophet " writing from the midst
of great tribulation, about the kingdom to

follow to those that endured. He had said

that he received " true voorda of God " from
an angel who declared " I am a fellow servata
with thee and with thy brethren that hold

the testimony of Jesus " {i. e. the confession of

martyrdom). The prologue, accordingly, dc-

1 1
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scribes "John " as a servant of Jesus, who
received from an angel the word of God and
theiesttmony of Jesus (i. 1 /.). He is a brotherand partaker m the tribulation and kingdom
and endurance which are in Jesus. wS
he comes to Asia it is " for the word of Godand the testimony of Jesus." The spot whence
he issues his prophetic message is not locatedm Ephesus, or m any city where the residents
could say, But the Apostle John was neveramong us." He resides temporarily (as a

.ET' y *S\^"^"^^«J)
i" the unfrequented

island of Patmos. Thence he could be
supposed to see " in the Spirit » the condition
of affairs m the churches of Asia without
mconvement questions as to when, and how
and why. *

^

We may think, then, of this book of
prophecy as brought forth in the vicinity

of Ephesus near "the end of the reign of

letters to the churches, and the epilogue
guaranteeing the contents, originate Acre at
his time. The » prophecies,' occupied as
they are exclusively with the rivalry of
Jerusalem and Rome, and the judgment to
be executed for the former upon her ruthless
wlyereary, bear unmistakable marks of their
I'alestiman origin, not only in the historical

S?fu^u?'^P"'^,.^l*"**^°"s presupposed, but

tl^\u
^^^^"* Hebraisms^^of tL'lan^age,

w K ,,
^^"^^^ translations from " the

Hebrew.- They are an importation from
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Palestine like "the sound words, even the

words o' the Lord Jesus " referred to in the

Pastorals. The churches of A^ia are feeling

the need of apostolic authority against the

deniers of the resurrection and the judgment,

as much as against the perverters of the

Lord's words. Such centres as the homes

of the prophesying daughters of Philip at

Ephesus and Hierapolis were even more

abundantly competent to supply this demand
than the other. Agabus will not have been

the only Judaean prophet who visited them,

especially after the " great tribulation " which

befell " those in Judaea." There is nothing

foreign to the habit of the times, even in

Christian circles, if nameless * prophecief

'

from such a source are translated, edited,

and given out under cover of commendatory
epistles written in the name of " John " at

a time when John had indeed partaken both

of the tribulation and of the kingdom of

Jesus. They would hardly have obtained

currency bad they not been attributed to an

apostle; for a denial of the apostolicity of

this book has always deprived it of authority.

On the other hand, the actual (Palestinian)

prophet has no such exalted opinion of himself

as of those whose names he sees written on

the foundation of the walls of the New
Jerusalem (xxi. 14). He is not an apostle

and does not claim to be. He shows not the

faintest trace of any association with the

earthly Jesus, and indeed displays a vindic-
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tiveness toward the enemies of Israel that
has more of the spirit of the imprecatory
psalms than the spfrit of Jesus, rfe thinks
of Jesus as a king and judge bestowing
heavenly rewards upon the martyrs in fmanner quite mconsistent with his rebuke of
James and John (Mark x. 40). It is a far4indeed from this to apostleship and personal
intimacy with Jesus.

^
llie chief value of Revelation to the student

of Chnstian origins is that by means of itsdearly determinable date (Ephesus, 93-95)
he can place himself at a point of vantage
whence to l(j,k not only around him at the
conditions of the Pauline churches as de-
picted m the letters, vexed with growing
Gnostic heresy and moral laxity, but als5

Sr«n.. 'J'^^'^i??^
^^^^'^- The backward

glance shows Palestine emerging from the
horrors of the Jewish war. fillfd lithTitter!
ness against Rome, held down under hateful

5S^ ?«d longing for vengeance upon the
despot with his *' names of blasphemy » and

tht k'""?"?'/
""^ '^^'^^'P *°^ " the image of

the beast » (emperor-worship). Here Jewish
apocalyptic (as in 2nd Esdras) and Christian
prophecy are closely in accord. Indeed

a considerable part of the material of Rev
i If' t'^^-'u

^P!!:'*^^y ^" ^hh' ^^--^i- is ultimately
of Jewish rather than Christian origin. What
It fn^'S^^T'^'S^^

Christian 'prophecy'

the scattenng of the church of " the apostles
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and elders" after the war of Bar Cocheba

(186), we can only infer from the kindred

Jewish apocalypses and the chiliastic " tradi-

tions of the Elders" quoted by Irenaeus

from Papias. A forward look from our

vantage point in Ephesus c. a.d. 95, shows

the effects of the Palestinian importation ex-

tending down from generation to generation,

first in the long chiliastic controversy against

the Doketic Gnostics, including Montanist
' prophecy * ; secondly, in the growth of a

clium to apostolic succession from John.

(1) In the chihastic controversy for a century

the chief bones of contention are the (non-

Pauline) doctrine of the resurrection of the

flesh (so the Apostles' Creed and the second-

century fathers), and that of a visible reign

of Christ for a thousand years in Jerusalem.

The new form of resurrection-gospel which

at about this time begins to take the place

of the apostolic of 1st Cor. xv. 8-11, centering

upon the emptiness of the sepulchre and the

tangibility and food-consuming functions of

Jesus* resurrection body, instead of the

'* manifestations " to the apostles, is char-

acteristic of this struggle against the Greek

disposition to spiritualize. Luke and Ignatius

represent the attitude of the orthodox,

Ignatius' opponents that of those who denied

that Jesus was " in the flesh after his resur-

rection." Revelation, like the " traditions ol

the Elders," champions the visible kingdom

of Messiah in Jerusalem.
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(2) In the effort for apostolic authority
the wntmgs which came ultimately to re-
present Asian orthodoxy have all been
brought under the name and authority of
the Apor,tle John, although for many decades
alter the appearance of Revelation, Paul,
and not John, remains the apostohc authority
to which appeal is made, and although the
writmgs themselves were originally anony-
mous. There was, indeed, a contributory
cause for the growth of this tradition in the
accidental circumstance that a Palestinian
Elder from whom Papias derived indirect,
and Polycarp m all probability direct, tradi-
tions, bore also the name of John, and sur-
vived until A.D. 117. Still, the main reason
why this particular apostolic name was
ultmiately placed over the Gospel and Epistles
of JLphesian Christendom, can only have been
Its previous adoption to cover the compilation
of Palestiman * prophecies ? of a.d. 95;



PART IV

THE LITERATURE OF THE THEOLOGIAN

ii

CHAPTER IX

THE SPIRITUAL GOSPEL AND EPISTLES

Asia, as we have come to know it through

a succession of writings dating from Colos-

sians-Ei)hesians (c. 62) down to Papias

(145), had come to be the chief scene of

mutual reaction between * apostolic ' and

Pauline Christianity at the close of the first

century. Here at Ephesus had been the

great headquarters of Paul's missionary

activity. Here he had reasoned daily in the

school of one Tyrannus, a philosopher, and

had found " many adversaries." Here he

had encountered the " strolling Jews, exor-

cists," and had secured the destruction of

an immense mass of books of magic. Here,

according to Acts, he predicted the inroads

of heresy after his " departure," and here the

succeeding literature abundantly witnesses

the fulfilment of the prediction. Ephesians

and Colossians begin the series, the Pastoral

Epistles (c. 90) continue it. Then follow

206
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S?/inH^'?».*° T^^ f.^""^^!??^
' «* Revelation

(95) and the Ignatian Epistles (110-117)
not to mention those whose origin is uncertain
such as Jude and 2nd Peter

c*«^a»n,

evJn 'thrPaulfrfi'"?;^^T^^ '' ^PP^^^^t ^^^^even the Pauline churches are not exemotrom the inevitable tendency of the age to

o^^ur^or''?"*^^"*^-.
The very sublfmity

^^H^s consciousness of apostolic inspirationmade It the harder for the next generEto
assert any for itself. Moreover heresy wa^growing apace. If even the outward p.4sure
of persecution tended to drive the cWchStogether in brotheriy sympathy, stUl morendispensable would appear the need^^
tmditional p- dards to maintain th^" type
of sound dot me," " the faith once for aUdelivered to che saints." Without I 7twould be impossible to check the indiv. '-

ism of errorists who took Paul's sense ofpersonal inspiration and mystical mslght astheir model, without Paul's sobriety of critical

atfh; h. ^
no surprise, then, to find evenat the headquarters of Paulinism early inthe second century a sweeping tendenc toreact toward the ^apostolic ' s^ndards '

In

Knf'^v?t- ""'^^n^^.
exaggeration of thSrauime mysticism led continually further

mo'i^m/^a'nf
'^ of the dictates oLomiS>n

morality, and a wider divergence from theJewish conceptions of the Jorld toTome
•t was natural that men like Polycarp ^d
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Papias should turn to the Matthsean and

Petrine tradition of the Lord's oracles, and

to the Johannine * prophecies ' regarding the

resurrection and judgment.
Had nothing intervened between Gnostics

and reactionaries the most vital elements of

Paul's gospel might well have disappeared,

even at this great headquarters of Paulinism.

The Doketists, with their exaggerated Hellen-

istic mysticism, were certainly not the true

successors of Paul. They showed an almost

contemptuous disregard for the historic Jesus,

a one-sided aim at personal red*^mption, by

mystic union of the individui*. soul with

the Christ-spirit, to the disregard of "the

law of Christ," even in some cases of common
morality. Paul was characterized by a

splendid loyalty to personal purity, to the

social ideal of the Kingdom, and to the unity

of the brotherhood in the spirit of reciprocal

service. On the other hand men like the

author of the Pastoral Epistles, Ignatius and

Polycarp, with their almost panic-stricken

resort to the authority of the past, were not

perpetuating the true spirit of the great

Apostle, "nieir reliance was on ecclesiastical

discipline, concrete and massive miracle in

the story of Jesus, particularly on the point

of the bodily—or, as they would have said,

the " fleshly "—resurrection. Their concep-

tion of his recorded " words," made of them

a fixed, superhuman standard and rule, a

" new law." Teachers of this type, much as
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they desired and believed themselves to be
perpetuating the " sacred deposit " of Paul,
were in reality conserving its form and missing
its spirit. Such men would gladly " turn
to the tradition handed down,'^ of the Mat-
thfiean Sayings, and the Petrine Story. But in
the former they would not find reflections of
the sense of sonship. They would find only
a supplementary Law, a new and higher set
of rules. In the story they world not discover

[

the Pauline view of the pre-existent divine
Wisdom tabernacli'ig in man, producing a
second Adam, as elder brother of a new race,
the children and heirs of God. They would
take the mysticism of Paul and bring it down
to the level of the man in the street. Jesus
would be to them either a completely super-
human man, approximating the heathen
demi-god, a divinity incognito ; or else a man
so endowed with " the whole fountain of the
Spirit " as to exercise jjerpetually and un-
interruptedly all its miraculous functions.
The story of the cross would be hidden
behind the prodigies.

Least of all could the inxportation of
apocalyptic prophecy do justice to the Pauline
doctrine of the * last things.' True, Paul is
himself a ' prophet,* thoroughly imbued with
the fantastic Palestinian doctrmes. He, too,
believes in a world-conflict, a triumph of the
Messiah over antichrist. 'lore particularly
ji one of his very earli st epistles (2nd
Thessalonians) we get a glimpse into these
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Jewish peculiarities. But these are always
counterbalanced in Paul by a wider and soberer

view, which tends more and more to get the

upper hand. His doctrine of spiritual union
with Christ, present apprehension of "the
life that is hid with Christ in God," a doctrine
of Greek rather than Hebrew parentage, pre-

vails over the imagery of Jewish apocalypse.
In the later epistles he expeots rather to
" depart and be with Christ " than to be
" caught up into the air " with those that are

alive and remain at the * Coming.* So even
if Paul did have occasion again and again
to defend his Jewish resurrection-doctrine
against the Greek disposition to refine it

away into a mere doctrine of immortality,
his remedy is not a mere falling back into

the crudities of Jewish millenarianism. Least
of all could he have sympathized with the

nationalistic, and even vmdictive spirit of

Rev. iv.-xxi., with its great battle of Jeru-

salem helped by Messiah and the angels,

against Rome helped by Satan and the

Beast. Paul's doctrine of the resurrection

of the " body '* by " clothing " of the spirit

with a " tabernacle " derived ** from heaven,"
his hope of a messianic Kingdom which is the

triumph of humanity under a " secondAdam,"
has its apocalyptic traits. Tt is a victory over

demonic enemies, " spiritut.l hosts of wicked-
ness in the heavenly places " ; but it has the

reserve of an educated Pharisee against the

cruder forms of Jewish prophecy. It shows
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the mind of the cosmopolitan Roman citizen
and philosophic thinker, not merely that of
the Jewish Zealot.

How salutary if Paul himself could have
lived to control the divergent elements among
his churches, to check the subjective in-
dividualism of the Gnostics on the one hand,
and the reactionary tendencies of the orthodox
on the other. His parting words to his
beloved Philippians are sadly appreciative
of how needful it was for their sake that he
should "abide in the flesh" (Phil. i. 24).
Yet there was one thing still more expedient-^
that he should abide with them in the spirit.
And that is just what we find evidenced iii

the great * spiritual ' Gospel and its accom-
panying Epistles from Ephesus.
Debate still rages over a mere name,

attached by tradition to these writings that
themselves bear no name. The titles pre-
fixed by early transcribers attribute them to
John. But they are never employed

before 175-180 in a way to even remotely
suggest that they were then regarded as
written by John, or even as apostolic in any
sense. And when we trace the tradition back
to Its earliest form, in the Epilogue attached
to the Gospel (John xxi.) it seems to be no
more than a dubious attempt to identify
that mysterious figure, the " disciple whom
Jesus loved." If, however, we postpone this
question raised by the Epilogue, the writings
can at least be assigned to a definite locality
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s :»

I

(Ephesus) and a fairly definite date {c. 105-

110), with the general consent both of ancient
tradition and of modem criticism. This is

for us the important thing, since it enables
us to understand their purpose and bearing;
whereas even those who contend that they
were written by the Apostle John can make
little use of the alleged fact. For (1) the little

that is known of ,]K>hn from other sources is

completely opposed to the characteristics ol

these writings. They are characterized by a

broad universaijuim, and reproduce the mysti-
cism of Paul. To attribute them to the Pillar

of Gal. ii. 9, or the Galilean fisherman of Mark
i. 19 and ix. 88, it becomes necessary to sup-

pose that John after migrating to Ephesus
underwent a transformation so complete as

to make him in reality another man. (2)

The meagre possibility that the basis of

Revelation might represent the Apostle John
becomes more remote than ever. Now it is

a curious *act that critics who hold to the

much-disputed tradition that the Apostle
John wrote the Gospel and Epistles, although
these ™ting8 make no such claim, and have
no affinity with the known character, show as

a rule remarkable alacrity to dismiss the

claims of Revelation, which positively declares

John to have been its author, and has far

stronger evidence, both internal and external,

in support of the claim, than have either

the Gospl or the Epistles. We may prefer

the style and doctrme of the Gospel and
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Epistles, but this playing fast and loose with
the evidence can only discredit criticism of this
type. (8) The value of the demonstration of
Johannine authorship would lie in the fact
that we should then have a first-hand witness
to the actual life and teaching of Jesus,
immeasurably superior to the remote and
indirect tradition of the present Synoptic
sources But as a matter of real fact those
who mamtain the Johannine authorship do not
venture to assert any such historical supe-
riority. On the contrary they consider the
Synoptic tradition not only historically supe-
nor to " John," as respects both sayings and
cour >. of events, but they are apt to attribute
to thiL '^

alilean apostle an extreme of Philonic
abstracLion, so that he even prefers deliberate
" fiction " to fact. Thus the reasoning em-
ployed to defend the tradition destroys the
only factor which could give it value.
On the other hand it is possible to disregard

these secondary disputes, which aim only to
increase or diminish the authority of the
writings by asserting or denying that they were
written by the Apostle John, and to approach
the interpietation of them on the basis only
of what is really known, accredited both by
ancient tradition and by modern criticism.
On this basis we can safely affirm that they
originated in Ephesus early in the second
centurv, * spiritualizing * what we have desig-
nated apostolic * teaching, while at the same
time strongly reacting against Doketic and
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Antinomian heresy. By such a procedure we
shall be employing modem critical methods
to the highest practical advantage in the
interest of genuinely historical interpretation.
Even those who find minute distinctions in

style and point of view between the Epistles
and Gospel of John will admit that all four
documents emanate from the same period,
situation, and circumstances, and represent
the same school of thought. We shall make
no serious mistake, then, if we treat them as
written by the same individual, and even as

intciiJed to accompany one another. We
shall have the example of so high an authority
as Lightfoot, who considered 1st John an
Epilogue composed to accompany the Gospel
in place of the present Epilogue (John xxi.).

Moreover the distinctions m the ancient treat-

ment of 1st John and the two smaller Epistles
are all subsecjuent to the attribution of the
Gospel and First Epistle to the Apostle, and
a consequence of it. For 1st John and the
Gospel had always been inseparable, and hav-
ing no name attached could easily be treated
as the Apostle*s. But 2nd and 8rd John
distinctlv declare themselves written by an
"Elder '; and in the days when men still

appreciated the distinction between an Elder
and an Apo'tle it was felt to be so serious a
difficulty that 2nd and 8rd John were put in

.he class of " disputed " writings. In reality

1st John and the Gospel are just as certainlv
the work of an " Elder '* as 2nd John and 3rd
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Jolm, though no declaration to that effect is
made. Moreover 1st John and the Gospelmay safely be treated as from the same author •

for such mmute differences as exist in style
and point of view can be fully accounted for
by the processes of revision the Gospel
has demonstrably undergone. This is more
reasonable than to imagine two authors so
extraordinarily similar to one another and

'-^^X.il'S^^y
different from everybody else.

The Elder does not give his name, and it
is hopeless for us to try to guess it, though it
was of course well known to his '' beloved "
friend Gams," to whom the third letter (the
outside envelope) was addressed. We have
smiply three epistles, one (8rd John) personal,
to the aforesaid Gams, who is to serve a^
the writer s intermediary with " the church »
because Diotrephes. its bishop, violently
opposes him. ^Another (2nd John) is ad-
dressed to a particular church (" the elect

t^if'^H''.?!'"'*''^?")' ^^ a" probability
the church of Diotrephes and Gains. It may
be the letter referred to in 8rd John 9. The
third (1st John) is entirely general, not even
so much modified from the type of the homily
toward that of the epistle as Hebrews or
James; for it has neither superscription nor
epistolary close. And yet it £, and speaks of
Itself (1 4; n. 1, 7, 9, 12-14, etc.) as a literary
product. It IS not impossible that this group
of epistles, one individual, one to a particu-
lar church, one general, was composed aftei
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the plan of the sunilar group addressed by
Paul to churches of this same region, Philemon,
ColossianS) and the more general epistle loiown
to us as Ephesians. They may have been
intended to accompany and introduce the
Gospel written by the same author, just as

the prophecies of Rev. iv.-xxi. are introduced
by the ' epistles * of Rev. i.-iii., or as Luke-
Acts is sent under enclosure to Theophilus
for publication under his patronage. At all

events, be the connection with the Gospel
closer or more remote, to learn anything really
reliable about the writer and his purpose and
environment we must begin with his own refer-

ences to them, first in the letter to Gains, then
in that to " the elect lady and her children,"
then in his ' word of exhortation * to young and
old, cf 1st John. Thus we shall gain a historical
appn^ach finally to that treatise on the mani-
festation of God in Christ which has won him
the title since antiquity of the ' theologian.'
Third John shows the author to be a man

of eminence in the (larger ?) church whence he
writes, old enough to speak of Gains with
commendation as one of his "children,"
though Gains himself is certainly no mere
youth, and eminent enough to call Diotrephes
to answer for his misconduct. He has sent
out evangelistic workers, some of whom have
recently returned and borne witness " before
the church " to their hospitable reception by
Gains. For this he thanks Gains, and urges
him to continue the good work. The main
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object of the letter, however, is to commend
Demetnus, who is doubtless the bearer of this
letter as well as another written "to the
church "2nd John ?). This letter, the author
feare, will never reach its destination if
Diotrephes has his way. There is very little
to indica«^^e whence the opposition of Diotre-
phes arises, but what little there is (ver 11)
points to those who make claims to " seeing "
God and being "of » Him. without adequlte

{Twfl^'i*? tu'^^"** P?^*?^ *"^ beneficence.
The letter "to the church » is more explicit.
Second John is perfectly definite in its

purpose. After congratulating the "elect
lady on those of her children (members)
whom the writer has found leading consistent
Christian lives, he entreats the church to
remember the new commandment " of
Jesus, which yet is not new but the founda-
tion of all, the commandment of ministerini?
love. The reason for this urgency is thatmany deceivers are gone forth into the
world even they that confess not that Jesus
Christ Cometh in the flesh " (ver. 7). And
here we come upon a very novel and distinc-
tive application of an ancient datum of
prophecy,' clearly differentiating this writer

j

[rom the author of Revelation. The Doketic
heresy is explicitly identified with "the
deceiver and the antichrist." That must
have been a nei and surprising turn for men
accustomed to connect the an* ichrist idea with
the persecutmg power of Rome. Satan, as we
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know, had been repeatedly conceived as

operating through the coercion of outward
force brought against the Messiah and his

people through the Beast and the false

Prophet (Rev. xiii.). There was good authority,

too, for a mystical " man of sin " setting him-

self forth as God in the temple (2nd Thess. ii.

4), or for connecting Daniel's " abomination
that maketh desolate " with the sufferings

of the Jewish war and the later attempts of

false prophets to deceive the elect with lying

wonders (2nd Thess. ii. 9 ; Mark xiii. 22 ; Rev.

xiii. 14). But this was a new application of

the prophecy. To declare that the heretical

teachers were themselves antichrists was to

call the attention of the church back from

outward opposition to inward disloyalty as

the greater peril. And the identification is

not enimciated in this general warning alone,

but fully developed and defended in two

elaborate paragraphs of the ' word of exhorta-

tion ' (1st John ii. 18-29; iv. 1-6). When,
therefore, we find Polycarp in his letter (110-

171) quietly adopting the idea, almost as an

understood thing, declaring " For every one

who shall not confess that Jesus Christ is come
in the flesh, is antichrist " (vii. 1), it becomes

almost a certainty that he had read 1st John.^

* Not 2n<l John ; for it is only in 1st John ii. 18 that the

elde speaks of " many antichrists," identifying each

separate Doketist with the apocalyptic figure. In iind John

vii, it is the heresy itself as a phenomenon which con-

stitutes the antichrist.
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Our elder's warning " to the church" (per-
haps more particularly its governing body) is

beware cf these deceivers; not to receive
them, nor even to greet them, because they
go onward (are

^ progressives ') and do not
abide in the teachmg of Christ." To abide

^Ird
^*°^*"^ '^ *^® church's only safe-

If next we turn to the more general epistle
known as 1st John the lack of any sSper-
scription IS more than counterbalanced by
the writer's full and explicit declarations
regardmg motive and occasion. The epistle
was certamly mtended to be read before
entire congregations. Of part of it at least
the author himself says that it was " written
concerning them that would lead you astray "

I ^,h^\ V^"^P^"son of the full denunciation^h what we know of Doketism from its

7? 7"Vr??' V^""^ ^ *^« so-called Acts of
I

John (c. 175), shows very plainly what type

ttr^^
w meant. Moreover we have the

Epistles of Ignatius, written to these same
churches but a few years late., and the detailed
descriptions of the Doketist Cerinthus and his
doctrines given by Irenaeus, together with the
exphcit statement that the writings of John
V r*^^?^T fg^^nst this same Cerinthus.

1
•
^^*_"'ohn is far more than a mere

polemic. The author writes to those "that
believe on the name of the Son of God, that

V ^li^^^JS''-'''''
*^** *^^y have eternal life

»
nv. 18) This certainly is the result of the
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conscious indwelling of the Spirit of Jesus.

It is not evidenced, however, by boastful

words as to illiunination, insight and know-

ledge, but by practical obedience to the one

new commandment ; for " God is love, and he

that loveth (not he that hath gnosis) is begotten

of God and knoweth God." This inward

witness of the Spirit is a gift, or (to use

our author's term) an *' anointing "
(«. e. a

* Christ '-ening), whose essence is as much
beyond the Greek's ideal of wisdom, on the

one side, as it is beyond the Jew's ideal of

miraculous powers on the other. It is a

spirit of ministering love corresponding to

and emanating from the nature of God him-

self. This is " the teaching of Christ " in

which alone it is safe to " abide."
But again as respects the historic tradition

of the church our author is not less emphatic.

He values the record of an actual, real, and

tangible experience of this manifested life

of God in man. The " progressives " may
repudiate the mere Jesus of " the flesh,' ' in

favour of one who comes by water only {i.e. in

the outpouring of the Spirit in baptism), and

not by the blood of the cross. For the

doctrine of the cross was a special stumbling-

block to Doketists, who rejected the sacra-

ment of the bread and wine.^ The actual

* In the Act* of John the Christ spirit which had been

resident in Jesus comes to John after he has iled to a

cave on the Mount of' Olives from the posse that arrested

the Lord. The sweet voice of the invisible Christ iuforms
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^rfj?^.!?^ ^"^'f.
«^'y:begotten Son into the

J^ f'l.f^^''^^'
"propitiation" for our sins

£Sn??^ ?k'^^'''^.?
^^ ^t iUun^inati), is a vital

S^nlu » ^^
"^"^f- P'l' ""^ " «^ the whole

world were atoned for in Jesus' blood
actually shed on Calvary. The church pos-
sesses, then, in this story a record of fact
of mhnite significance to the world. The
Doketists are playing fast and loose with this
record of the histori- Jesus. They deny anv

Christ had merely tabernacled as its " recep-
tacle between the period of the baptism and
the ascension-~an event which they date
before the death on the cross ;i They are met
here with a peremptory challenge and declara-M r

experience of contact with the
earthly Jesus which the Church cherishes as
its most inestimable treasure is the assurance,
and the only assurance that we have, of rea
fellowship with the Father; for " the ife, the
eternal life » of God in man, the Logos -toborrow frankly the Stoic expression-is known
not by mere mystical dreams, but by the
historic record of those who personally knew
the real Jesus. The manifestation of God, in

i'lr^i!!^^*u^® ^^V"^®**
multitude below had tortured

* See note preceding.
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short, is objective and historical, and not
merely imvard and self-conscious; and that
outward and objective manifestation may be
summed up in what we of the Christian
brotherhood have seen and known of Jesus.

It is when we approach the Fourth Gospel
by way of its own author's adaptation of his

message to the conditions around him that
we begin to appreciate it historically, and
in its tnie worth. The spirit of polemic is

st'll prominent in 1st John, but the Gospel
shows the effect of opposition only in the

more careful statement of the evangelist's
exact meaning. It is a theological treatise,

an interpretation of the doctrine of the

person of Christ, written that the readers
"may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the

Son of God, and that believing they may have
life in his name '* (xx. 81). In an age so

eagerly bent on ascertaining the historic facts

regarding Jesus' life, and the true sequence
of events (Luke i. 1-4), it is insupposable that

an author so strenuous to uphold the concrete
reality of the church's historic tradition
should not give real history so far as he was
able. He could not afford to depreciate it

in the face of Doketic myth and fancy and
contempt for a "Christ in the flesh." The
idea that such a writer could deliberately
prefer fiction to fact is most improbable ; ten

times more so if he was the only surviving
representative of the twelve, a Galilean disciple

even more intimate than Peter with Jesus
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from the outset. But real history was nolonger attainable. The author of the Four?hGospel reports no event which he does m»tteke in good faith to be fact. Yet it mustbe apparent from his own statement oHispurpose as well as from the very structure o?he book that he does not aim^^to be a his-tonan but an interpreter of doctrine Heaims to give not fact but truth. And hishancUmg of (supposed) fact has the fi^edom

age, and of the school of Paul the mysticThe seven progressive " signs " that he nar^
rates, culmmating in the raising of Laza?Ss

from a multitude of current tales of miracle

JK>n of God which will result in "life " i ehe eternal l.fe which consists in his indwelling

^s ofoitv' f)' ^r^ "^^ ^°* descS a!

power of God was found present to healJesus does not yield as in the Synoptics whencompassion for trusting need overcomes reTuct^S ^' 'If'?"^ *^^ importunity that interfered
with his higher mission. Their prime purpose

I in '"TJ^'* *^^ ^^°^" ^f the incarnate
Logos, and Jesus performs them only when

k?in!T/u*'TP^^1 "P°" *hat this " manifes-N^on of his glory " may be made more effec

\Tvt\ \^^' ^'^ '^- ®' ^^- 4-6, 15). As
I

'a Paul, there is . exorcism. This most
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typical and characteristic miracle of Petrine

story (Mark iii. 15; Acts x. 6%) has dis-

appeared. Or rather (as in V xid) tht t? *^'rig

out of Satan from his don.nijn over the

entire world has transcended und super: cded

it (John xii. 81-88; cf. Col. ii. 15). In John,

requests for miracle, whether in faith or un-

belief, always incur rebuke (ii. 4; iv. 48;

vi. 80-S6; vii. 4-7; xi. 8-15). Jesus offers

and works them when " his hour " comes,

whether appHed for or not (v. 6-9; vi. 6;

ix. 1-7). His reserve is not due to a limitation

of almighty power ; for the power is declared

explicitly to be his, in his own right (v. 21;

xi. 22, 25, 42). He restrains it only that faith

may rest upon conviction of the truth rather

than mere wonder (ii. 28-25 ; iii. 2 /. ; iv. 39-

42, 48; vi. 29-46; xiv. 11). He is, in short,

an omniscient (i. 47-50; ii. 25), omnipotent
Being, temporarily sojourning on the earth

(iii. 18; xvi. 28).

The dialogue mterwoven with these seven

signs is closely related in subject to them.

It does not aim to repeat remembered Sayings,

but follows that literary form which since

Plato had been the classic model for presenting

the themes of philosophy. The subject-matter

is no longer, as in the Synoptics, the Righteous*

ness required by God, the Nature and Coming
of the Kingdom, Duty to God and Man. It

is the person and function of the speaker

himself. Instead of the parables we have

allegories i " seven ' I am s * " of Jesus, in
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debate with " the Jews " about the doctrine
of his own person as Son of God.
This uniformity of topic corresponds with

a complete absence of any attempt to differ-
entiate in style between utterances of Jesus,
or the Baptist, or the evangelist himself, in
Gospel or Epistles. Had the writer desired, it
is certain that he could have collected sayings
of Jesus, and given them a form similar to
those of Matthew and Luke. He does not trv.
The only device he employs to suggest a dis-
tinction is an oracular ambiguity at first mis-
understood, and so requiring progressive un-
folding. The main theme is often introduced
by a peculiar and solemn " Verily, verily.'*
As with the ' signs * the lingering Synoptic

sense of progress and proportion has dis-
appeared. At the very outset John the
Baptist proclaims to his followers that his
own baptism has no value in itself. It is
not '* for repentance unto remission of sins."
It is 07ihj to make the Christ " manifest "
(I. 19-84). Christ's atonement alone will
take away the sin (i. 29), Christ's baptism alone
will convey real help (i. 84). Jesus, too,
proclaims himself from the outset the Christ,
in the full Pauline sense of the word (i. 45-51

;

iv. 26, etc.). He chooses Judas with the
express purpose of the betrayal, and forces
on the reluctant agents of his fate (vi. 70 /.

:

xiii. 26 /.; xviii. 4-8; xix. 8-11).
All this, and much more which we need

not cite, makes hardly the pretence of being
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history. It is frankly theology, or rather

apologetics. We have as a framework the

general outline of Mark, a Galilean and u

Judsean ministry (chh. i.-xii. ; xiii.-xx.), with

traces of a Perean journey (vii. 1 ff.). This

scheme, however, is broken through by another

based on the Mosaic festal system, Jesus show-

ing in each case as he visits Jerusalem, the

higher symbolism of the ceremonial (ii. 13 ^.

Passover ; v. 1 ^. Pentecost ; vii. 1 ff. Taber-

nacles ; X. 22 ff. Dedication ; xii. 1 ^. Passover).

There is in chh. i.-iv. a * teaching ot baptisms

'

and of endowment with the Spirit correspond-

ing roughly to Mark i. 1-45. There is in cli.

v. a teaching of the authority of Jesus against

Moses and the Law, corresponding to Mark ii.

1—iii. 6. There is a teaching of the ' breaking

of bread ' corresponding to Mark vi. 80—viii.

26 in John vi., though this last has been relrted

not merely to the brotherhood banquet (' love-

feast ') as in Mark, but anticipates and takes

the place of the teaching as to the Eucharist

(c/. John vi. 52-59 with John xiii.). There is

a Commission of the Twelve like Matt. x.

16-42, though placed (with Luke xxii. 85-38)

as a R'^'^ond sending on the night of betrayal

(xiii. 81—xviii. 26). There is dependence on

Petrine Story, and to some extent on Matthaean
Sayings. In particular John xii. 1-7 combines
the data of Mark xiv. 8-9 with those of Lulce

vii. 86-50; x. 88-42 in a curious compound,
making it certain that the evangelist employed
these two—and Matthew as well, if xii. 8 be
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genuine (it is not found in the ancient Syriac).
Yet our Synoptic Gospels are not the only
sources, and the material borrowed is handled
with sovereign superiority. In short, as even
the church fathers recognized, this Gospel is
of a new type. It does aim to " supplement "
the others, as they recognized; but not as
one narrative may piece out and complete
pnother. Rather as the unseen and spiritual
supplements the external and visible. This
Gospel uses the established forms of miracle-
story and saying; but it transforms the one
into symbol, the other into dialogue and
allegory. Then by use of this material (supple-
ncented from unknown, perhaps oral, sources)
it constructs a series of interpretations of the
person and work of the God-man.
Of Oi peculiarly distinctive feature we

have still to speak. Where the reader has
special need of an interpreter to attest and
interpvit a specially vital fact, such as the
scenes of the night of the betrayal, or the
reality of Jesus* propitiatory death (denied
by the Doketists), or the beginning of the
resurrection faith, Peter's testimony is supple-
mented and transcended by that of a hitherto
unknown figure, who anticipates all that Peter
only slcwly attains. This is the mysterious,
unnamed *' disciple whom Jesus loved " (xiii.

28^.; xviii. 15 /.; xix. 26-87; xx. 1-10;
'•/. Gal. XX. 20), a Paul present in the spirit,
to see things with the eye of spiritual insight.
There is no transflguration-scene and no
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prayer of Gethsemane in this Gospel—Trans-
figuration is needless where the glory shines

uninterrupted through the whole career.

Prayer itself is impossible where oneness with

the God-head makes difference of thought or

purpose inconceivable. Hence the prayers cf

Jesus are often only " for the sake of those

that stand by " (xi. 41 /.). The same is true

of the Voice from heaven at the scene which
takes the place of Transfiguration and Geth-
semane in one (xii. 27-83). Jesus will not

ask for deliverance from that hour, because
he had sought it from the beginning. His

prayer is " Father, glorify thy name." The
Voice, which some take to be an angel speaking
to him {cf. Luke ix. 35 ; xxii. 48) is for the sake

of the bystanders. The Voice at his baptism
likewise is not addressed to him (the incarnate
Logos does not need a revelation of his own
identity) but to the Baptist.
So again and again Synoptic scenes are

retouched and new scenes are added in a way
to present a consistent picture of the " taber-

nacling " of the pre-existent Son of God in

human flesh. As we review the whole, and
ask ourselves, What is the occasion of this

strange new presentation of the evangelic

message ? we begin to realize how indis-

pensable is the key which the evangelist has

himself hung before the door. Many and

complex are the problems which confront us

as we move through this heaped-up tangle

of anecdote, dialogue, and allegory There
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is room for the keenest scrutiny of criticism
to determine, if possible, when, and how, and
from what sources these meditations were
j)ut together. But nothing that critical in-
sight, analysis, and comparison can furnish
avails so much to throw real light upon the
work as what the evangelist himself has done,
by settmg forth in a prologue (i. 1-18) the
fundamental principles of his conception.
In a word evangehc tradition as it had

hitherto found currency still lacked the funda-
mental thing in the Christology of Paul—the
Incarnation doctrine. Paul conceived the
story of Jesus as a supernal drama, beginning
and endmg in heaven at God's right hand.
Even Matthew and Luke, carrying back the
adoption to Sonship from the baptism to the
birth of Jesus, had not essentially changed the
pre-Pauline point of view. Still there was no
pre-existence. Jesus was not yet shown as the
Wisdom of God, through whom all things
were created, the " heavenly man," the second
Adam, taking upon him the form of a servant,
humbhng himself and becoming obedient unto
death, rich, and for our sakes becoming poor.
He was still, even in Mark, just the prophet
mighty m deed and word, raised up by God
from among his brethren, and for his obedience
exalted to the messianic throne of glory.
How could this satisfy churches trained in
the doctrine of Paul ? We should almost
rather marvel that the Synoptic narratives
ever found lodgment at all, where Paul had
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preached from the beginning a doctrine of

the eternal Christ.

And the transformation is not one whit
more radical than we ought to anticipate.
The Transfiguration st'^ry had been a halting
attempt to embody Pauline doctrine in Petrine
story. But apart from the obvious hold
afforded to mere Doketism, how inadequate
to Paul's conception of the " Man from
heaven " ! The Fourth evangelist depicts
the person of Jesus consistently and through-
out, despite his meagre and refractory
material, along the lines of Pauline Chris-

tology. There is no concession to Doketism,
for in spite of all, and designedly (iv. 6 ; xix.

28, 34), Jesus is still no phantasm, but true
man among men. There is no hesitation to

override, where needful, on vital points the
great and growing authority of * apostolic'
tradition. Tacitly, but uncompromisingly,
Petrine tradition is set aside. The "dis-
ciple whom Jesus loved " sees the matter
otherwise. In particular, apocalyptic eschi-
tology is firmly repressed in favour of a djc-
trine of eternal life in the Spirit. The second
Coming is not to be a manifestation " to the
world." It will be an inward indwelling of

God and Christ in the heart of the believer

(xiv. 22 f.y The place of future reward is

* Some few passages inconsistent with this are found
in the body of tlie Gospel. Like that of the appendix
(xxi. 22) they are later modifications of a doctrine too

Hellenic for the majority.
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not a glorified Palestine and transfiffured.

^^}^}\ ^^^^^^em- The disciple, like Paul
wiU depart to be with Christ." The Father's
house IS wider than the Holy Land. It has
••many mansions," and the servant must be
content to know that his Master will receive
him where he dwells himself (xiv. 1-3- xvii
24).

*

^

To realize what it meant to produce the
spiritual Gospel that comes to us from

Ephesus shortly after the close of the first
century we must place ourselves side by sidewth men who had learned the gospel of Paul
about Jesus, the drama of the eternal pre-
existent, " heavenly Man," incarnate, triumph-
ant through the cross over the Prince of this
world and powers of darkness. We must
realize how they found it needful to im-
P^^*f..*^^ * apostolic

» material of Petrine
and Matthaean tradition with this deeper -ic-
nificance, presening the concrete, historic fact,
and the real manhood, and yet supplementinc
the disproportionately external story with a
wealth of transcendental meaning. The spirit
of Paul was, indeed, not dead. Neither Gn6stic
heresy could dissipate it, nor reactionary
Chnstianized legalism absorb it. It had been
reborn m splendid authority and power. In
due time it would prove itself the very mould
of catholic doctrine. The Fourth gospel,
as Its Prologue forewarns, is an application to
he story of Jesus as tradition reported it of
the Fauline incarnation doctrine formulated
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under the Stoic Logos theory. It represents
a stu ly in the psychology of religion applied
to the person of Christ. Poor as Paul himself
in knowledge of the outward Jesus, unfamiliar
with really historical words and deeds, its

doctrine aboui Jesus became, nevertheless,
like that of the great Apostle to the Gentiles,

the truest exposition of * the heart of Christ.*



CHAPTER X
EPILOGUES AND CONCLUSIONS

Few of the ^at writings cherished and
transmitted by the early church have escaped
the natural tendency to attachments at
beginning and end. In the later period
such attachments took the form of prefixed
argumenia, i. e. prefatory descriptions of
author and contents, and affixed subscriptions,
devoted to a srnidar purpose. These, like
he titles, were clearly cfistmguished from
the text itself, and m modem editions are
usually not prmted, though examples of
subscriptions' may be seen m the Kins
James version after the Paulme Epistles.
Before the tune when canonization had made
such a process seem sacrilege they were
attached to the text itself. Ah greater or
Jess attempt to weld the parts together. We
need not add to what has been already said
as to certain superscriptions of the later
epistolary literature, such as James and Jude,
where the relation to the text unpresses us a^
closer than is sometimes admitted ; nor needwe delay with the preamble to Revelation
(Rev. 1. 1-8). That which has been added at

233
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the close, in cases where real evidence exists
of such later supplementation, is of special
significance to our study, inasmuch as it

tends to throw light where light is most
required. For ths*^ is an obscure period,
early in the second century, when not only
the churches themselves were drawing together
toward catholic unity under the double
pressure of inward and outward peril, but
were bringing with them their treasured
writings, sometimes a collection of Epistles,
sometimes a Gospel, or a book of Prophecy,
sometimes, as in the groups of writings
attributed to John and Peter, a full canon of

Gospel, Epistles and Apocalypse, followed
but little later by * Acts ' as well.

The most ancient list of books authorized
to be publicly read that we possess is that of

the church of Rome c. 185, called after its

discoverer the Canon of Muratori. From this

fragment, mutilated at beginning and end,
we learn that PauFs letters to the churches
were arranged in a group of seven * of which
Romans stood last. It is probably due to its

position at the end that Romans has been
supplemented by the addition of Pauline
iragments, which did not appear in some
early editions of the text. The letter proper
ends with ch. xv. though xvi. 21-28 probably

* The personal letters formed a separate group. Two
letters to the same church (1st Cor., 2nd Cor.) were couuted
as one. Marcion (140) counted ten in all, and had s

different order.

^itn^m
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followed, perhaps concluding with ver 24which some texts insert afte? ver ir Ver'S '' '''''*^'' ^'"^^"* omitted in some

We have seen above (p. 200) how Revelationhas received conclusion after c^Sn sothat the relation of personalities has becamealmost unintelligible. We have ver^ meZetextual material for Revelatior^ndclin

Zr^lt'^t^''^''^'^- ^'^y ^* the processrepresented m Rev. xxii. 6-21 belongs to the

Ke blnw 'T'^°"' ^^''' *h« publicat onof the book m Its present form. Until thediscovery of new textual evidence thepWmena m Revelation must be treated bvDrinciples of the higher criticism, 2 pertLfn

W

?ents wfT *^'^r
P^blication^'^A? al!

"John»L^r.^*^^* *^^ attribution to

M'^k^i'ln?^'
^""^

t^'^'l"'
supplements to

e it'cism 4. ^^'" *° .*^^ fi^^d ^* textualcriticism. The manuscripts and early trans-lations carry us back to a time whenVeitherending was known ; though only to leave uswondering how the necessity arose for composmg them-a question of the hfgher criu"

S't ^^'^ Y'' ^20 shows acSancewith Luke, and probably with Jo2n Sr T?

rttTrnTto o?;' ^Tif
"^^' '^ ^''^ of?he a^hor'attempt to cover the resurrection appearancesof these two gospels, that he betrays no sfffnof acquamtance with John xxi. Inthiscaseff
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the Roman gospel, however, textual evidence
enables us to trace something of the history of

supplementation. The so-called * Shorter

'

endmg provides a close for the incomplete
story, resembling Matthew, while the ' Longer

'

is drawn from Luke and John, i.-xx. Subse-
quent employments show that the ' Longer '

ending had been attached (perhaps at Rome)
not later than c. 150. It is the first evidence
we have of combination of the Fourth gospel
with the Synoptics; for even Justin, though
affecled by John, does not we it as he uses

Matthew, Mark and Luke. Parity among
the four is not traceable earlier than Tatian
(c. 175), the father of gospel * harmonies.'
The ' Shorter ' ending, if not the Longer
as well, would seem to have been added
in Egypt. The supplements to Mark have
this at least of singular interest, that they
show the progress of a process whose be-

ginnings we traced back to Palestine itself

in the church of the * apostles, elders and
witnesses of the Lord.' where " the Elder "

in the tradition reported by Papias is already
offeraig explanations of the disagreements of

Matthew and Hairk wita a view to their

concurrent circfTHKunir.

After the i^mtomb oi Mark to Matthew it

was comparatsway amy to take in Luke-Acts
as a third, aad lio fagg. eompt^ites out of the

three such m t3» ^tsm af Peter (North Syria

e. 180) aim tac Gosmei of ike Nazarenes (Coele-

Syria l. 1^). Jos^si at Rome (c. 153) is still
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thfFourth^'lhr' '^' ««*"8l> affected by
(lis lim L "f •"' predecessor Hennai(125-140) seems to rest on Mark alonT

The"tp'"™s''a nn"""**^ with Matthew:

(.175) and TheophKA^ ^81^X1the agents of its accomplishment
; and Z

al&d-^p'SsSrMtl?^^^

pS"a" o^T F^^^ o!^-ad'^ltef"o^mnne apostohcity is anticipated in themost significant and important of all tho

to the Fourth gospel (John xxi.).
*^ »

"=

Just when, or where, this supplement was

of the higher criticism. On the side of extS-nal evidence we have the fact that rt sho^no effect in Mark xvi. 9-21, where John xxh

rT I ^' ,.^™ , '" **»« treatment of this

ttrbSi'*'.K'?'''i?'' M^"«^' "««« who usetnem before this tune shomng no disoosi-

Xritv^^O^T "^.'^r^ £«h apos?^Lautnonty. On the side of internal evidencethere are such data as the use of the secondcentury name for the Sea of LiJ^ r Laof Tiberias," xxi. l), and referent tL fh!

S^oTjoii^^nt*
?- "-^l^.Mo•cgends of John as the ' witness ? who should
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survive until the Coming (xxi. 28). Whether
these data suggest an origin at Ephesus,
or at Rome, and at just what date, are pro-

blems for technical research. That which
is of chief interest for us is the motive and
function of this supplement to the Ephesiaii

€k)spel, and the light it throws upon conditions

in the church at large.

It is quite apparent that John xxi. forms a

subsequent attachment after the formal con-

clusion of the Gospel proper in xx. 80 /. For,

apart from differences in style and doctrinal

standpoint, it makes a complete new depar-
ture along the lines of Mark's story of Gali-

lean resurrection manifestations ; wnereas the

Gospel follows the Lukan type, and brings

everything to a close without removal from
Jerusalem. The message to the disciples

by the women at the sepulchjre is here given

by Jesus in person as in Matt, xxviii. 10, and
is actually delivered as in Luke xxiv. 10 /. It

is followed by the promised manifestation to

the disciples with the overcoming of their

incredulity, and by the great Commission,
accompanied by the Gift of the Spirit. The
story has thus been brought to a forma! con-

clusion, the invariable and necessary conchi-

sion of all evangelic narratives. The author's

recapitulation of the nature and contents of

his book and assurance in direct address to

the reader of his purpose in writing ("that
ye may believe ") follows appropriately as a

winding up of the whole. It is not conceivable
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aiSVaL?"JEis™.V^
should resume immedi-ately alter this, at an earlier point in thenarrative, where the disciples are still scatteredin Galilee, unconscious ot their vocation andcomjoussion For in spite of the endeavour

feld » fl,^'1,
^'"'^ *^** J««"s was mani^fested thev have manifestly returned totheir origmaf means of livelihood unawakenedto the resurrection faith. MoreovTthe sto^culmmates with a restoration of Peter to

Icf ^ ^5 iar"Tf
5;do.^ my life for thee"

jc/. xxi. ^5-19). If It had been the evaniw.

r ^f?re 'i^^^^^^
*^" *^^ ^.^ would haTe'JoTd

1^ u
C<>mmission in xx. 19-28. Inshort, we have here two widely variant fnJi«

of the tradition of the rallyingouL disdSfrom their unbelief by the risen Christ Scommissioning of them to thei? t^ '!hetwo commissions, one a iy*»nproi ««11 • -

of all "the twelve,^Mik^Kt^^;^^^^

Sffc iu' " aM.ached one after the other

o" PeterZTw "^'^"^ '*"* *'»«' resto?aS
?nct 11 f-

""" 1"5 defection, together with hkmstellation as chief under-shepheri of the«oek, comes after the commissi ta which

insertion later tliau the Epilogue
*"^'' *"
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he has already appeared with the rest,

restored to full faith and favour, and gifted

with the inspiration and authority of the

Spirit.

It is true that the function of " tending the

flock of God "
{cf. 1st Pet. v. 2) committed to

Peter in xxi. 15-19 is a more sjpecial one than
the apostolate conferred on all in xx. 21-23;

but the Epilogue has previously (xxi. 1-14)

given to Peter a special and commanding
part in the apostolate (extension of the

gospel to the world). No one will question

that in such a writer as the Fourth evangelist

(and if anything still more the writer of the

Epilogue) narratives of miracle are intended

to have a symbolical sense. Nor will it be

denied that the miraculous draft of fishes,

which ill Luke v. 1-11 attends the original

vocation of ** Simon," ^ is here applied to the

work the twelve are to accomphsh in the now
opening future as ** fishers of men." The parti-

cularization of the number of the fishes, and

the statement that the peril of the rending of

the net {cf, Luke v. 6) was happily avoided,

are, of course, also intended to convey a

symbolical sense, which Jerome makes still

easier to grasp by informing us that 158 was

taken by naturalists of the time to be the

full number of all species of fish. John xxi.

1-14 is therefore a primitive story of the

1 The addition in ver. 10a and the plural "they" in

er. 11, are mere editorial adaptations of the itory U>

Mark i. 16-20.
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appearance of Jesus after his resurrection " to
Peter and them that were with him," inGahJec (not m Jerusalem as in John Lxx.and Luke) having a relation to Luke v. I-lland probably also to Matt. xiv. 28-88 (c/John XX,. 7). It is also nearly akinto thefragment at the end of the Gospel of PeierK symboI^s the work of tfc aLlto^c
mission under the figure of the fishing of men
c/. Mark ,. 17; Matt. xiii. 47-50). and ^es
only comes to the Lord in advance of all the

Hl'^fi!! ^?^^ maintains with him something
like the intimate relations of the past but
performs after his private inte^vTew ^th
to land the entire miraculous catch. The
lireat and various multitude, which all work-ing m common had enclosed in the net, buthad not been able to hft into the boat, Peter,
at Jesus' word, brought safely home. TTiewriter who so employs the already con-
ventionalized sj^nbols ofecclesiastical imagery,
«irely had no mean idea of the apostleshlp of

author of Acts he conce ves of Peter ascommissioned in a special sense to bf th^

Stv 'Sfrintf
^''^''. ^' *^» missionary

?f2^/f-! i.^"*u ^ ^.^*" ^ Je^s (Acts XV.

of ?hf is ^T>f? *t^
^^i^"' o' the unityof the church m the hour of its threatenea

S? J^rwith'^h'^-*"-^^*'^^^^ ''' ^^-^^oy Jesus with the insignia and office of chief
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imder-shepherd of the flock of God, the stain
of his threefold denial wiped out by a three-
fold opportunity to prove his special love
by special service, and the ignominy of his
previous failure to "follow^' (xiii. 86-38)
atoned for by the promise that in old age
he shall have opportunity to follow Jesus in
martyrdom (xxi. 18 /.), there remains nothing
that the most exacting friend of 'catholic'
apostoUcity could demand in the way of
tribute to its great representative.
And yet the main object of the Epilogue

has not yet been touched. It was not
written, we may be sure, merely to glorify
Peter; though it is, of course, insupposable
that the Gospel in its primitive form simply
left Peter in the attitude of a renegade after
xviii. 27, to reappear quite as if nothing had
haMjened in xx. 1 ff.^ It pays its tribute
to Peter as chief witness to the' resurrection,
chief apostle, chief saviour of the unity of
the church, chief under-shepherd of the
flock of God, in the interest of that catholic
apostolic unity which all churchmen were so
earnestly labouring to achieve in the writer's
time, and for which the name of Peter was
increasingly significant. But the chief object
of the Epilogue is something else. It was
written primarily to commend and find room

« W« miut conclude that both these data from Synoptic
tradition, the denial (xiii. 36-38 ; xviii. 15-18, 26-27) and^e rertoration (ch. xxi.) are Bupplementa to the original
form of the Gospel.
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for another authoritv, the authority of theGospel to which it fs appended, and whichrepeatecUy sets over againstPeter k mystSs
iHlZ'^l^f'"' ^^e ^^*y^ ^^^^ when Peter

# •?!?;
,*^^»«ves when Peter is unbelieving

IS faithful when Peter and all the rest ha#e

fhf F«n
°'^*''^^. desertion. The object of

crnJrS^^^ ''i
1^ ^^ '^^'^ alongside thegrowing and salutary authority of Peter forthe authonty and message of

^"
the disciSewhom Jesus loved." Its purpose apS

in Its conclusion, " This (the disciple ^Xm^sus loved) IS the disciple which belrethwitness of these things, and wrote th^sethings, and we (the church which Irishes

tTftfir '^"^^ '^' ' ^P^"*"^J
'
Gospel)Wthat his witness is true."

The writer does not explicitly sav that h*»

t™rauttr''rS^ -"f? 4p"/^ - EP^-us
.•lni?2 ? °^ Revelation); for such directidentificatjon might well endanger his o^object But he makes it clear hT two wa^that John IS really intended, as, inSsubsequent writers immediatel'y Tnfei i

(i

)

th?w 'J-
**' -^^^^ " ^ introduced forthe first time in the entire work in xxi 2among the group who are present with PeterAn easy process of elimination.^ then, leaves

do^ejnent of " hi. moHLi^ll anftsho^^'? ^^'jZ

.. ??! Tl^ ^^^ °^ •'»'»•• tJ»e Mn of Zebedee (Aom» I) exclude, him from consideration.
^'^^ ^A<=*»

N
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open to identification as "the disciple whom
Jesus loved" (ver. 7) only John, or else
erne of the two unnamed "other disciples,"
who could hardly be reckoned among Jesus*
closest intimates.

(2) The scene of the prediction of Pfter's
martyrdom (xxi. 18 /.) is followed immedii tely
(ver. 20-28) by a reference to traditions
which we know to have been current before
the close of the first century regarding the
martyrdom of the two sons of Zebedee, in
particular regarding John. Peter in xxi. 21
raises the question as to the fate of "the
disciple whom Jesus loved " (literally, " and as
to this man, what ? "). The pregnant com-
mand of Jesus to Peter, "Follow me," is
clearly intended to have reference to martyr-
dom (c/. xiii. 86 /.), and it is obeyed by " the
disciple whom Jesus loved " as well as Peter.
Peter's inquiry and the Lord's reply had
given rise * among the brethren " to the belief
that this disciple would " tarry " till the
Coming. Now it is of John, son of Zebedee,
and only of him, that we have a curious
vacillation of ancient tradition between beliefm his martyrdom in the same sense as his
brother James (Mark x. 89), and a belief
(probably based on Mark ix. 1) that he would
tarrv as an abiding witness until the Coming
(white martyrdom'). The writer of the
Epilogue has manifestly these traditions
about the fate of John in mind. He would
have his readers understand that the enigmatic
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prophecy of Jesus neither promised thepemanent survival of John, rFor Ws V^olen?death but was at least capable of an inter-pretation which set John alongside ^ Peternot as a nval of his leadershi?^ or SreSive

to the truth. Peter is willinriv cranteH fhi
office of * ruling elder » in the^LK^onW
the disciple whom Jesus loved » may havethe function of the prophet and teacYer ^Inthe Spint,' the man of faith and insight

Few things could be more siimificanf nf
he conditions of Christian WeTd though

^n this Epilogue, appended to the * spirituT^Gospel to commend it to general acceptance

whether th^^; ? ''i

'^^^^ ^*^'3^ im^rtaS
Hon ^ffK «T*'TJLy s"?«ested identifica-

«n? ^i ^l¥''''^ ^^«*^^P'« ^th John, theson of Zebedee, be correct or not. It isimportaiit to a historical appreciation of thegreat literary contribution of the churchedof Paul to the •cathohc » Christianity XthiS? •rV^^'.^u^** ^« ^^i«* whatVetn*ne
catho^icit;y had then come to mean, and how
M) meet it. On this point a studv of thi
epilogues is rewarding, but especi^dfy of thegreat Epilogue to the Gospel of John.

We have reached the period for our own
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concluding words. The process of combina-
tion and canonization of the New Testament
writings, which followed upon the consolida-
tion of the churches in the second century
falls outside our province. We have sought
only to give some insight into the origins,
considering the Making of the New Testament
to apply rather to the creations of the forma-
tive period, when conscious inspiration was
still m its full glow, than to the period of
collection into an official canon. As we look
back over the two leading types of Christian
thought, Pauline and * Apostolic,* the Greek-
Christian gospel abotU Jesus, and the Jewish-
Christian gospel of Jesus, the gospel of the
Spirit and the gospel of authority, we cannot
fail to realize how deep and broad and ancient
are the two great currents of religious thought
and life that here are mingling, contending,
coming to new expression and clearer defini-
tion. Each has its various subdivisions and
modifications, Pauline Christianity in the
Greek world has its problems of resistance
to Hellenistic perversion on the one side, to
reaction toward Jewish external authority on
the other. Apostolic Christianity whether
in its more conservative form at Jerusalem,
or in broader assimilation to Pauline doctrine
at Antioch and Rome, has also its divergent
streams, its more primitive and its more
developed stages. The literature, as we
slowly come to appreciate it against the
background of the times, more and more
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reveals itself as an index to the life. Not to
the mere idiosyncrasies of individuals, but
to the great Gulf-stream of the human instinct
for social Righteousness and for individual
Kedemption, as it sweeps onward in itsmighty tide.

The literature of the New Testament must
be understood historically if understood at
ail. It must be understood as the product,we might almost say the precipitate, of the
greatest penod m the history of religion.
It represents the meeting and mutual adjust-ment of two fundamental and complementarv
conceptions of religion. The antithesis is not
merely that between the particularism of theJew and the universalism of the Gentile. Itw an antithesis of the social ideal of Law and
ftophets against the individual ideal of
pereonal redemption through union with the

vif'^rw^l"*' .^^^^^^'^^..^y at the heart of all
vital Hellenistic religious thought in thispenod of the Empire. Christianity as we
kT'ow It, the religion of humanity as it haswme to be, the ultimate worid-religion aswe beheve it destined to become, is a resultant
of these two factors, Semitic and Aryan, the
social and the individual ideal. Its canonized
literature represents the combination. On
TfIf^/'^f *^t

^'''''^ '^^^^ '« predominant.

2 ^^J"**^' ^^^ »^'P^^ ^/ J«us in the form
of Matthaean and Petrine tradition, supple-
mented by apocalypse, which tradition at-
taches conjecturally to the name of John.

I
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The goal it seeks is the Kingdom of God,
ri^teousness and peace on earth as in heaven.
On the other side the individual ideal pre-
dominates. It perpetuates the gospel (Wout
Jesus in the form of the Pauline and tfohannine
doctrine of his person, regarded as the norm
and type of spiritual life. The goal it seeks
is personal immortality by mor^ fellowship
with God. Its faith is Sonship, by participa-
tion in the divine nature, without hmitation
in time, without loss of individual identity.
Both types of gospel are justified in claiming
to emanate from Jesus of Nazareth; but
neither without the other can claim to fully
represent the significance of his spirit and
life.

The unity of the New Testament is a unity
in diversity. Just because it presents so
widelv divergent conceptions of what the
ffospel is, it rives promise of perennial
fecundity. Stuoied not after the manner of
the scribes, who think that in their book of
precept and prophecy they have a passport
to rewards in a maeical world to come, but
studied as a " manifestation of the life, even
the eternal life " of the Spirit of God in man,
it will continue to reproduce the spirit and
mind of Christ. Studied as a reflection at
various times and in divers manners of that
redemptive Wisdom of God, which "in
every g^ieration entering into holy souls
makes men to be prophets and friends of
God *l (Sap. vii. 27), and which the Greeks,
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r^Sfl^Ti?^
it. unfortunately, in its intellectual

of God, It will prove, as in so many generations
past It has proved, an " incorruptible seed^

L J^'m
^.«o^ tidings preached uSto"

for ever » "" '''''^ °' *^" ^^^ *^** ^b^de^h

ii

J
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156, 158, 204, 910
Revelation (Sm John, RevelatioQ
oO

Romans, 75, 80 ff.

Rome, 120, 199

Satan, Dominion of, 157
Scripture, Use in Paul, 17

Use in John, 25
Second Coming, 280
Harmon on Mount, 9
Signn in Fourth gospel, 223
Simon, Richard, 85
Spirit, Doctrine of the, 17, 67, 101

15<}, 220
Subscriptions. 28S
Superstitious Judaism, 93 f.

Bymeon, son of Clopos, 105
Synoptic writings, 44, 1<»7

writings in Jolin, 2:28

Syria and dllcia, 61, 129

Teaching of the Titdve, 98, 63, 185

TertuIIian, 19, 29
Theaaalonian Epistlea, 78
Timothy (,fke Pastoral Ipistles), 7)

Titus (Ste Paatoral plstloa)
Transfiguration, 165, 167, 928, 230

TUblngen School, 48 ff.

Unity of the Church, 70, 103, 120

of the K.T., 948

Way (b sect), 8
Weak (party of the), 45
Wisdom of Ood, 90, 809, 929
Wisdom of Solomon (Sap.), 51

Words of Joaua, 10, 199 f., 144 f.

Zahn, 115
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History and Q^ography

3. THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
By HiLAiBB Bklloc, M.A. (With IKapi.) "It b coloured with all the
nuhtmncy of the author'* temperament"—Z>«<^ Iftwt.

4. HISTORY OF WAR AND PEACE
By G. H. Pbrhs. The Rt. Hon. ^amks Brycx write* : " I have read it with
much interest and pleasure, admirmg the skill with which you have managed
to compres* so many facts and views into so small a volume.

8. POLAR EXPLORATION
'Bj'DtVt. S. Bruce, F.R.S.E., Leader of the "Scotia" Expedition. (With
Maps.) "A very freshly written and interesting narrative."— T*/!* Times.
" A fascinat ing hook."— PortsmruiA Tim**.

12. THE OPENING-UP OF AFRICA
BySir H. H. Tohnstok, G.CM.G., K.CB., D.Sc., F.Z.S. (With Maps.)
"The Home University Library is much enriched by this excellent work. '—

Daiiy MmiL

13. MEDIAEVAL EUROPE
By H. W. C Davis, M.A. (With Maps.) "On* more illustration of the
&ct that it takes a complete master of the subject tc write briefly upon it."—
MancktsUr Guartliam.

14. THE PAPACY &* MODERN TIMES (1303-1870)

By WiixiAM Barxv, D.D. "Dr Barry has a wide range of knowledge
and an artist's power of selection."—Af«i(cA«(ter Guanlimm,

23. HISTORY OF OUR TIME, 1885-1911

By G. P. GoocH, M.A. "Mr Gooch contrives to breathe vitality into his story,
and to give us the flesh as well as the bones of recent happenings."—dAfmi/r.

25. THE CIVILISATION OF CHINA
By H. A. Giles, LL.D., Professor of Chinese in the University of Cambridge.
"In all the mass of (acts, ProfeMor Giles never becomes dull. He is alwa>-s
ready with a ghost story or a street adventure for the reader's recreation."—
S/*ctmi»r.

29. THE DAWN OF HISTORY
ByJ.L. Myees, M.A.,F.S.A.,Wykcham Professor ofAncient History.Oxford.
'

' There is not a page in it that is not suggestive."—^aiK>lM/«r Gmmrdian.

33. THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND:
A Study in Poiitical Evolution.

By Prof. A. F. Poixard, M.A. With a Chronological Table. " It take* iu
place at once among the authoriutive works on English history."—O^rrrvrr.

34- CANADA
By A. G. Bkadlev. " Who know* Canada better than Mr A. G. Bradley ?

"-
Dmily ChrpnUlt,
want* to know

It, "Th* vo!um« makes an immediate appeal to the man who
(omething vivid and true about Canada. —CoiMo'ian Gauttt.
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39- ARCHITECTURE
^^y^h^' ^' L""*";- (O^ forty lllttttrationt.) " Popular gnide-booksto*rch.te««re« M arule not.worth much. Thi. volume uYwelSmee«^p!
don. —BuMtng Ntw*. "^Delightfally brifbt reading. "—Chrutimn WorU

M. ENGLISH LITERATURE: MEDIEVAL
5i ^'^^\ ^- ^f*' ^i- V ?"''^ ^"" •»» '«"« I»o''«» «>U worth as one of

^tiw'^f'? *ft^^- *^"?'{*^ '^ '^^t-
*"'' *"« » 'he very man to put anoutline of English MeduevJ Literature before the uninstructed public: Hk

i:?eVS^-r>lrJ%'^r'^^'*"'' ""• *^ •»^'« " cffective^^mple. yel

45- THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
By L. Pkarsall Smith, M.A. " A wholly fascinating study of the different

S^/°iW *""" '* ' '°^'"*^ "'" ^' ^*"' "^' o*^ '"'"' Englwh speech."-

52. GREAT WRITERS OF AMERICA
f^JSt'/u'th^oS"

*"*" ^°'- "^^ ^- ^"'"'^- *" P**"^ •^«»^'' '^ '-o

In Preparation

'^^Lht.^
^-^^ ^^"^ RITUAL. By Miss Jan. Harxison, LL.D.,

GREEK LITERA TURE. By Prof. GiLBKirr Murray D LittLA TIN LITERA TURE. By Prof. I. S. PhilumV re

THE RENAISSANCE. By Mrs R. A. Taylor.
'J.^k'^^^RTOF THE RENAISSANCE. By Rockr E. Fry M A
Vi^.I^5Z.9.^ PAi^T/NG. By Sir Frrder.ck W.Si^ '

^^l^ff.^^9.^ ^^^ ^^-^ CIRCLE. By John Bailey, M.A.
VL^MKiV^^l^^"*^^- ByG.KCMi^RTON.
^^W^'Li^Sf^^^^I^^^- ^7 P«>'- Wm. T. Brrwstir.

^^i'*/^^»'^rH£ ^^^ ^•^•^'^
• By C. T. Hacbsrg Wright. LL.D.

MJi.!phD
GERMAnV. By Prof. J. G. RoaiRT^N.

SCANDlNAy/AN HISTORY AND LITERATURE. By T. CSNOW, M.A.

7. MODERN GEOGRAPHY
ByDr Marion W rwaioiN. (Illustrated.) " Geography, again : what a dull,
tediousstudyAatwaswonttobel . But Miss Slariob Nfiwblgin invesu iti
dry bones with the flesh and blood of romantic interest, taking stock of
geography as a fairy-book of sotnce."—27M(y T*Ugr»^k.

9' THE EVOLUTION OF PLANTS
5y^ ?i"; SfOTT. M^., F.R.ii.,late Hon. Keeper of the Jodrell Uboratory,Kew. (Fully illustnited.) "The infonnation wC;:h the 6ook provides U «^tworthy as first-hand knowledge can make it Dr .Scott^s candid and
fiuniliar sty^ makes the difficult subject both fascinating and easy."-

17. HEALTH AND DISEASE
i?X-^' .^^''* MAfKENZii, M.D., l>ocal (kivemmcnt Boaid, Edinburgh.
The BCMitcc ofpublic health administration has had no abler or more attractive

•xpooent than Dr Mackensie. He adds to a thorough grasp of the problem'!
an illualiatin^ style, and an arre«(ing manner of treating a subject often
dull and sometimes unsavoury. —^#mmww/.



i8. INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS
By A. N. Whitbmkad, Sc.D., F.R.S. (With Diagnuni.) "Mr Whitehead
has discharfad with coaspicuons sncccM the taadt he is so exceptionally qualified
to undertake. For he is one of our great authorities upon the foundations of the
science, and has the breadth of view which is so requisite in presenting to the
reader lU aims. His exposition is dear and striking."—MVxAwiiu/fr GatttU.

1 9- THE ANIMAL WORLD
By Professor F. W. Gambi.X, D.Sc, F.R.S. With Introduction by Sir Oliver
Lodge. (Manv Illustrations.) " A delightful and instructive epitome ofanimal
(and vegeuble)life. ... A most fascinatingand suggestive survey."—Aftfrm'v'
Pott,

2a EVOLUTION
By Professor J. Akthuk Thomson and Professor Patmck Gbdobs. "A
many^ooloured and romantic panorama, ope-i ing up, like no other book we know,
a lational vision oS worldnlevelopment."—^«^^/ Ntws-L*tttr.

22. CRIME AND INSANITY
ByDr C. A. MBRasx, F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S., Author of " Text-Book of In-
sanity," etc. " Furnishes much valuable information from one occupying the
highest position among medico- legal psychologists."—yfi^/um N*w*.

28. PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
By Sir W. F. Barmett. F.R.S., Professor of Physics, Royal CollegeofScience,
Dublin, 1873-1^10. " As a former President of the Psychical Research Society,
he is fiuniliar with all the developments of this most fascinating branch of science,
and thus what he has to say on thought-reading, hypnotism, telepathy, crystal-
virion, spiritualism, divinings, and so on, will bis read with avidity."—Z>m«A«
Courier.

31. ASTRONOMY
By A. R. HiNKS, M.A., Chief Assistant, Cambridge Observatory,
in thought, eclectic in substance, and critical in treatment. . . .

little book is available."—5<:>kM>/ JVorU.

"Original
No better

3X INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE
By

J. ArniURThomson, M.A.. Regius Profeswir ofNatural Histnry, Aberdeen
University. " Professor Thomson's delightful literary style is well known ; and

• here he discoursM freshly and easily oo the methods of science and its relations
with philoaophy, art, tehgion, and practical Wt."—At*nit*n fourmU.

36. CLIMATE AND WEATHER
Bjr H. N. DicxsoN, D.ScOxon.. M.A., F.R,S.E., President of the Royal
Metwrolofical Society : Professor ofGeography in Ouiversity College, Reading.
(With Dmnams.) " The author has succeeded in pretenting in a very lucid
and agreeable manner the causes of the movement of the atmosphere and of
the more stable winds."—Af«McA«r/«r Gnmrditm.

41. ANTHROPOLOGY
By R. R. I^AUTT, M.A., Reader in Social Anthr<q>ology in Oxford Universitr.
' An absolutely perfect handbook, so clear that a child could understand it. so
bscinating and human that it beau fiction ' to a fraale.' "—Morning Lomder,

44- THE PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIOLOGY
By Prof. J. G. McKsnorick, M.D. " It is a delightful and wonderfully com-
•**?.•"••'«,™^l"W °* » »«hject which, while ^ImporUnce to all, does not
readdyleBd Itself to untechntcalexplAnation. . . . The little book is more than
•/»ere repository of knowledge ; upon every page of it is stamped the imnress
of a creative imaginatioD.'--GitejsrwiymsASr^

"-H"*"



46. MATTER AND ENERGY

jmn, hu made such wondarful progress."—7VU Bookuthr
4» PSYCHOLOGY, THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOUR

iT^Sdiw L
* "fr '«'^«Wy science yumestinj rmther thsn dogmatiiing.

It should whet appetites for deeper study."—CWr/MWi WotjI/.

S3. 7WF MAKING OF THE EARTH
?7G^f;i;^; ruf°'"''/-^-?l- ^"'' ^SMap^and Figures.) The Professor

^n^i^!,! «S!2*"'.i''Sf]i!* "?' *"'«?" ."'^ ** «»«•'. »»>« formation and

57- THE HUMAN BODY
fZ^'^^^-JEt'M"^' Conservator of Museum c-d Hunterian Pro-

J^\./^^t^'**I^^*^'^^- (I"«>«rated.) The wo.kofthedissectine.

SiillT^'^ • ""fora^tioMMd monstroMties ; changes of youth and ace • sex

£ todSS" rf±Lrr^ " d«:reasing? ra^SL^rt^ ; b<3ay'^t'.^"

^a^'afdlSSa.^'SSr/
<ieg«e»t.onand regen^ation/and the

S8. ELECTRICITY
By GisBBrr Kapp, p.Eng., M.I.E.E., M.I.C.E., Professor of Electrical

S£SSSr"5Ji°
»»»« University. of Birmingham. (Illustra^) iSjT"'^

2jSSS?^K.*^-iS°*^
«Jectnaty;poten8al: electrification by mediniia^means

:
the electnc current ; the dynamics of electric currenti ; alt^Scurrentt ; the distribution of electricity, etc.

»•-«««», aiiemating

In Preparation
^^JflSTRY. Py Prof. R. Mbldoua, F.R.S

VLAN-fl^l^i^J'^R- By SirT*. HLh\.xno.K.C.I.E.. D.Sc.

Philosophy and "Religion

15. MOHAMMEDANISM
S^rTrf SLf„'n,"*"°°i'°fT''' **-;^' '°-^'"- "Tha generous shillings

^im.^.^^;r;,f;.J>r'si-j«;,X?r' *"' ""' ^•~""'"' '-'^'^

40. TWg PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY
By the Hon. Bbktkano Russell, F.R.S.
str^^ will recognise at once to be a boon,
technical throughout."—C*rw/ia» World.

' A book that the ' man in the
. Consistently lucid and non-

47- BUDDHISM
?^' T?*''"^'

**'^- A very able and concise 'study of the Buddhist

thTrfia'o^'nhT,^ r'S^x'"'^"^ '"'y attractively a, well al very !^Sy
SL?J«S2r 2"«*«*»»»««» « A« Pattest scholars of the day interpret it.'-



of •ooiMl ud moderate viiw.."-C>lrS*»v^ to be an ideal exponent

tA. ETHICS
^ G. £. MooRB, M.A., Lecturer in Moral Scienc* in r'<>»k.:j~. tt •

Bs^HsssTte 4!5,.°^;j?i^"""^W-Jsr-s

gospel oftEe SiHrit and the gospel of authority
"^^ * "^ V Jmm, the

60. MISSIONS: THEIR RISE andDEVELOPMi?att

j^f"jSk*'*^*^"-. "*• »»efW">ing of modem missiont after the Rrf„r«a"

In Preparation

I. PARLIAMENT

'|^a^rSfS'e''H^ri?coJSoL^ ^ihiLThLJ-".-
KS?;;'^ffi'«*^^«H^-<>'Co«mo^^^'^ehI^r^:^^^^^^^^^

5- THE STOCK EXCtr^jv^

^^-S^^^Slfi^S?'-" "To«.unfin.„ci.Imlndmu.t

IP. THE SOCIALIST MOVEMFAJ?
^''^-

I. CONSERVATn^M



16. THE SCIENCE OF WEALTH
By J. A. HouoN, M.A. "Mr J. A. Hobaon bolda an uniqu* poddon among
livinf[ economisa. . . . The test-book woduced is altogetiicr admirable.
Original, reasonable, and illuminating."—rA* Natun.

21. LIBERALISM
By L. T. HOBHOUSB, M.A., Professor ofSociology in the Universitv of London.
"Abookofrare<}ualipr. . . . We have nothing but praise for the rapid and
nusterly summaries of iha arguments from first principles which form a large
part of this boolc."—fKu/wMM/rr Gaatti*.

24. THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY
By D. H. Macgrkgor, M.A., Professor of Political Economy in the University
of Leeds. "A volume so dispassionate in terms may be read with profit by '.

interested in the present state of ium*t."—Aitrdttn JtmnuU.

26. AGRICULTURE
By Prof. W. Sombrvillx, F.L.S. " It makes the results of laboratoi > v ^wi

at the University accessible to the practical farmer. "—AtlUmmum.

3a ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH LAW
By W. M. Gkldart, M.A., B.C.L., Vinerian Professor of EngliV
Oxford. " Contains a very clear account of the elementary princip.

lying the rules rf English law ; and we can recommend it to all who « Is'i to

become acquainted with these elementary principles with a minimui i o.

trouble."

—

Sects Ltaw Timts,

28. THE SCHOOL
Ah Introduction to the Study ofEducation.
By J. J. FiHDLAY, M.A., I%.D., Professor of Education in Manchester
University. " An amazingljr comprehensive volume. . . . It is a remarkable
performance, distin^uishMi in its crisp, striking phraseology as well as its

loclusiveness of subject-matter."

—

Morning Post.

SQ. ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
By S. J. Chapman, M.A., Professor of Political Economy in Manchester
l/nivernty. A simple explsination, in the light of the latest economic thouKht,
of Uie working of demana and supply ; the nature of monopoly ; money and
international trade ; the relation of wages, profit, interest, and rent ; and the

effects of labour combination—prefaced fay a short sketcn of economic study
since Adam Smith.

In Preparation
THE CRIMINAL AND THE COMMUNITY. By Viscount St.

CVRKS, M.A.
COMMONSENSE IN LA W. By Prof. P. Vikogradofk, D.C.L.
THE CIVIL SERVICE. By Graham Wallas, M.A.
PRACTICAL IDEALISM. By Mauricb Hewlett.
NEWSPAPERS. By G. Binnky Dibbles.
ENGLISH VILLAGE LIFE. By E. N. Beknett, M.A.
CO-PARTNERSHIP AAD PROFIT-SHARING. By Ankurin

Williams T P
THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENT. By Jane Addams and R. A. Woods.
GREA T INVENTIONS. By Prof. J. L. Mvkes, M.A., F.S.A.
TOtVN PLANNING. By Raymond Unwin.
POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND: Fntm Btntham t« J. S.

Mill. By Prof. W, L. Davidson.
POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND: From Herbert i>penctr

to To-daf. By Ernest Barker, M.A.

London: WILLIAMS AND NORGATE
And ofall Bookshops and BoJistails.






